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FOREWORD

This report was prepared by personnel of the Flight Mechanics

Division, Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, and the Digital

Computation Division, Aeronautical Systems Division. The report was

prepared under Project 431, "Flight Path Analysis," Task 143109,

"Trajectory and Motion Tnalysis of Flight Vehicles." The formulation

and interim documentation were completed by Major Urban H. D. Lynch.

Programming was accomplished by Mr. Fay 0. Young of the Digital

Computation Division (ASVCP) of the Aeronautical Systems Division

Computer Science Center (ASV). This report, prepared by Mr. John

J. Dueweke of the High Speed Aero Performance Branch ( FXG ), combines

the applicable portions of FOL-TDR-64-1, Part 1, Volume 1, with the

interim documpntation prepared by Major Lyrdh.

This report is divided into four parts:

Part I: Capabilities of the Takeoff and Landing Analysis Computer
Program

Part II: Problem Formulation

Pa"t III: User's Manual

Part IV: Proqgamme-'s Manual

ThiS document was submi tted by the authors September 1971

This report has been reviewed and is approved.

PIILqI P. ANTONATOS

Chief, Flight Mcchanics Division
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory
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ABSTRACT

SA -!cl-d-'ined integration of the various aspects of the aircraft

takeoff and landing problem is presented in the form of a generalized

computer program. Total aircraft system performance is evaluated

during the glide slope, flare, landing roll, and takeoff.

The flight dynamics of a generalized, rigid body, aerospace

vehicle are formulated in six degrees of freedom; a flat, nonrotating

Earth is assumed. The independent equations of motion of up to five

oleo-type landing gears are also formulated.

A control management formulation is developed to automatically

adjust control variables to correct errors in the vehicle's dynamic

state. Stability in the small is used to maintain stability in the

large.

The equations of motion are integrated using a generalized va-iable•

step Runge-Kutta technique.

The formulation is programmed for the CDC 6000 and Cyher 70 Computer

Systems. The program is programmed in Fortran Extended using the Scope

3.4 operating system.
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A Vector sum of platform accelerometer outputs; R - g

AGF An aerodynamic coefficient for full ground effect

AhG An aerodynamic coefficient at altitude at hG

AhR Flare acceleration required normal to runway - ft/sec2

Ak Main piston area of kth strut - ft2

Ak2  Secondary piston area in kth strut - ft2

I ~th2Apk Footprint area for one tire on k strut - ft 2

A X
p

Ay Y Inertial axes comp nents of the vector A - ft/sec
p

AZP j

AxR Flare accele.ration required parallel to runway - ft/sec2

A An aerodynamic coefficient for no ground effect

SBody axes system aerodynamic axial force, in tni -l X) direction

aak Component in the negative Izk direction of the vector- differencezkh

between the inertial acceleration of the k t' strut mass center

and its gravitational acceleration; (•kc '9) " (-lzk) ft/sec 2

a2

a Body axes components of the vector A - ft/sec2i ay

b Wing span - ft

Loefficient otf pruportionality between an orifice drag force
and the square of the piston speed relative to the orifice -th - se2/ ft 2

L A Aeroodynami c xxial foi e to toetfi ient (body axes sys tefn)
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C ;C CA/ -per degree

CA 2 32CA/ 3a2 - per degree 2

CA C16 2C aA 8 - per degiee
2

C ACq 12 r a - pir degree 2

C AC ac - per degree

2 C 2 2
CA 2C /as per degree

CA66q a 2C AL ;B5;6 - p,ýr legree&

C 6 aA/ aSq - per degree
A •q

C 2CA/q2 pec degree 2

C. CA at a -a- "0
OA

C D Aerodynamic drag force coefficient

CC Aerodynamic drag foý7ce slope at f* d-per degze:

CDa2 Aerodynamic drag force slope at 8 - d-per degree 2

CD Drag force coefficient for "- d "
0

DCH Parachute drag coefficient (assumed constant)

CDR Required drag coefficient in glide silope

C Main orifice coefficient~of proportionality
for kth strut - lb-&ec 2 /ft 2

C Secondary orfice coefficicat of proportionality for kth strut -
Ck2 lb-_ec 2 /tt 2

C kZ Secondary.319ton linear friction drag coefficient for kth etrut -Ck2I. lb-sec2/ft
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CL Aerodynamic lift force coefficient
La

C Aerodynamic lift force slope at 6 q 0-per degree

a Aerodynamic lift force slope at d 6q 0-.per degree 2

CL Aerodynamic lift force slope at a P - d'-per degree

CL6q2 Aerodynamic lift force slope at a R - &-per degree 2

CL Lift force coefficient at 6 - - 6q - 0"
0

CLR Required lift coefficient in glide slope

C Aerodynamic rolling moment coefficiont (uody axes system)

C C i at 00
0

C 3C k/ 3(pd 2/2VM) - per radian

C 3C /3(rd 2 /2V ) - per radian
r

CL a2 C/3(rd2/2Va) Dx c - per radian per foot

r
I

CL DC t/ - per degree

"C 2  32 C£ /a - per degrce 2

C1  Ct/3ac1 - per degree 2

C 2 /• C 3D p - p r dt~gree2

C 3 C /. -- per degree

22 2

C1.2 2C,3• - per degriee

C. C/ ';6p -- per Iegren2
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LST 0 t

C3Cct/36p - per degree

2C 2 C2 c/a6p2 - per degree

Cm Aerodynamic pitching moment zoefficient (body axes system).

C ,q Aerodynamic coefficient uf damping In pitch; aCm/a (q I/2Va) - per radian

C
M~ ~ qx 3 aqlý2.3 G. - per radian per focet

C Aerodynamic pitching moment slope at 8 - 6q- -per degree

C Aerodynamic pitching moment slope at S - iq f-per degree 2
ma2

C mac m/3(d Il/2V ) - per radian

C a 2c /a(•dl/2V )ax...- per radian per foot

C aa2.c la3O - per degree2

OP
a •2C P•a•$q - per degree

maC a Xc /30 - per degree

2 /0
C 32

CE C3 / 2 per degree

A2 2
C a 2Cm/36q - per degree2

C Aerodynamic pitching moment slope at a d- -per degree

m•C m Aerodynamic pitching moment slope at a - 0 f-per de,•gre

C Pitching moment coefficient at a - 0 =q - 0oMO

CN Aerodynamic normal force coefficient
(body axes system)
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Ca ar 2C/n /30r - per degree 2

C Aerodynamic yawing moment slope at a - 6r - 0°- per degree

Cn 2  Aerodynamic yawing moment slope at a - Sr - per degree2

Cn naC/n (Bd2/2Vad - per radian

C aa 2 C/3(Bd2/2Va)axC.G. - per radian per foot

Sn2IC/*303r - per degree 2

C Aerodynamic yawing moment slope at a - 8 0 - per degree

IC n62 Aerodynamic yawing moment slope at a - - T- per degree2

C C ata- 0'O
0

C Specific heat at constant preasure - BTU/(lb - *R)

Cv Specific heat at constant volume - BTUJ/(lb - *R)

C AerodyuAaic force coefficient (body axes system)

C arcy/(rd2 /2VA) - per radian

C a2C /3(rd 2/2VaXC.G. - per radian per foot

C C y/3% - per degree

Cy02 a 2Cl7 2 /34 - per degree
2

C a2 C IPOO - per degree 2

C a 2 Cy /3a38r - per degree 2

IC Aerodynairu side force slope at a - Sr - 0"- per degree
YB 2

C Aerodynamic side force slope at a - dr - (f- per degree

C BC-/a(id2/2Va per radian
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D 2Cy/Mid 2 /2%axC.G. - per radian per foot

C a 2C •Ba36. - per degree2

YoBr

C 3C /a6r - per degree

Cy6,2 a22C/36r - per degree2

C C at a - B"0

oD Drag force vector

Da Increment size in flare a search - degreesia

iDa Incruase of touchdowrn point past x zD - ft

DR Required drag force in glide slope- lbs

D -k
Dyk Runway axes components of the vector R rk - ft

Dik

d 1 Pitch reference length (usually mean aerodynamic chord) - ft

d2  Yaw reference length (usually wing span) - ft

ER Runway elevation angle - degreea

sk Error allowed in integrating ak around the positions zero and skb - ft

Isk2 Error allowed in integrating ak2 around the positions zero and Sk2T- ft

i Total applied vector force

r ck2 Secondary piston stop contact force for the kth strut-lbs

Fex

F Body axes components of the vector FIc- lb

F
c)

FDC Parachute drag force vector

- ', DC agnitude of the vector - lbs

•i F xv
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FdxL 1x component of the vector F~hk - lbs
Fdyk 1yk component of the vector FTRk - lbs

Ffk Friction force at wing gear root for the k strut -"lba

',Pk Friction force vector between runway and tires on kth strut - lbs
Ci

?GPk Hagnitude of the vector F.Pk - lbs

F Total applied vector force on the kth bodyFk

Fk One of many vector forces applied to the kth strut

F kS Gravity force vector acting on k strut

F kgz 1 zk component of the vector 7kg - lbs

rlkz 1 zk component of a vector -k -lbs

%2 Applied vector force on secondary piston in kt strut

1 Ik component of the vector F2 - lb.

FT Total applied vector force to the system of K + 1 bodies, namely the
vehicle

FTk Ground reaction component along the negative 1 k direction - lbs

T "T'otal ground reaction vector, sumed over all k gears from k - 1 to k - K-
FT(IA Body axes coýnneuta of the vector I TF - lbs

Total ground reaction force vector acting on kth struL.

"Tllk Runway axes component of the vector F lbs

--- T~ilyk Runway axes component of the vec cor CPk - lbe

"FTtak Ground reaction force vector normal to the runway

F . .•zk Magnitude of the vector F T~k - lbs

Fv Orifice drag force - lbs
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LIST OF SYMBOLS (Contd)

F ~ Body axes compon~ents of the vector FT - lbs

F

F Body axes components of that portion of total ground reaction
ym force vector, FTRP which is transmitted to the main airframe - lbs

F
zM

f k (8 k) Force deflection curve for a single tire on kth strut - lbs/tire

T Vector acceleration due to gravity

g Magnitude of the vector g; 32.174 ft/sec2 - "g"

5y Body axes components of the vector g - ft/sec2y

9 J
gzk Ak component of the vector g - ft/sec

Rigid body angular momentum about mass center

Vector moment of lineur momentum of kth body about kth body mass
center - ft-lb-sec

sBy Body axes components of the vector H - ft-lb-sec

h Altitude of vehicle miass center above rumity origin - ft

h CGAltitude of glide slope origin above runway origin, namely, thehCG heighL of the CG above the runway at impact - ft

h Vertical glide slope position error - ft
0

he Rate of vertical glide slope position error - ft/sec

h Allowed glide slope position error in the vertical plane -ft

Xviii
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heT Total vertical glide slope positton error - ft

hF Flare initiation altitude - ft

hG Mass center altitude above ground - ft

h cs Nominal glide slope altitude - ft

h a Allowed glire slope position error in the horizontal plane - ft

hPT Total horizontal glide slope position error - ft

h R Mass center altitude above "nd perpendicular to runway, positive
upward - ft/sec

h Mass center altitude rate perpendicular to runway, positive
upward - ft/sec

R Mass center altitude normal to runway for touchdown - ft

h RP Altitude rate normal to runway for touchdown - ft/sec

h Rl First altitude above runway for sequencing engine conditions in
flare - ft

h R2Second altitude above runway for sequencing engine conditioas in
flare - ft

h Altitude above runway at which takeoff is terminated - ft

TD Initial value of hRy in flare - ft

h First altitude above runway for sequencing engine conditions inglide slope - ft

h 2 Second altitude above runway for sequencing engine conditions

in glide slope - ft

7 Moment of inertia matrix about mass center

I Indicator for number of gears on aircraft

I•,IBC()

I BtBrake condition indication array

I Bk First change in I array after impact

IBk2 Second change in TD array after impact

I V k Moment of inertia of I tire, wheal and anything else constrained 2
to rotate with that tire about the axle on the kth strut - slut-Ift

xv ii
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II

moments of inertia of rotating machinery within the body7r about machinery axes - slug-ft 2

I
zr

I Moments of Inertia of all aircraft mass about body - fixed axes -
y7J slug-ft2

I

us Products of inertia of all aircraft masses about body -
fixed axes - slug-ft 2

)yz

IA? Autopilot phase indicator

KA Thrust fractions for engines A and B in Common Two Engine Logic

KR(fN) Kill engine indicator array

KUý Kill engine indicators for engines A and 3 ir comon two engine
J= logic

K? Impact indicator

XT Kill engine indicator in Comron Engine Logic

k Pulytropic exponent

k Symbol signifying a given body or strut

k Engine fractional load Indicator; the first subscript C ) indicates
--- )__x the number of engines on the aircraft; the last oubscript indicates

the engine to vhich this load indicator applies; the subocipts in
between indicate the engines not failed

Axi
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k(2)121 Engine fractional load indicator for engine number 1, 2-engine
aircraft, both engines assumed working

k(3)131 Engine fractional load indicator for engine number 1, 3-engine
aircraft, middle engine failed

k(3)232 Engine fractional load indicator for engine number 2, 3-engine
aircraft, engine number 1 failed

k (3)121 Engine fractional load indicator for engine number 1, 3-engine
aircraft, eng' e number 3 failed

k (3)1231 Engine fractional load indicator for engine number 1, 3-engine
aircraft, all engines working

k(3)1232 Engine fractional load indicator for engine number 2, 3-engine
aircraft, all engines working

k(4)141 Engine fractional load indicator for engine number 1, 4-engine
aircraft, engines 2 and 3 failed (both inboard)

k(4)232 Engine fractional load indicator for engine number 2, 4-engineaircraft, engines I and 4 failed (both outboard)

k (4)343 Engine fractional load indicator for engine number 3, 4-engine
aircraft, engines 1 and 2 failed (both on same side)

k(4)242 Engine fractional load indicator for engine number 2, 4-engine
(aircraft, engines 1 and 3 failed (one inboard, opposite outboard)

k(4)2342 Engine fractional load indicator engine number 2, 4-engine
aircraft, engine 1 failed (one outboard)

k (4)2343 Engine fractional load indicator for engine number 3, 4-engine
aircraft, engine 1 failed (one outboard)

k(4) 1 3 41  Engine fractional load indicator for engine number 1, 4-engine
aircraft, engine 2 failed (one inboard)

k (4)1343 Engine fractional load indicator for engine number 3, 4-engine
aircraft, engine 2 failed (one inboard)

k(4)12341 Engine fractional load indicator for engine number 1, 4-engine
aircraft, all engines working

k( 4 ) 1 2 34 2  Engine fractional load indicator for engine number 7, 4-engine
aircraift, oel engines working

k( 4 ) 1 2 3 4 3  Fngine fractional load indicator for engine number 3, 4-engine
aircraft, all engines working

xx
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L Lift Vector

Body axes components of the vector M - ft-lbs

N

L Required landing distance to stop aircraft - tt
D

M m Body axes components of that portion of total ground reaction
moment vector, MTR which is transmitted to the main airframe -
ft-lbs

bN

LR Required lift force in glide slope - lbs

LT Net engine roll moment - ft-lbs

m Body axes components of aerodynamic moments - ft lbs

n

am Characteristic distances for jet - dampinS moments-ft

t nJ

£ y Characteristic distances for jet - damping forces - ft

12

m2 Direction cosines of the Inertial 1 unit vector relative
tu the body axes syntem

K2
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LIST OF SYMBOLS (Contd)

2 Direction cosine rates of the inertial 1 unit vector relative
to the body axes system - per second

2

Aircraft wass - slug

ae Initial mass of the .(ehicle - slug

* Total applied vector moment

' Ak Vector moment of the ground reaction about the kth strut axle

M AilM Ak Magnitude of the vector MAk - fl--lbs

• BciMBc(1) Constant braking moment array, the use of which is determined
in brake autopilot - ft-lbs

MBiMBk Braking moment applied along kth strut axle - ft-lbs

MBLIMBL(I) Braking moment lower limit array - ft-lbs

"MBUiMBU(1) Braking moment upper limit array - ft-lbs

HCH Vector moment of the parachute drag force F DC about theaircraft mass center

Body axes components of the vector MC. - ft-lbs

% Applied moment about kth 6trut axle - ft-lbs

HN Mach number (not V/a0 or V/a*)

H Net engine pitch moment - ft-lbs

TrO(IN) Engine pitch moment array - ft-lbs

xxi i
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I >•T O' SYMI3OI S ( Contd)

HTR Total vector moment of all gear ground reactions about the
aircraft masas center

- th
HT~k Vector moment of the k strut ground reaction FTRk about

the aircraft mass center

'TMxk

MTRyk Runway axes components of the vector F - -- lbs

HTy Body axes components of the vector MTR - ft-lby

R Total vector moment about the nominal mass center of all
0 the forces applied to the vehicle

* Total mass - alugs

, mk Total mass of kth body - slugs

Total vector moment of applied forces to kth body about! oth body reference point

Secondary piston mass in kth strut - slug

OT Toral mass of K + I bodies - slug

N Throttle setting
Ni) Actual throttle setting rate array - per second

N(IN),N Actual throttle setting array

NA} j~ctual O.L,.ile settings foi, engines A ani B in Common Two
Engine Logic

N B

NB(IN) Engine reverse throttle constraint array

M.iIi
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NB

Engine reverse throttJe constraints for engines A and B
in Common Two Engine Logic

NJBC Eag.ne reverse throttle constraint in Common EngineiLogýc

N C Actual throttle setting in Comnon Engine logic

Nd(IN).Nd, Desired throttle setting array

NdB Desired throttle settings for engines A atd B In Common Two
Engine Logic

N dC Desired throttle setting in Common Engine Logic

NdF(Ir) Fixed throttle setting arrsy

NE Constant engine throttle setting rate magnitude used in
control response - per second

Nfk Component of ground reaction normal to axis of strut-pounds

NLR(IN) Landing reverus throttle settA_: arrey

N Landiag reverse throttle sett.ings for engines A and 8 in
Common Two Engine Logic

NLRC Landius reverse throttle eetting in Common Engine Logic

NT Net -ýrglne yaw macnt - ft-lbe

N( I(1) Engine yaw momeust array - ft--lbe

N NTO(IN) Takeof throttle settitng array

HTNA

h Too Takeoff throttle settings for engines A and I in Common
T~o rngirle Lg4ic

Takeoff throttle settings In Coinn Engtne Logic

M? No Flare indicator used to stop program aft.: glids elope

n "1
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NLRI No landing roll indicator - used tc stop
program at impact

nF Body axes system aerodyLamic normal force, in the (-1Z)
direction-lbs

nl,.nk Number of tires on kth strut axle

2 Pressure - lbs/ft2

P(x,y,Z) A point located by the vector

n P~k Air compression force acting on the kth strut - lbs

PD Desirc,! "percent skid" - %/(100Z) (i.e., nondimensional)

Pk Upper air chamber pressure - lbe/ft2

P• k2Lower air chamber pressure - ibs/ft 2

P Landing tail-down constraint angle -
• maximua pitch angle relative to the runway - degrees

P Pk Nominal tire foot print pressure - lbs/ft2

P si P skk Actual "percevt skid" - %/(lOOZ) (i.e., nondimensional)

P k Preload pressure of upper air chamber - lbs/ft2

SPok2 Preload pressure of lower air chamber - lbs/ft2

PC Phugoid control sensitivity - deg/ft

PSA Roll (aileron) overcontrol constant - deg/deg

US R Angle of attack overcontrol constant in Slide slope - des/dog

PS2 Angle of attack overcontrol constant for IAP 2- 2 -deg/deg

PSR Sideeiip (rudder) overcontrol constant - deg/des

PS Euler y-aw .anfic ovcrcor.t)'3l constant - deh/deg

m P

I Body axes comFonenta of the vector " - rad/sec

SQ Required dynamic pressure in glide slope - lbs/ft2

murIii
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q* Dynnmic pressure - lbs/ft 2

SPitch rate in flare based on &d and flare acceleration - rad/sec

R Vector displacement of aircraft mass center from origin
of the inertial axes syst,'"

R Inertial acceleration of the platform origin - ft/sec2

R '1-
RAxk

RAyk Inertial axes components of the vector sum (Rk) + rk - ft

RAzk

RCH Vector displacement of parachute attachment point measured
from aircraft mass center

RDx

RDyk Body axes components of the vector sum ( k) + rk - ft/sec
0

RDzk

RDXGk Inertial axes components ot the vector sum

R - + (Rk + rk., the velocity of the
Skh

RDZGk kt strut axle as seen by the r'inway axes origin - ft/sec

R Fa Angle of attack rate feedback constant in glide slope - sec

R•t2 Angle of attack rate feedback constant for IAP > 2 - sec

R FO Sideslip angle rate feedback constant - sec

.FEuler roll angle rate feedback constant - eec

RF, Euler yaw angle rate feedback constant - sec

R Range from the starting point - nautical miles
g

R gn Displacement vector of runway origin from origin
of inertial axes system

R Magnitude of the vector RR; the component of the vectorR 8K in the I g direction (there are no other components) - ft

xxvi
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th
SR Total vector displacement of the k strut

mass center from the origin of the inertial
axes system

R. k2 Inertial vector acceleration of the secondary piston

S(R kIVector position ? the kth body reference
point from the o body reference point

R kx1

Rk % >" Body axes components of the vector (R. , - ft

RL Runway length - ft

SPk Vector displacem ent from the aircraft mass
center to the point of application (i.e., the
tire footprint) of the ktf strut ground reaction force

R R Vector displacement of the aircraft mass
center from the origin of the runway axes &.:stsm

kthR Rk Vector displacement of the k strut axlefrom the origin of the runway axes system

R icrx' kth strut axe coa--aeuts of th, vector sun
1 RICGy--•o) + rkc' the vector displacesent of the kth

raRICGz J strut mass center from the aircraft mass center

ikR T• Total vector velocity of the bottom surface
of the kth r.rut tires as seen by theorigin of the rinway axes system

"Rh Vertical plane glide slope position rate 4eedbackh •constant - 6ec

RI Horizontaii plane glide slope position rate feedback
constant - sec

r Vector displacement of the point P(xy,z) from the
origin of the body - fixed axes system
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Vector position of mass center of the K + I
bodies from the oth body reference point

r Fully extended position of kth strut axle
from origin of kth strut axle system - ft

kth

rk Instantaneous vector displacement of k strut axle
from origin 01 kth strut axes system

r-kc Vector displacmept of kth strut mass center
from origin of kt" strut axes system

th
r-k2c Vect'.,r displacement of k strut secondary

pist.,n upper surface frou origin of
kth Gtrut axes system

r o rok Undefleeted tire outer radius - ft

"S Aircraft, reference area - ft 2

S SI• Sum of the forces resisting the kth strut
moFkemnt(that portion of the kth strut

ground reaction transmitted to the main airframe) - lbs

S Es Parachute reference area - ft2

s A scalar variable

i K Constant acceleration of a

0 f Final value of a

-- __ ;f Final value of

- Initial value of s

i i. Initial value of ;

Displacement of strut from fully
extended axle position - ft

akb 7Ha~mm allowable displacement of k th strut - ft

nnmmmmkc Distance between kth strut axle and kth

strut mass center - ft

%2 Displacement of k th strut secondary pistonfrom its extension stop - ft

.. ,s Distance between kth struit axle avd kth

strut secondary piston extension stop - ft
ll~j xviii
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8k2STOP The kth secondary piston acceleration as seen by the kth

axes system which would exist if the secondary piston were
against either of its stops (i.e., the value of Equation
(58 of Appendix II with r Ck2 removed, used to obtain the
stop contact force, F ck2)

ak2T Maximum displacement of kth strut secondary piston (distance
between secondary piston compression and extension stops less
piston height) - ft

*Rk Tzk coaponent of inertial acceleration of kth strut axes
system - ft/sec2

Thrust vector in flare

T Magnitude of the vector - lbs

T(IN) Actual thrust array - lbs

T Desired thrust in Common Engine Logic - lbs

Y•d Desired thrust vector in glide slope

Td Desired thrust - lbs

Td(IN) Desired thrust array - lbs

T 4  Desired thrust for engines A and 3 in Common Two Engine

TdB Logic - lb.

T dX Total thrust required in Common Two Engine Logic - lbs

T Engine thrust obtained from TFFS subprograz - lbs

IT Impact time - sac

TL Lower thrust limit allowed in flare - lb.

T 8 Time after impact to stop landing roll - sac

STU Upper thrust limit allowed in flare - lbs

T Body axes components of net thrust vector - lbs

/I • <x i x

Tt
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TF(l),TP(LN) Fixed throttle indicator array

t Time- see

tbk Time after Impact to start braking - seec

Stbkl Firbt time after impact to change IB array - sec

tbk2 Second time after impact to change " array - sec

tch Time after impact to deploy parachute - sac

STime required to perform the h state change in flare - sec

tr Time after impact - sec

Stry Time after impact to reverse engines - sac

trl First time after impact for sequencing engine
conditions in landing roll - see

i tr2 Second time after impact for sequencing engine

conditions in landing roll - sac

t Elapsed time to perform constant acceleration
e change from initial state (a , ii ) to final

state (sf. Sf ) of a scalar 4ariable, a - sac

t up Time after impact to set spoiler aerodynamics
staging indicator - sac

t at Time after impact at vhich nos& over begins - sac

Sx Time required t. perform the x, state change In- flare - &eK

u Body x-axis zomponent of inertial
velocity of aircraft mags center - ft/sec

SU Body x-axis componeat of the vector V- ft/sec

ms v Body axes components of the vector V- ft/sec

u

•|N v Body axes components of the vector V -ft/e

w
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Aw
Body axes components of the vector - ft/sec

WV

V Inertial velocity vector of mass center (in body fixed
axes system)

1"
V Velocity vector rate as seen from the body fixed axes

system

V Volume - ft 3

i Velocity of piston pushing fluid through an orifice

SVa Airspeed vector

Va Magnitude of the vector Ia - ft/sec

Vad Desired airspeed vector

Vai Vak Component parallel to runway of k th strut axle inertialvelocity - ft/sec

V aT0 Airspeed for takeoff - ft/sac

V•d Desired inertial vector velocity down the Slide slope

Vd Magnitude of the vector 'd - ft/sec

Ve Inertial velocity magnitude error in glide slope - ft/sec

V Inertial velocity vector

V Magnitude of the vector V - ft/sec• £

VIP Component paLallel to runway of velocity of kth strut tireGPlk footprint as seen by the runway coordinate system

VhTD Initial value of hRF in flare - ft/sec

V Speed parallel to runway to stop landing roll - ft/sec

Vstal1 Aircraft stall speed - ft/sec

stall

ixxx
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VTi Tire footprint velocity of ith wheel - ft/sec

VTML
VTTk Runway axes component of the vector VCPTk -t/*ec

VTxk

VTTk Runway axes components of the vector RTk- ft/oec

Vnk

V Wind vector
w

VTD Initial value of I in flare - ft/sec

V k Preload volume of upper air chamber - ft 3

Vok2 Preload volume of lower air chamber - ft 3

VSR• Variable-step Runge-Kutta(integration technique)

WWVT Weight vector

'ok Width of a tire ou the kth strut - ft

x}

yT Inertial axes couponents of the vector - ft

I Inertial axes compnen's of the starting point of the
50° vehicle center of eases - ft

Ti

xv
p

Components of the vector iu a platform coordinate system (in this
p fosI ulation identical to the inertial frame - tt)

Zp

xxxii
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X Distance down runway to stop landing roll - ft

y Body axes components of the vector r - ft

xc.CG. Center-of-gravity position from the body axes
origin in the 1 x direction - ft

xC.G. Reference center-of-gravity position from the
C.Gof body axes origin in the 1x direction - ft

XCH

YCH Body axes components of the vector R., - ft

z CHZCE)

XR Aircraft scalar distance down runway - ft

2R

, Runway axes components of the vector (i.XR) - ft

iR} Runway axes comp.nants of vector -ftes~c

3 xDistance down runway for touchdown - ft

'R Landin. speed parallel to runway for touchdown - ft/eec

Nl1 First distance down runway for sequencinS
engiue conditions in takeoff roll - ft

SxRLF2 Second distance down runway for sequencingengine conditions in takeoff roll - ft

YRk Runway axes components of the vector Ntk- It

'ok

jxx iij
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Initial value of iLRF in flare; distance down runway before

which the aircraft must not touch down - ft

y Body axes syeLem aerodynamic side force, in the 1
direction - lbY

yN(IrN) Body y-axis component engine position array - ft

ZN(IN) Body z-axis component engine position array - ft

Xxx iv
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Angle of attack - deg

Angle of attack rate - rad/sec

*d Desired angle of attack - deg

Sd Desired angle of attic, rate - deg/sec

'd_1 Preceding value of desired angle of attack - deg

ad Maximum allowed value of ad - deg/8ec
max

*dL Upper limit on angle of attack - deg

*dS Lover limit on angle of attack - deg

a* Angle of attack position error - dog

*eT Total angle of attack error - deg

%ar Angle of attack rate error - deg/sec

OTO Angle of actack for takeoff - deg

O Sideslip angle - deg

6 Sideslip nngle rate - rad/sec

d Desired sideslip angle - deg

3a Sideslip angle position error - deg

8eT Total sideello angle error - deg

Elevation angle of V relative to Earth; flight path
angle - deg

ya Elevation angle of Va relative to earth - deg

ya' Elevation angle of Va relative to runway - deg

y| Elevation angle of V relative to runway - deg

YRO Desired flight path angle of Vad -dog

xx~v
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AF

67 Generalized force input (body axes system) - lbs

APz

AL GQroscopic moments due:to rotation rates p,qr and angular
r momentum of rotating machinery (body axes system) - ft-lbs

Am

ANr

ALT

hMT Generalized moment input (body axes system) - ft-lbs

AN T

Jet damping moment vector

At Current integration interval determined by VSRK - sac

AVa Allowed glide slope Inertial velocity magnitude error - ft/sec

Ax Distance from aerodynamic reference station to aircraft mass
center - ft

AXC.G. Center-of-gravity position from the reference center of gravity

in the 1x direction; (xC.G. - 1 CG. )x ref

AD Allowed magnitude of total angle of attack error,a eT-deg

ASa Allowed magnitude of total sideslip angle error, 6,T - deg

6 Allowed magnitude of total Euler roll angle error, *eT - deg

"Allowed magnitude of total Euler yaw angle error, #*T - deg

iX!!
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A0 Allowed percentage of wTRi magnitude for
wheel angular speed error, TL: - %/(100l ) (i.e., nondimensional)

6' Roll control surface (aileron) deflection ratemagnitude used in control response - deg/sec

a F Pitch control surface (elevator) deflection rate
from 6qi to 6qF in landing roll - deg/saec

so$ Pitch control surface (elevator) deflection ratemagnitude used in control response - deg/sec

a h Altitude normal to runway above hRF
to begin "hold" mode - ft

si, Lk Sum- of the quantities rok, Zok and c(xRk) - ft

+6k Tire deflection of a tire on the kth strut - ft

6 Actual roll control surface (aileron) deflection - deg

6 Actual roll control surface (aileron) deflection rate
P deg/sec

apd Desired roll control surface (aileron) defldction - deg

6pL Lower limit on roll coutrol surface (aileron) deflection - deg

6 p1  Nominal roll control surface (aileron) deflection - deg

Spy, Upper limit on toll control surface (aileron) deflection - deg

6q Actual pitch control surface (elevator) deflection - d,,g

" 64 Actual pitch control surface (elevator) deflection rate - deg/sec

dq c Pitch control surface (elevator) deflection for "bang-bang"
control in glide slope - degrees

6qc2 Pitch control Lurfmce (elevator) deflection for "ba.g-bang" control

for IAP 2 - deg

8qP Final value of pitch control surface (elevator)
deflection in laa&ýing roll - deg

XXAV I
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64, luitial (i.mpact) value of pitch control surface(0Jeva r) deflection in landing roll - deg

Lower limit on pitch control cturface (elevator)
-L deflection deg

-- N Nominal pitch control surface (elevator) deflection - deg

-qm Takeoff pitch control surface (elevator) deflectioa - deg

6qu Upper lin•it on pitch control surface (elevarcr) deflectioa -

dag

S; 'aw control surface (rudder) Jeflection rate
magnitude used in control res'onse - deg/sec

6r Actual yaw control surface (rudder) deflection - -leg

ir Actual yaw control surface (rudder) deflection rate - deg/sec

drd Desired yaw control surface (rudder) deflectior - deg

arL Lover limit ou yaw control surface (rudder)
deflection - deg

SrH NNominal yaw control surface (rtdde.:) derlectioL - deg

6r U Upper limit on yaw control surface (rudder)
deflection - deg

6C Fixed angular perturbatioa of glide slope in
vertical plane - red

6o Fixed ingular perturbation of glide slope in
horizontal plane - red

"(xI) Arbitrary ruway profile - ft

£CI Nominal glide slope angle - deg

€1 Error multiplier tor

C Incremental error in CN

C3 Error multiplier for C A

C AIncremntal error In CA

£5 Error multiplier for C

xxxviii
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C 6 Incremental error in C

-- 7 Error multiplier for C A

C €8 Incremental error in C I

i 9 Error multiplier for C

C- 10 Incremnental error in C3

Error multiplier for Cn

£12 Incrementa•. error in C

£18 Ineremental error in C.C. location - ft

?19 Incremental error in I - sluw-ft 2

C 20 Incremental error in Iyy - slug-ft2

£ 21 Incremental error in Izz *sluerft2

£ 22 Incrmental error in -y slu-ft 2

£23 Incremental error in I - slug-ft:2

9 24 Incremental error in Iya - slut-ft2

Intermediate z-axis direction

Intermediate y-axis direction

P1 Pitchr-raw-roll sequence of rotation *ngloa

#" Pitch--roll-yaw sequence of rotation angles

IIX)
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0 k Pitch angle of kth strut axes relative to body axes - deg

E) Actual Euler pitch angle (based on pitch-yaw-roll direction
P cosine sequence) - deg6'}
P

9 Pitch-yaw-roll sequence of rotation angles for body axes relative
P0 to inertial platform (in this formulation programmed as 0 ,Yp and

* , *) -deg

ai Pitch-roll-yaw sequence of rotation angles for body axes relative
P to inertial platform (not progrmed) - deg

Yp")

0R Pitch angle of aircraft from horizon - deg

6 r Pitch angle of rotating machinery axis relative to body x-axis-deg

6r Pitch rate of rotating machinery axis relative to body x-axis-rad/gec

uk (P s) Coefficient of friction between a tire on the kth strut andthe runway

isk Coefficient of friction at wing gear support for k strut

Intermediate x-axis direction

Sp Radius vector from origin of inertial axes system to the point
P(x,y,s)

p Atmospheric density - slug/ft3

4cHagnitude of desired roll angle in glide slope - deg

+d Desired Euler roll angle in glide slope & flare - deg

40 Euler roll angle position error - deg

CaT Total Euler roll anCle error - deg

*p Actual Euler roll angle (based on pitch-yaw-roll direction cosine
sequence) - deg

, @p Actual Euler roll angle rate (based on pitch-yaw-roll direction
cosine sequence) - rad/sec

X1
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a Horizontal flight-path angle; heading angle - deg

Euler yaw angle position error - deg

V ST Total Euler yaw angle error - deg

Y Actual Euler yaw angle (based on pitch-yaw-roll direction cosine
P sequence) - deg

'1
Yaw-pitch-roll sequence of rotation angles

Y

e Yaw-pitch-roll sequence of rotation angles for body axes relative
( to inertial platform (not programmed as such - used as names

i ,for Y;, e;. #') - dog

" Actual Euler yaw angle rate (based oa pitch-yaw-roll direction

cosine sequence) rad/sec

0 Inertial rotatt~n rate vector of body axes

a Rate of cb of w vector; inertial angular acceleration
vector of axes

i •€ Absolute magnitude if constant control angular acceleration for
any wheal - rad/see

t Inertial rotation rate vectcr of k th T.ody axes

Rotation rate of machinery within the body; about the machinery
ir spin axis - revolutions per minute (R.P.M.)

u•ln(l),w, TE/Wheel angular speed error array - rod/sec

Rotational vector velocity of the tires on the kth strut

,Tk-'Ti Magnitude of the vector o ; Iyk component of the vector..

(there are no other components) - rad/sac

I,ýk.;i .Wheal angular acceleration k strut axle - rod/s.c
HiT

_nK/(l),W Desired (required) wheel speed array to obtain desired "percent
skid" - rad/sec

x1i
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TR(1),w'TR, Desired (required) wheel acceleration array to maintaindesired "percent skid" - rad/sec2

A yBody axes components of the vector r - tad/sec

wj

W Inertial rotation rate vector of oth body; inertial rotation
0 rate vector of body axes system

3VGPk Unit vector in the direction of the vector VGPTk
for the kth strut

xlii
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Notational Conventions

)k "as seen by the kth coordination system"

( " ) FFirst derivative of ( ) with respect to time

(C ) Second derivative of ( ) with respect to time

d( Total derivative of ( ) with respect to time

dt

( ) The vector ( )

S( ) The tensor ( ); the matrix ( )

[ ] A matrix
K

SSunmation over all the gears of the vehicle; I
k k-i

S( ) Total derivative of the vector C )

( ) ( ) vector rate as seen from a rotating m=es system

xlii
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Axes System

I-T -1 1 -xo
,l ,Body-fixed axes system, origin at vehicle

I yo nominal mass center (Also, coordinate
L Li system of oth body)

I xzo

-- FEarth-fixed axes system, origin at sea
[yg level (Inertial frame), 1 normal to[l1J flat-Earth, positive downzg

Body-fixed strut axes system, directed
,yk downward along kth strut, origin

along this line of actionn i Izkj

lxR
Runway axes system, origin at sea

lyR level, axes system fixed relative
LjI to inertial frame in present formulation

LzRJ

Direction Conines

A1F 2 1 Matrix of direction cosines. Used to transfer
quantities from Zarth-fixed (Inertial Axes

- l2System to Body-fixed Axes System

a,,,,l SI 3 M atrix of direction cosines. Used to transfer

quantities from Body-fixed Axes System to kth

9 1 0 trut Axes System

-%31 6 a1k"]

_ Matrix of direction cosines. Used to transfer
[li quantities from Earth-fixed Axes System to

xliv
-- L•• ' 'J '=" = "'N
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Direction Cosines (Contd)

RL1 RL1RL 113] Matrix of direction cosines. Used to transfer

RL21 RL22 RL3 3  quantities from Runvq Axes System to Body-fixed

RL'31 'L32 RL3 Axe" System

RI 11k R112k RI113k
Matrix of direction cosines. Used to transferR1'21k R122k R123k quantities from Runway Axes System to kth Strut

LR131k R1 32k R133kjAxes Syste

X.'v
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

In the design sf an aircraft, the engineer is confronted with the

problem of tekcoff and lanCing and the design of aircraft systems and

techniques to perform tlii function. The final evaluation of these

systems lies in the a:iswer to the question: How does the aircraft and

its system perform as a unit? The Takeoff and Landing Analysis (TOLA)

Computer Program is the result of an attempt to generalize the aircraft,

the main aircraft control systems, and the landing-takeoff situation

into a single comprehersive calculation to answer this question.

Various analyses and simulations have been developed which are

rigorous and thorough on a particular aspect of the landing-takeoff

situation (e.g., References 20 through 24). Other are cited in

Reference 25, which covers virtually every aspect of the problem.

The TOLA sin-ilation answers the above question in the form of a

well-defined ii:tegration of the various aspects of takeoff and landing.

In the equations of motion the assumption is made that the main aircraft

frame is rigid; however, the dynamic eff.-,ts of up to five independent

landing gears are included in the equations. The position and velocity

of each strut and secondary piston are obtained by numerical integration

subject to position constrainta (for example, the main strut must

move wltifin the limits of the fully extended position and strut

bottoming position). The same form of solution applies to the

aircraft itself.

The purpose of this report is to unify and summarize the complete

formulation of the TOLA Computer Program. TOLA is a FORTRAN IV

modification to Option 2 (SDF-2) of the Six-Degree-of-Freedom Flight

Path Study Generalized Computer Program of References 1 and 2.

1
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The SDF-2 modification resulting in the TOLA Computer Program

was undertaken in two parts which are documented in FDMG TM 68-5,

"Derivation of the Equations of Motion for the Landing Gear and

Ground Reaction Modification to SDF-2," and in FDMG TM 68-11,

"Autopilot Equations and Logic for the Takeoff and Landing Analysis

Modification of SDF-2."

I2
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SECTION II

TAKEOFF AND LANDING ANALYSIS COMPUTER PROGRAM

This section presents a general description of the Takeoff and

Landing Analysis (TOLA) Computer Program formulation. The following

will be discussed in order: the original six degree of freedom

equations, the landing gear and ground reaction equations, and the

autopilot equations.

1. ORIGINAL SDF-2 FORMULATION

The Takeoff and Landing Analysis (TOLA) Computer Program is based

on two modifications to SDF-2, which is the second calculation option

of References 1 and 2. SDF-2 has six degrees of freedom, but assumes

a flat, nonrotating earth. Those portions of the original SDF-2

formulation retained by TOLA are presented in Appendix I. Figure 1

contains a summary of the steps performed by SDF-2 in TOLA, and most of

the equations used to perform these steps are found in Appendix I.

The exceptions are the equations for the larding gear forces and

moments which are discussed in Appendix II.

2. LANDING GEAR AND GROUND REACTION FORMULATION

When each landing gear of a moving aircraft comes In contact with

the runway, it is subjected to a force, F TRk' which is the ground

reaction between the tire and the runway. The point of application

of this force, namely the tire footprint, is located by a vector

•Pk from the aircraft center of gravity (cg). Therefore, FTRk
generates a moment about the cg , "TRk - •Pk x .TRk - Sunning over

the k struts from 1 to K,

FTR FTR, z FTRATKo + FTRBIyo + FTRCTzo (I)

M'TR > ZMTRk = MTx Ixo +MTyo+MTz Izo (2)

in the body-fixed axes system.

L3
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Compute velocity and position
in inertial axes system

Compute range from

starting point

iLook up windsi

FCompute airspeed, a, a, &, B,
groundspeed, y, a, Ya

Calculate Euler angles and
accelerometer indicationsI

L ook up vehicle physical charas
and thrust forces and momentsi

Compute drag chut io
forces and moments

inLook up aerodynamis t]t
[Calculate landing gear forces andtmoments due to ground reaction

ICalculate EF and EM

in =thue btody-fixed axes system

!Calculate 6. ýv,wI, ,r,

and integrate

Figure I. SDF-2 Summary
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If the strut were a rigid portion of the total airframe, then

-TR and FTr would be the total ground reaction force and moment

transmitted to the airframe. However, the strut is able to telescope,

with the result that part of earh FTRk is used to accelerate the strut

relative to the airframe; the remainder of FTRk is transmitted to

(or "felt" by) the airframe.

Likewise, since =Rpk x FTRk then part of each MTRk

TRk RMk T~k
will be evident as a moment of the inertia force portion of -TRk;

the remainder of WTRk is transmitted to the airframe.

Let Fxm, F ymand F be the body-axes components of that portion

of the total ground reaction force transmitted to the main airframe,

and Lms M A, and Nm be the body-axes components of that portion of the

total ground reaction moment transmitted to the main airframe.

Then, Fxm FTRA mk Sk ak31
k

Fym FTRB + 0 (3)

Fzm FTRC _ MkSk dk33
_k

- and Lm M,]x F mk S§k kIIRky
k

Mm !MTy - mk Sk RRkCGx (4)= k

Nm MTz Mk §rkSk ak3Rky
I k

where mk is the strut mass, Sk is the strut acceleration relative to

the main airframe, akij are direction cosines relating the strut

orientation to the body axes system, and Rky and RRkCGx are

moment arms of the strut inctia forces.

5
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Equations 3 and 4 are included in the summation of forces and

moments as follows:

F1  T, -a+ Mg + AFx Fxm 1

F Ty+y +Mgy +AFy Fym (5)

FZ Tz +NF+Mgz+ AFz] LFzm_
and

Li LT +ALT~ +1 LM1
M MT+AMT+m + Mm (6)

LN _NT +A6NT +n j NM1

The derivation of the strut acceleration, "Sk5 requires the

definition and analysis of the forces internal to the strut. A detailed

derivation of the various terms in Equations 3 and 4 will be found in

Appendix II of this report. The flow charts in Appendix II are

summarized in Figure 2, where the circled letters correspond to those

found in the flow charts. The basic equations of motion used in

Appendix II are derived in Reference 6.

3. CONTROL MANAGEMENT FORMULATION

The purpose of the TOLA control management formulation is to

determine appropriate values for Sq, Sr, Sp, N(IN), and MB(1), which

are the control variables for pitch, yaw, roll, throttle, and

braking, respectively. This determination is made in three major

steps called the maneuver logic, the autopilots, and the control

variable response. The respective tasks of these steps is to determine

what needs to be done, how to do it, and how much can be accomplished

within a given time step.

a. Maneuver Logic

The maneuver logic is that portion of the control management

formulation that is specifically oriented toward the takeoff and

landing problem. It determines what needs to be done in two steps.

6
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Calculate required
direction cosine matrices

Calculate ground reactilon forces and moments

about (cg) in runway axes system for each gear

IF I,
L Calculate strut accelerations

i as seen by strut axes system

Calculate (ýTk and integrateI

S~Sum the ground reaction forces and moments
about the c.g. over all the landing gears
and transform to the body-fixed axes system

Figure 2. Landing Gear Sunm.,ry
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The first step is the determination of which phase of the anelysis

is to be examined at the present time step. This is done in the

problem phase logic in which a sequence of tests is performed on the

present position of the aircraft relative to the runway. In this

manner, it is determined whether the aircraft is in the glide slope,

flare, landing roll, or takeoff roll phase. Each phase has its own

'logic for determining the desired state of the aircraft.

The seccnd step performed in the maneuver logic is to determine if

an error exi ts in the present position, velocity, or acceleration ot

the aircraft relative to the runway. If so, the required dynamics are

solved for tie desired angle of attack, ad I the desired roll angle,

•d' ,and the desired thrust, Td.

The values of ad, d I and Td obtained in the above two steps

6eterriý;.'e ihat needs to be done in terms of aircraft orientation and

thrust tc correct kinematic state errors which may exist, depending on

the pro,'em phase. This accomplishes the main purpose of the maneuver

logi(, ;;owever, prior to entry into the autopilots, checks are made

for possil)le input system failures. If the aircraft is in the landing

roll phasc, the condition of the brakes is determined at the present

time step For later use in the Brake Autopilot. The final step for all

phases in the maneuver logic is to determine the rondition of all engines

in the engine failure logic. This is done at the present time step

for later use ½n the Throttle Autopilut.

b. Autopilots.

The purpose of the autopilots is to determine the means by

which thý desired vehicle orientation, thrust, and braking 're to be

a'.compli;hed. The results are obtained in the form of Sqd' frd% bPdp

Nd(ON) ald MB(1), which are, respectively, the desired pitch, yaw, and

roll control surface deflections, the desired throttle setting array,

and the actual braking moment array. These variables are determined

in the Pitch, Yaw, Roll, Throttle, and Brake Autopilots, respectively,

which ere discussed in detail in Appendix III.

I --- .- -. ..... .. . - -. .
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c. Control Variable Response

The purpose of the control variable response is to get a first

order approximatioi. of the effects of control surface and engine lags

on aircraft performance. Constant time rates of change are used to

determine the measure of Sqd' Srd' Spd, and Nd(IN) attainable within a

given time step. The results are the actual control variables Sq

Sr, Sp, and N(IN).

d. Control Management Formulation Summary

A detailed development of the logic and equations for the

control management formulation is presented in Appendix III. The

basic steps in the control management development are summarized in

Figure 3.

Transform SDF-2 state variables
to runway axes system and
calculate Euler rates 4p and $p

SIn Maneuver Logic,dermn[Y~~eT~i determine

problem phase, kinematic state errors,
and cdý 4d and Td

4
Determine 6qd, 6 rd, 6 Pd' Nd(IN), and MB(1)

in the Pitch, Yaw, Roll, Throttle, and
Brake Autopilots, respectively

In Control Variable Response, based on present values,
Autopilot results and constant allowed rates,

find 6q, 6r, 6p and N(I11)

Figure 3. Control Management Formulation Summary
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SECTION III

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The Takeoff and Landing Analysis (TOLA) Computer Program is

summarized in Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows the various capabilities

of TOLA as depicted in a perspective view of an inclined runway. TOLA

can simulate aircraft control and performance during glide slope, flare,

landing roll, and takeoff subject to changing winds, engine failures,

aerodynamic ground effect, runway limitations, and control variable

limitations and lags. The (cg) oscillation seen in the landing roll

represents the multiple landing gear dynamics. Runway perturbations

may be input as a function of distance down the runway, as exemplified

by the "bump." The capabilities to cut power; to actuate spoilers and/or

u,••q chute; to have brakes locked, off, or on with constant or controlled

braking, and to reverse engines are shown as functions of time. This

demonstratcs how the TOLA simulation allows the order of these effects

to be changed. The takeoff is accomplished as an acceleration run to

a predetermined airspeed, at which a desired angle of attack is scnt to

the pitch autopilot. The above versatility is maintained in as generalized

a manner as possible.

Figure 5 is a block diagram summarizing the flight mechanics

performed in TOLA. The instantaneous dynamic state of the vehicle is

determined by the six-degree-of-freedom routine, which determines the

accelerations caused by the aerodynamic, thrust, and landing gear forces

and moments. These accelerations are integrated twice by the executive

routine, which then sends the kinematic state information in terms of

position and velocity to the control management routine. In the

Maneuver Logic, errors in kinematic state determine the desired angle

of attack, thrust, and roll angle. These are processed as forcing

functions by the Autopilots, which determine the desired control settings.

The Control Variable Response then determines the actual control settings

attainable during a given time step.

S10
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TOLA development grew out of a need for comprehensive, quantitative

analysis of aircraft takeoff and landing performance. The simulation

attempts to generalize conventional powered aircraft, the main control
systems, and the landinq takeoff situation into a single comprehensive

calculation. The simulation does not perform the design function; it
simply takes input data and evaluates performance.

The concept a single, comprehensive, quantitative simulation

of total system performance has yielded very promising results (see

paper, "Capabilities of the TOLA Simulation," presented July 1969 at

the AIAA Aircraft Design and Operations Meeting, L. A., Calif.) for

the takeoff and landing problem. To date, the capability of the

program as a design tool to do tradeoff studies in major system

component design has only just begun. Even with the cursory results

received so far, many questions come to mind:

(a) What effect does limited runway length, changing winds, and
engine failure have on a go-around decision for a particular situation?

(b) How does a change in.the control schedule for the landing roll

affect maximum gear loads?

(c) What limitations would have to be placed un thC !rding i', on,,

strut failed to brake or failed to extend from the fuselage?

(d) With multiple-engine aircraft and a reverse capability, is it

safe to have some engines in reverse during landing in view of possible

engine failure?

These are just a few of the questions that are within the capability

of study by the TOLA simulation. In its interest to develop better

technology, the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory will continue to

improve the TOLA simulation and use it as a tool to study the takeoff

and landing problem. 4
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APPENDIX 
J

ORIGINAL SDF-2 EQUATIONS

1. DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS OF MOTION

This section presents the derivation of the equations of motion,

of a body in "inertial" space, as required for use in the Takeoff and

Landing Analysis computer program. The equations of motion will form

a portion of the computation loop which is unaffected by the libraries

of interchangeable subprograms describing alternate control systems:

airframe aerodynamics, atmospheres, and geophysical parameters, or the

data-monitoring subprograms to be incorporated. The several coordinate

transformations and velocity and angle resolutions, which complete

this central portion of the problem, are described later in this

appendix.

Since the equations involving the moments of inertia, aerodynamic

forces, and thrust forces are greatly simplified if expressed in body

coordinates, this s,,stem of body reference will be used. The two

basic equations which define the motion of a body are:

e= ( •v ) ( 7 )
dt

dt
y

Yg

nilI 
Yg

H I\ 
- - T P (K ,y~z )

gg

Z 9
Ix

Figur 6. Geeaieinril n oyAe ori naeSytm

ii \ I ,/

Figure Z 6. Gnrlzd .n.ilad. oyAe ordnt ytm
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Numerical analyses of these vector equations require their resolution

into vector components and definition of the scalar coefficients.

These manipulations are discussed in detail in many texts in mechanics

(e.g., References 7 through 14. The essential steps of the derivation

are reviewed here, however, for completeness.

To determine the displacement accelerations, consider a point P

displaced from the origin of coordinate system x-y-z such that the

vector r designates the point. Figure I illustrates the system.

Let the origin of the coordinate system x-y-z be displaced from the

origin of a space-fixed coordinate system X -Y -Zg by an amount and

direction given by R. Further, let the coordinate system x-y-z

rotate in the X -Y -Z space such that the vector, ra, defines the

rotation.

Then
r = xTX + Y-y + ZTZ

R = Xg:xg + Yglyg + Zglzg9)

1= wxTx + WyTy + wzTz

The coordinate system x-y-z will be recognized as the body axes and the

coordindte system X -Y -Z are the nonmoving "inertial" or Newtonian

axes. The total velocity of the point is given by

"+ - -; +9 - + " - { + WY)Tx
P R r =g'xg 'QYg gzg -YwQ •

(90)
+(i + XWz - zwx)Iy +(-x wy + ywx) Tiz

It is more convenient to express the velocity of the body-axes origin

in body-velocity components thdn in velocity componerits coincident with

the "inertial" reference coordinates. The vector 1 can be written in

any coordinate system, so

"A I V x + Y g+±gzg I +o TEx + 'O-y + 2 0TZ

, 17
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and Equation 10 may be rewitten as

SV oT-x +•o T o0 zzpwy)Tx
(II)

+(Yp + XpWz - Zpw°x) y + (Zp- Xpwy +YpWx) Iz

where the subscri5ts o and p have been added to distinguish between

the velocity components of the origin and the relative movement of the

point P with respect to the origin of the x-y-z coordinate system,

respectively. Differentiating Equation 11 gives the relation for the

total acceleration to be

[io O-;wz + io-)y Tx + [-;o +;Ow)z .- iou~x] r+[i 0 XoWy +joWx] -1Z

+ {x -2;< + W 2z , -)+. ++YP(W,.. -<) +zp(, •L.x + J,,

+ Nuz-iw y~ + W2)+1 PWYWz -wX,+xp(Wl+ WXW?]Y

This acceleration relation is complete'iy general and applies to any

point on the body. In developing the equations of motion, the point

of interest, P (x,y,z), is the center of gravity. If the center of

gravity is assumed to move, relative to the body, along the x-axis

only, the following simplification can be made.

Yp = Zp= 0 yp Zp = Yp Zp: 0

The components X'0 YO Zo and wx) Wy, wz are more commonly known as

u, v, w and p, q, r, respectively. The components u, v, and w are the

velocities of the reference point on the body. Making the above

- substitutions gives

F,: M [;+U.w-.P+2;pr +(A+pq)] (I3)

/SF7 M -uq +VD -2ipq +xp (rp - 4)

II I
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Since most vehicles are designed to have small center-of-gravity

travel, the acceleration and velocity of the center of gravity are

both very small quantities and may be omitted from the problem

formulation. If the reference point is further restricted to be the

center of gravity, then x and its derivatives may be omitted from theP
equations and the components u, v, and w are the velocities of the center

of gravity. In matrix form the equations reduce to the following:

FX1 O-r q u

Fy t + [r (14)

F z -q P 0 1W

Note that in the analysis of flight-test data, where the output of

accelerometers mounted away from the center of gravity are used to

record the motion of the body, the complete form of Equation 13 must be

used. Note also that, although Equation 7 states Newton's Law as the

time derivative of the momentum, a formal differentiation of ?//y,

assuming7j to be a function of time, has not been performed in the

derivation of Equation 14. Such a formal differentiation gives

dt dtV

This differentiation leads to erroneous results, however, since the

residual momentum of the expelled gases has not been accounted for by

this procedure (see References 6 and 14). The equation should be

when the residual momentuTii of the expelled mass is properly considered.

Here, c is the velocity of the expelled mass with respect to the

continuing body. The contribution YII• is the momentum-change portion

of the thrust and is included in the sunination of external forces.

19
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There are additional accelerations produced which are unique to

configurations which have very large fuel flow rates and which have the

thrust nozzle located a considerable distance from the center of gravity.

These accelerations, linear and angular, are the so-called jet-damping

contributions. The term is a correction to accelerations computed on

the basis of only. the externally applied forces (or moments) and

accounts for the moment of momentum which is imparted to the fuel by

the pitching velocity of the body. The derivation of this contribution

is considered in greater detail in Reference 1. The principal

contribution to the equations for linear acceleration are in the y- and

z-directions and have been added to the expressions of Equation 14 to

give the following result.

Fy n + r0 -p I 2*rly (15)

Fz -ý _qp0-+ 2*QXz

The relations expressing the rotational motion are obtained in a

straightforward manner. The components considered in this anslysis

come from three basic sources: the time rate of change of the moment

of momentum, the gyroscopic moments which arise from the rotating

machinery of the vehicle, and ,he externally applied moments. The

moment of momentum of a body (or angular momentum) about its center

of gravity, in terms of its components, is given by

Hr, Finc I X. _Y dd zZ J j
or, sinc,' w)( w.dnd wz are p, q, and r, respectively:

+ [..t~i - i 2 ~+~j~z(16)
IXXP__ I~q -IXZ [-Iz -X I Y zq +' z , ]'Y T'

20
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The required differentiation of the moment of momentum gives

"9 =[IxxP+IxxP +(Izz-Iyy)qr-lyz(q'-r')-Ixz(r+p,4)

-I Ixy(4-pr) - lxzr -txyq] -I,

+ [Iyy4 +iyyq+(Ixx-lzz)pr -Ixz(r2-p )-Ixy(p+qr) (17)

-lyz (-PQ) -ixyp -ryzr]IF

+ [Izz' + 1zzr +(lyy -xx)PI -- xy(p 2-q )2 yz( +pr)

-1 xz (• -qr) -- IxzP- iyzn] "z

Sis general practice at this ')oint in the derivation of the equations

of t n to assume that the refer(nce ,xes of the aircraft are principal

axes and that the moments of ir?-t a do not vary with time. This

conveniently elimates the prod'cts of nertia and the t me derivatives

of the ioments and products o ine tia, respectively. However, it is

desired to have a more genercl applicability than this for the computer

prc-ram being developed, and these terms will be retained. The

inclusion of the time derivatives of the inertia implies that all moment

of momentum has been remove' from the mass being lost by the bo, y. This

assumes that the gases havw no swirl after they have left the body.

Staging and dropping of discrete masses from the body introduce

discontinuities in the ma5s and inertia properties of the body. The

solution must not proceed across these discontinuities. Therefore, the

integration of the equati, is of motion will be interruptcd when mass is

dropped and automatically reestablished immediately thereafter (see

Section 3, Stages and Stoging).

¶i • *

The time rate uf (hange of inertia, noted here refers te that change
occurring at constant mass only.
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The jet damping contribution to the expressions for angular

acceleration (from Aopendix I of Reference l)is:
2 T 2

AMD = -p-rr1 TX-q•I I T rmInTz (18)

The expression for the total angular acceleration due to the time rate

of change of the moment of momentum, including jet damping, is

conveniently given in matrix form:

L ' xx -Ixy -'xz x-mX . - Ixy -1Xz P

M! -fx yy I q I + -y Iyy- m t - yz q

- L IXz IIx r]

+ r 0  -p ] Ix iy KZJ L (19)

q p 0 -;xz "ly I lZ zz

The torques due to precession and changes in rotational speed of

rotating machinery abroad a vehicle which is free to gyrate in space

can contribute significantly to the angulkr accelerations which the

vehicle experiences. Appendix II of Reference 1 derives the torques

generated by the precession of rotating machinery in general terms and

simplifies these relations as required for the solution of the following

problems:

(a) The motion of an aircraft powered by an engine with a rotating

mass which is fixed in its orientation with respect to the reference

axis of the aircraft.

(b) The motion of an aircraft powered by a rotating-mass engine

which can be rotated in a plane parallel tu the plane of symmetry

(e~g., convertiplane which is in the transition from vertical flight

to forward motion, or vice versa).

22
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(c) The motion of a satellite in which motors are being operated

(by the proper select.ion of reference ax,.s).

The gyroscopic moments due to the rotational rates p, q, and r and

the angular momentum of the rotating machinery are approximated as

fol lows:
ALr - -1IxroWr (q+Gr) sin r

AMr = Ixrwr(PSiner +rco,3r) (20)

ANt = -Ixr(q+8r) r cos8O)

The complete rotational equations of motion are, therefore, from

Equations 17, 18, and 19

i = LTx+MTy+NTz
in which

L = 'xx•+I~xxp +( Izz- lyy qr -ly,(q2- r2)

-I _xz( +pq)_-Ixy(Q"_pr)_-ixz r - xyq

- prtj -I xrw•(q+6r) siflnr

M Iyyq + Iyyq +(Ixx-lzz)pr- Ixz(r2 P 2)

,Iy(p+qr) - IYz(r-Dq)-ixyP -iyzr

- 2l + Ixr)~
-qiMi xrLwr( P sie +r COS er

N! - , r Izz ,,z r + ( Iyy- IXX )p(4--IXY( p --

-- Ixz(ý--qr)-Ivzk4 + pr) -ixzp-lyzq

nrl2-r I x, ~(q + ')wr coOsr

3
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These relations, written in matrix form, are:
i i " I-I

i L Ixx - 1xy -- IXZ P j 1xx-7V -xy -xz P
I I4 - j

J I-y I yy zlyz + [IIy i- -yz q
N Z - Ixz -yz Izz r -IXZ- lyz Izz-btln2 r .

0 -r 9IxY - xz P IxrFr(q+er) sinXr
+ r 0 -P -Ixy ly-yz q+ ixwr(P sinr + r cosr ()

-q p 0 -xz -lyz IZZ r/ -xror(q+ r) cos er
Equations 15 and 21 constitute the general six-degree-of-freedom

equations of motion which will be used in the computer Drogram. The

progrdm instructions will provide for the removal of certain

combinations of terms, as follows:

(a) All product of inertia terms for ti;e case where the body is

inertialiy symmetrical about the x-axis.

(b) The product of inertia terms I and I which are zero when

the x-z pldne is a plane of symmetry.

(c) The terms containing the time rates of change of inertia,

products of inertia, and mass.

(d) The gyroscopic contributions of rotating machinery.

(e) The jet damping terms, both forces and moments.

2. COORDINATE SYSTEMS AND COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS

This section presents a description of the reference coordinate

systems chosen for the Takeoff and LandIng Analysis computer program.

The coordinate transformations required to relate the various parameters

of the computation to the several coordinate systems are also derived.

24
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The coordinate transformations required in the program may be categorized

as follows:

(1) Transformations inherent in solving the basic equations of motion.

(2) Transformations to provide input data to the guidance and

autopilot.

(3) Transformations to present readout data in the most desirable

form and auxiliary transformations which may be required for the

definition of certain special parameters. These transformations may be

deleted from the program when they are not required.

a. Coordinate Transformations for Basic Equations of Motion.

The coordinate systems and transformations required to describe the rigid

airframe motion in six degrees of freedom and the ccordinate transfor-

mations which relate the aerodynamic angles and velocities to ground-

referenced velocities in the presence of winds are presented.

(1) Body-Axes Coordinates

The equations of motion (Section 4) dre solved in a body coordinate

system (see Figure 6). The origin of this system is at the center of

gravity of the aircraft, with the x-axis along the geometric longitudinal

axis of the body. The positive direction of the x-axis is from the

center of gravity to the front of the body.

The y-axis is positive to the right, extending from the center of

gravity in a water-line plane. The z-axis forms a right-hand orthogonal

system. This coordinate system was chosen because inertial characteristics

are thus made independent of attitude.

Accelerationn and velocities computed in the x-y-z body axis must be

related to velocities and accelerations referenced to a fixed point on

the surface of the planet to (a) describe Lhe motion which a fixed

III m
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observer would sense, and (b) compute the aerodynamic forces ofl the

body immersed in an atmosphere with winds which are referenced to d

point on the surface of the planet.

(2) inertial Coordinates. The inertial coordinates used in

this analysis are the X -y9-7g axes. X and Yg lie in the plane tangent

to the earth's surface, and Z is the inward or downward normal vector
tc this plane. The effects of the earth's curvature and rotation rate

are truly negligible in the takeoff and landing phases of aircraft flight.

Thus, the inertial coordinates defines a flat, nonrotating earth.

(3) Direction Cosines. The direction cosines relating the

body x-y-z axes to the inertial coordinate system X -Y -Z are obtained
- S - ggg

in the following manner. Let lx, 1y, 1 be unit vectors along the

body axes, x, y, z, respectively, and let 1Xg, 1 YgP Izg,, be unit

vectors along the inertial axes, Xg, Yg, Zg, respectively. The

direction cosine matrix relating these two sets of unit vectors will be:

X 2 -_ xg

ly r M2  M3  I9(22)

1, [nI n. n3

Performing the matrix multiplication indicated gives:

1x 7 1-- ,xg + 2 IYg + 13Tzg

lI = mtIxg+ mj2IY+m3Izg (23)

Iz :g 1Xg +fl2vg + n3Ilzg
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The derivatives of Ix, 1 Tz with respect to time in terms of their

components in the inertial system are found by differentiating

Equation 23. These derivatives aye:

- - +121yg +"- Tzg

I Y mrixg +m21yg+n 3IZg (24)

z :nlOXg+n2Iyg +n.IZg

The derivatives of I x, Iy 1z with respect to time are dependent only

on the change in direction of the unit vectors. Therefore,

iIx = (•xlx = fly -qlz

I Y = Xly = Pz-rix (25)

Iz = Wxlz = qTx-pIy

where
= pix+qTy + rlz

Equating the relations for l from Equations 24 and 25:

lImxg + 12 Tyg + r3Tz -l

Substituting the relationships for 1- and I , respectively, gives the
y z

relation:

7' tI Ixg +/Yig! yg +! 3TZg r(m-Xg + m2 yg + m3lZg)

126)
-q(n I-xg +nz yg + n3Tzg)

By using the component properties of a vector, the relations

rml -qnl (27)

r2 rm 2 -qn 2  (28)

i3 rm - 4n3  (29)

are obtained from Equation 26.
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Performing the same operation for the 1y and 1z components defines

the time derivatives of the remaining direction cosines. These are:

m1 : pnI --r d (30)

m2. pn2 -- r4 (31)

m3 pn 3 -r-,4 (32)

Al -q1 - pm1  (33)

-pm2  (34)

A3 q - pm 3  (35)

Equations 27 through 35 are integrated to obtain the instantaneous

values of the direction cosines. This method of calculating the

direction cosines has been selected instead of the usual evaluation by

means of the Euler angles because, regardless of the order of rotation

selected, there are points at which certain Euler angles become

undefined. The direction cosines evaluated by this method are always

defined (Reference 1). The method by which the orthogonality of the

direction cosines is maintained is described in Appendix III of

Reference 1. The Euler angles may be calculated from the direction

cosines if desired; however, they are not required for component

resolution.

(4) Inertial Velocity
/

The components of inertial velocity in the body coordinate

system, u, v, and w, will be resolved into velocity components Xg, Yg,

and Z in the inertial coordinates. Since components of inertial

velocity are known in body coordinates, a resolution of components

using the direction cosines given in Equations (27-35) will give

28
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components of inertial velocity in the inertial coordinate system,

as follows: E

ii I12 rn p n 1  (36)

mg 
13 M3 n3 J

The planet-referenced velocity may be calculated from its components:II ~vg :/ g + ý2 + 12 3,

(a) Nine integrations are involved in the present method of

computation, instead of the three that are normally required when the

Euler-angle rates are integrated to give the Euler angles. However,

a coordinate transformation is required to obtain the rates, and the

sines and cosines of the angles must also be computed in the usual

direction cosine computation. The machine time required for the two

methods of computation is comparable.

The flight-path angles are computed in the takeoff and landing problem:

0- Sin-it 1o38

/

ii .y Sin (z&)v• (39)
V9

The three inertial components of winds will be introduced in a

tabular listing with altitude as the independent variable. Let the

three components of wind be written as follows:

V w Xgw X9 +YgI Y9 +g 1 (40)

2_29
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The airspeed vector is given by:

V0 = V--Vw (41)

where Va is the velocity relative to the atmosphere. The three

inertial components of airspeed are:

VO (X Xg- ) Ix 9+ (Yg w1) IYg +(Zg-Zgw )Izg (42)

SThe elevation flight path angle of the airspeed vector is:

7"01 = sin -1 (-{'Zg-' -) (43)

Va

Resolving inerLidl wind components to body-axis components requires the

same direction-cosine matrix used in Equation 22, and the body components

of winds are:

VW I mI M2 m 3 J gw (44)

LwwJ Ln J L i _jw

The body components of airspeed are determined by substracting the body

components of wind from the body components of velocity.

The body comnonents of airspeed will be used to compute the angle of

attack and sideslip.

a aTon- UW-) (45)_m. U oU
- Ton (46)
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The definitions of angle of attack and sideslip are consistent with

the aerodynamic data normally obtained from wind tunnel tests of sting-

mounted models because of the manner in which the sting may be moved.

If aerodynamic data as obtained from turntable-and-strut mounted models

are used, an alternate definition may be required depending upon the

procedure used in data reduction.

b. Guidance and Autopilot Coordinate Transformations

The vehicle attitude information taken from the gimbals of a

stabilized platform and the outputs of platform-mounted accelerometers

may be required in certain autopilot and guidance-system computations

in the Takeoff and Landing Analysis computer program. This section

presents the derivation of the equations relating accelerometer and

attitude information to data computed in the central program. The

method for doriving coordinate transformations for any gimbal arrange-

ment is presented for reference.

(1) Gimbal Arrangements and Rotation Sequences

Three frequently used gimbal arrangements will be considered

in this section. Each gimbal is equivalent to an intermediate

coordinate system in a series of Euler-angle rotations. Reading from

the outer gimbal to the inner gimbal (and neglecting redundant gimbals)

the arrangements considered are:

(a) Yaw-Pitch-Roll

(b) Pitch-Yaw-Roll (only this sequence is programmed in

TOLA)

(c) Pitch-Roll-Yaw

where the analogy between coordinate system rotations and gimbal

movement is used. Other gimbal arrangements are possible but the

three discussed in this section are the ones most frequently used.
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Transformations for the alternate arrangements can be obtained with

these same techniques.

(2) Euler Angles. In the central program, the direction

cosines relating the vehicle body-coordinate system to a fixed inertial

system are calculated by integrating functions of the body angular

velocities, p, q, and r. The direction cosines relating the body and

fm inertial systems are determined by the cosines of the angles between

the various axes of the coordinate systems and are dependent only upon

the position of the body coordinates referenced to inertial coordinates.

That is, the order of rotation selected to arrive at a certain

orientation does not alter the numerical valuca of the direction cosines

for that orientation.

Each individual direction cosine may, therefore, be defined in

terms of the Euler angles from a given sequence of rotatior;s. These

definitions will provide the Euler angles of the body with respect to

the platform coordinate system for the three rotational sequences

selected.

The direction cosines, in terms of three sets of Euler angles,

will be derived using the method of Reference 15. The technique used

"is to find the direction cosines for each individual rotation in a

sequence and determine the complete transformation by multiplying the

individual direction cosine matrices. The overall picture of the

rotations is best observed on a unit sphere diagram. The points on

the unit sphere represent the intersections of the coordinate axes

with the surface of the sphere.

The order of rotation and the axis about which rotation occurs can

be described usino the following diagram.
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AXIS AND ROTATION ORDER

X Y Z
n z

S2.

to 3.

x y z

This diagram indicates that the first rotation is about the inertial

Z-axis through the Euler angle 4. The second rotation is about the

intermediate axis n through the angle 0. The final rotation is about

the body x-dxis through the angle 0.

The derivation of each sequence of rotations will proceed in the

following manner: (a) the order of rotation will be defined;

(b) the unit sphere showing all three rotations will be presented;

(c) the individual rotations will be shown in three separate diagrams

that contain the plane perpendicular to the appropriate axis of

rotation; (d) the direction cosines for each individual rotation will

be written in this manner:

CE x C~ y Ctz X

T, GC v Cqy CTIz

Cxx Cxy C Z X7

where Cij is the cosine of the angle between the i and j axes; and

(e) the matrix of direction cosines relating the inertial and body

coordinates will be determined by matrix multiplication.
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(a) Yaw-Pitch-Roll Rotation

Q AXIS AND ROTATION ORDER

S • z2.

V 3.
9x y z

Figure 7. Unit Sphere for Ya'q-' ch-Roll Sequence of Rotation

y
FIRST ROTATIONIII

"Cos* Sin* 0 X

S-Sin 0Cos 0 Y

0 0 1 z

SECOND ROTATION

x Coso 0 -Sin0o

TI 0 1. 0 TI

Sin 9 0 Cos 0 Z

34
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TIfIfRD ROTATION

x 1. 0 0 x

y - 0 Cos$ Sin$ r x

z 0 -sins Cos-

The transformation matrix is given by

y YH~k
z z

or, in terms of the planar rotation matrices, the intermediate axes are elim-

inated by

x 11 0 0 Cos Q 0 -Sin 0 Cosi Sin* 0 X

y = 0 Cos$ Sing 0 1 0 -Sink CosC 0 Y

z 0 -Sin$ Cos Sin 0 0 Cos Q 0 0 1 Z

The direction cosine element3 of the transformation matrix are obtained by per-
forming the indicated multiplication. For the yaw-pitch-roll rotational
sequence

x (Cos Q Cos *) (Cos Q Sin l) (-Sin 0) X

y (-Cos • Sin * (Cos Cos E (Sin Cos Q) Y

+ loin 1 Sin Q Cos ) + Sin • Sin 0 Sin V) (47)

(6in V Sin* (-Sin Cos * (co. C cos Q) z

4 CoS sin 0 Cos) + Coe Sil n Sill I)

MJ
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(b) Pitch-Yaw-Roll Rotation

xAXIS AND) ROTATION ORDER

x y z

2.
yx 1

too 3.
x y z

z

Figure 8. Unit Sphere for Pitch-Yaw-Roll Sequence of Rotation

FIRST ROTATION

Cos 9 0 -Sin o X

Y 0 1 0 Y __ x

11 Sin 91 0 Cos 91 Z

SECOND ROTATION y

x Cos r ' Sin *' 0 \

S-Sin 4, Cos *1 0 Y

0 0 1 H
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Ti1.IRD ROTATION

x 1 0 U x

y=0 Cos' Sins

0 -Sin j' Cos '1

The transformation matrix is given by

, Y

Z) z

or, in terms of the planar rotHtion matrices, the intermediate axes are elim-
inated by

x 1 0 0 Cos *' Sin *' 0 Cos @' 0 -Sin @' 11

y 0 cc'sP Sin -Sinl #1 Cos *1 0 0 1 0 Y

z 0 -Sin ' Cos ' 0 0 1 Sin 9' 0 Cos 9' 7.

The direction cosine ele-.,•nts of the tranrrfor'satisn rtri. nre obtained by
perforrminj, the indicated nultiplication. Fur the pitch-yýi-roll rotational
seCkuence

X (Cos #I Cso ') (Sin *') (-Co- *1' Sin 9)X

(Sin 9' sin 9' (Sin 0' Con 9'y (Con •, Co• *,)-Ccs •' Sinl *I' Cun 9'' ( Cos 0' Sin G' Sin V') Y (48)

(-Siz ' (Cos, 4')

"Co! U' S'1 43 ý ') - Sin ' ' 11 0' S;•n z')
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(c) Pitch-Roll-Yaw Rotation

AXIS AND ROTATION ORDER

x 1.

0" 2.1

x y

z

Figure 9. Unit Sphere for Pitch-Roll Yaw Sequence of Rotation

FIRST ROTATION

Cos G" 0 -Sin 0" X , X

0 1 0 Y

Sin QO 0 Cosr " L
i ~z

SECONI) RCUPATION

-- -

/ 38

1 0 0

C) C C) o" Sill y'y

2. 0 -Sin Cos 6 1
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THIRD ROTATION X

X Cos V" Sin *11 0 1t*

S= -Sin*" Cos*V 0 Z

z 0 0 1 z

The transformation matrix is given by

y y

I Xi1 QftI I

or, In terms of the planar rotation matrices, the intermediate axes are elim-
inated by

x Cost," Sin*" 0 1 0 0 Cos G" 0 -Sin Q" X

y= -Sin*" Cos #" 0 0 Cos$" Sing" 0 1 0 Y

0 0 1 0 -Sin Cos5' Sin G" 0 Cos G" Z

The direction cosine cleeonts of the transformatIon Maitrix are obtKined by
performing the indica tei multiplication. For the pitch-roll-yaw rotatlonal
sequence

(Cos *" Cos G" (-Cos *" Sin G"x ~(Sin *" Cos W")X
+ Sin *" Sin 0' Sin 0") + Si,-l SInr" Cor Q")

(-Sin Cos G" (Sin 0" Sin *"y(Cos *'" Cos i!") (49

+ Cos 'S" ill 0" Lsin 9") 4 Con *" J•;li " C',. 0")

z (Con 0" S1, 0") (-Sin 0') (Con 0" Cos Q") z

39
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The directih *ines relating body and inertial coordinates are

assigned the following symbols in the central program (see Equation 22).

x 1 m3  Y' 
(50)

Y M- n3 f zdz nI n2 n 3 ZIGI

By comparing identical positions in the matrix of Equation 50 with the

matrices in Cquations 47, 48, or 49, the direction cosines above are

defined in terms of the appropriate sequence of Euler angles.

(4) Platform Angles for a Flat-Planet Problem

For a flat-planet problem, the orientation of the platform

coordinate system will be assumed to coincide with the flat-planet

coordinates. Therefore, the angles measured on the gimbals of this

platform may be determined for the three gimbal arrangements considered.

For the yaw-pitch-roll gimbal system, the following direction cosine

relationships are obtained by comparing corrcsponding positions in the

matrices used in Equations 47 and 50. Five elements are sufficient to

define these angles.

f 3 ý -Sin 0

SCos Q Sin

•r Ci=os 9 C os •'(51)

_ 3  = Sil l Cos Q

T13 Coi ; CoCo

The first equation defines the angle '. The angles q, and 0 may be

defined explicitly by combining the second ý.nd third equations di,; the

fourth and fifth eqaations, tnus,
Sin - /3

Tin *i

Sand l 3/1.
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For the flat-planet pro'lem with the platform stabilized to

coincide with the X -Y -Z coordinates, these angles represent the

angles measured on the gimbals and will be designated with a subscript p.

Op=-Sin-1 13

S= Tano1 g2/a1 (52)

-- Tan-1 m n3

Similarly, the angles measured on a pitch-yaw-roll gimbal arrangement

may be computed by comparing identical positions in the matrices used in

Equations 48 and 50.

12 Sii

i Cos pCos 0

-3 -Cos *1 Sin 0'
P P

= C Cos ,'
p P

= -Sin V, Cos *' (53)n2 p P

Then

Sin *P. t

Tan 1' n -n23/1

Tan C( -p/'
p

Again for the flat-planet problem, the gimbal angles for this arrange-

ment are:

Sii

T a. (54)

opt
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The appropriate direction cosines for the computation of the angles

for a pitch-roll-yaw system are:

n2 = -sin jO

Sm2 = Cos *. Cos
P P (55)

12 = Sin *p COs 0"

ni = Cos '• Sin 0P

=COS" COs 01n 3 =Csp p

The platform angles are found from these direction cosines to be:

= _ n2

m = Tan-1 nl/n 3  (56)
p
*" = Tan-1 12/n 2mP

For the flat-planet problem, the angles derived in Equations 51

through 56 represent the attitudes of the vehicle with respect to the

X -Y -Z flat-planet coordinates and also with respect to a platform

coordinate qystem whose respective Xp Yp-Zp axes are parallel to X gY Zg

The computation of these platform relations are summarized, along with

the accelerometer indication in Figure 10.

('4 Accelerometer Indicati •. Let A be the vector sum of the

platform accelerometer outputs and 9 be the mass attractive acceleration

3f the planet. The accElerometers are calibrated to read zero when they

are unaccelerated and aligned such that the sensitive axis is

perpendicular to g. The vector R will represent the displacement of

the platform with respect to the Inertial axes. It will be shown that

m R - , wnere R is the inertial acceleration of the origin of the

platform. Consider the vehicle ;ccelerating vertically at 1g. In

inertial components, then

R m -g IZ 9 5)
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TYPE OF GIM8AL SYSTEM

19; TA N'-

1 TAN-(MR

P
Fx

o x F •- x

Sy • M gy

HOW ARE THE
PLATFORM ACCELEROMETERS BODYMOUNTED MOUNTED

MOUNTED

NO
ACCELEROMETERS

AXP e, m1 "I ox
SAyp • e. Ma "t a y

I• Azpj e.M "s n a ozI

amN CONTINUE

PROBLEM
Fioure 10. Functional Flow Diagram - Platform Angles for

-ix-D,,ree-of-Freedom Flat-Planet Option
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In the absence of a gravitational field, the accelerometer should read

-1g. Positive motion of the accelerometer mass along the Zg axis
represents a negative acceleration in this case, and the vector g is

equal to g lZg. Consideration of the gravitational field will cause an

additional displacement of the accelerometer mass in the positive Zg

direction, giving a total indication of -2g. The equation

A - -R (58)

will be evaluated from the data

R - 19 Iz9

so that

A q Ta -2 (59)

This result is shown schematically in Figure 11.

R

-g
'N- - 2g

Z-9

Figure 11. Acceletometer With Sensitive Axis Aligned With
Local-Geocentric Vertical
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The vector A is equal to the vector sum of the accelerations

produced by the externally applied forces. The body components of the

externally applied forces may be taken From the separate subprogram

which gives the summation of forces and moments. Fx, Fy, and Fz are

the body components of the external forces plus the weight. The weight

most then be substracted to determine the body components of A:

(60)

AR-§, (Fx-- ) Tx + . y+ (F ) zl_ 1z=oXTX+oy Ty+oGz

3, VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS

The methods by which the aerodynamic, propulsive, and physical

characteristics of a vehicle are introduced into the 'Takeoff and

Landing Analysis computer program are presented in this section. The

form and preparation of these input data are discussed together with

Imethods by which stagcs and staging may be used to ½icrease the

effective data storagc area allotted to a description of the vehicle's

properties.

a. Aerodynamic Coefficients

(1) Forin of Data Input

The primary objective of the aerodynamic data input

subprogram is to provide 1or a complete accountiny of the various

contributions to the aerodynamic forces and moments regardless of the

flight conditions or the vehicle. .wo powerful technique., are

available for use in digital computer programs: (a) an n-dimensional

table look-up and interpolatior and (h) an rn-order polynomial function

of n variables prepared by "curve fit techniques. Ia the first

method, the proper vdl uW for ed( h t erm is obtai ned by an interpolation

ni "n" dimensions where 0ýte number or dimensions is take to bt: the

number of parameters,, to t, voried independently plus the dependent

variable. This method K_,, the ,!vdfLt age of Occutitel) desc ribing

even the, most nonlineair v, ci t, i s with a ri inimum of prep, ration effort.

The amount f stoJrage s, , pe wh i . must be allocated to suCh a method,

however, (an achieve copipletely .mrea onible proportions and may require

II II4•
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substantial computing time for interpulation as the number of dimensions
is increased. The second met.-,od has essentially the opposite

characteristics; that is, a large amount of data may be represented

with a minimum amount of storage space and the computation time is

held to reasonable limitF but the data variations which may be

represented must be regular. A substantial amount of effort is usually

required for the preparation of data by a curve-fit technique. Both of

these methods are very convenient when the amount of data to be handled

is moderate, but tend to become unmanageable when large amounts of data

are required. This usually occurs when the program having several

degrees of freedom, is committed to one or the other of these two

techniques. Therefore, the Takeoff anJ Landing Analysis computer

program will incorporate both of the techniques discussed as a compromise

to take advantage of the more de~irable features of both. To do this,

a general set of data equations will be programmed which define each of

the aerodynamic forces or moments. In general, the coefficients for

these equations will be obtained from a curve-read interpolation.

Several simplifications may be made to the equations, dependirng on the

flight condition and vehicle to be considered.

The effects of the following parameters will be considered:

(a) Angle of attack and its time derivative (cx , )

(b) Angle of sideslip and its time derivative (-, v)

(c) Roli, pitch, and yaw control deflections p •q ,)

(d) Rull, pitch, and yaw angular rates (p, q, r)

(e) Center-of-gravity position (Xc6
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The aerodynamic forces and moments considered with respect to each

coordinate axis include the effects of angle of attack and sideslip,

primary control deflection with respect to each axis, lag of downwash,

and primary damping effects. In addition, the rolling moment due to

yaw rate is included. Complete generality in the aerodynamic coupling

effects has not been included in the present subprogram options since

the descriptive terms required depend upon the particulcýr problem.
The storage space provided for the several existing options is considered

to be adequate to accommodate other special problem formulations through

substitution of terms.

Quite often the particular application will not require su';e of the

terms listed in order to describe completely the flight path and vehicle

under consideration. The subprogram will be arranged so that the

computer will assign , constant value to any curve for which the data

has not been supplied. For most curves, the constant value will be

zero. This technique w!11 reduce substantially the time required for

the preparation of data. Values intermediate to those introduced in a

tabular listing will be obtained by linear interpolation. The method
of incorporating data for staged vehicles is discussed in the paragraph

entitled Stages and Staqing.

(2) Flight Path and Vehicle Types

In most of the cases discussed below, a, "curve-fit"

technique will be used to obtain dll or a portion of the aerodynamic

terms. For the purpose of this subprogram, it will be assumed that

the curve fit has been selected to represent the variation of the

coefficient about the trim conditions. This may have the effect of
removing physical siqnificance from some of the individual terms, and

only the sum of the terms will represent the data. A typicai example

is Figjure 12.
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S. Cko Curve Fit Actual

U_- Curve Fit

U Actual

Angle of Attack, a

Figure 12. Curve Fit Nonlinear Aerodynamic Characteristics

In this case, the CL and CL values used in the equation for C ,,re

obviously different from the actual values of these parameters.

A functional flow diagram for the solution ol the aerodynamic

forces and moments is presented in Figure 13. It should be noted that

the actual machine orogramming will not necessarily follow the sequence

shown since certain computer operations have been omitted in this

description of the problei formulation.

A controlled aircraft represents the most general case that will be

considered. In order to account for the many component forces, we made

certain restricting assumptions. The assumptions will be made that the

aircraft is confined to moderate variations in position angles and

control deflections. Center-of-gravity shift along the x-axis is

included. "1 e coefficients can then be expressed as shown in Block 3

of Figure 13. The functional computation sequence for this option

proceeds from Block I to Block 5 in a straightforward manner.

The change ir. dynamic derivatives due to a change in the center-of-

gravity loI.ation is programmed as a curve-read in order to avoid the

complications of a transfer. The definition of (x and fý as applied to

the TOLA computer program (see Equations 45 and 46) is

a • T "! (~-_u ) and To• Tan`I( ) (61)
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Data supplied must correspond to this definition or an alternate

computation if these angles must be formulated to agree with the method

of data reduction.

(3) Error Constants

The use of error constants, designated by the symbol ei,

to modify the aerodynamic data characteristics is shown in Figure 13.

A detailed explanation of these error constants dnd their use is given

later.

b. Thrust Fuel Flow Data

An airbreathing engine is. strongly affected by the environmental

conditions under which it is operating, Engines which would be grouped

in this classification are turbojets, ramjets, pulsejets, turboprops,

and reciprocating machines. The parameters which will be considered

of consequence in this program are:

(a) Mach Number (MN)

(b) Throttle setting (N - units defined by problem).

To accommodate these variables, a three-dimensional tabular listing

and interpolation will be used to obtain thrust. The thrust needs no

further correction since the effects of all padameters are incil ded in

the interpolated value. The functional computation sequence for

introducing these data is straightforward, as outlined in Figure 14.

The same thrust table is used for each of i engines, where i 1 1,

IN. Each throttle may be varied independently by the Throttle
Autopilot. All thrust vectors are assumed to act:

IN
Tx _7 Ti (Ni, MN) (62)

I5I
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IN
Tx : = Ti INi, MNN

IN IN
MT-= .7 MTi =7 Ti ZNi

iMI imi

IN IN
NT X Ti : = -Ti YNi

CONTINUE
PROBLEM

Fiqure 14. Thrust Forces and Moments Subprogram

where T is the x- component of thrust in the vehicle body-axes system.x

(A positive T produces a positive u.) This force will introduce

momen Lý. :IN IN
MT X MTi " T Ti ZNi

I8- ii (63)
IN IN

NT " T NTi " -Ti YNI

where MT end fqT are the thrust moments about the vehicle y and z body

axes, respectively, and yMi and ZNi are the distances to the center

of gravity of the ith enyine from the reference center of gravity,

where i = I, 2 ..... IN.

c. Physical Characteristics

The methods to be employed for the introduction of vehicle

physical characterisL1iks •, . . tne lakeoti and La,;,i )y Analysis computer

program are outlined in this section. A table look-up and interpolation

technique is used to determine those parameters which are variable.

A provision is made for irtrodUL,½,.! errn, conotant\ ,, several of th_

parameters.
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(1) Categories of Physical Characteristics

Physical characteristics are introduced into the computer

program in two groups: (a) characteristics used in the general

solution of the equations of motion, and (b) characteristics used

only in specific, or auxiliary, subprogran;s. The following items

will be defined in the general vehicle characteristics subprogram:

(•) Initial mass of the vehicle (1jo),

(b) kaference area (S),

(c) Refee;:ice lengths (d,, d2 )

(d) Reference center-of-gravity location (Xcg Ref),

(e) Rotating machinery pitch angle (1r),

(f) Rotating machinery Ongular rate ( w),

(g) Rotating machinery moments of inertia (I , I I
r Yr Zr

""(h) Vehicle center-of-gravity location (x, g),

(i) Vehicle moments of Inertia (I xx, Izz, Ixy,

Ixz' yz)' and

(j) Reference jet-damping lengths (1 , 1, I m, In).

Items (a) through (g) will be constant throughout any stage. Items

(h) through (j) will be variable during the stage due to the variation

in mass caused by fuel consumption. Figure 15 presents a functional

flow diagram defining the manner in which these characteristics are

introduced into the compute- program.
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TABULAR LISTING
x C.G. f -12 ) + 4 Is 1X + f? ') 22

ft M) + f'19 f (M) + '2
IYY /))+20 f/)+24

'UZ f (A) + e21

TABULAR L'STING

I=f(XcG 11 I

12=f(XC.G) I X..

In=f(X CG,)

TABULAR LISTING

aX ý f (f 5 ) :x f It-)

izz ,f( tr. I * f(t 1 J

AXC.G. XC.G.- XC-C'Re

ECONTINUE P ROBLEM

Figure 15. Vehicle Physical Characteristics Subprogram
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(2) Reference Weight. The instantaneous mass is used in the

computation of the body motion. The reference weight is obtained by:

WT - M(32.174) (64)

(3) Error Constants. The use of error constants, designated

by the symbol ei to modify the general 'ehicle physical characteristics

,s shown in Figure 15. A detailed explanation of these error constants

and their use is given later.

d. Stages and Staging

A problem encountered freqLuPntly in airplane performance work

is that of staging to allow a set of aerodynamic data to be changed.

Stage changes at constant weight, such as e-tending drag brakes or

turning on afterburners, may also require revising the aerodynamic or

physical characteristics of the vehicle. Another use of the stauing

technique is possible with the present computer program which does not

involve physical changes to the configuration; this technique may be

used to revise the aerodynamic descriptors as a function of aerodynamic

attitude or Mach number. With this use of the stage concept, accurate

descriptions of the forces and moments acting upon a vehicle may be

maintained over wide attitude ranges if required. Other applications

of this stage technique are possible. Normally it is not practical to

stop the computer and manually insert a new set of data. A better

approach is to have the computer do this automatically: new data will

be loaded automatically on the basis of whether a specified variable

has exceeded or become less than a preselected value. For generality,

it is possible to test on four values in each direction.

When the new data are read in, the conditions represenLin• the

last time step will be read in as initial conditions for the next stage.

This avoids the discontinuity that would result from an infinite rate

of change of center-of-gravity location. It also will cause the

integration routine to be started over, which will reduce the computer-

induced transients due to staging.
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e. Error Analyses

The Takeoff and Landing Analysis computer program will incorporate

a provision for conveniently performinq flight-path error and dispersion

* analyses by trajectory computation. Thi3 prob'em involves the

determination of flight-path dispersion due to deviations of input

quantities from their predicted nominal values. The usual approach to

this type of problem requires that a series of trajectories be computed

in which standard deviations, or errors, are systematically introduced

for each parameter while the remaining parameters are held at their

nominal values. These results are then combined to determine the
"probable" dispersion. This approach will be implemented in the

Takeoff and Landing Analysis computer prigram by providiny a simple and

efficient method of introducing the deviations. The capability of

modifying a nominal value by either an error constant multiplier or an

additive error constant is provided for many of the parameters as

outlined below. The provision of these error constants will reduce

substantially the number of tabular data listings that must be changed

for an error analysis, thereby reducing the work of the analyst. The

determinaLon of the standard deviation of each of the parameters and

the method of combining the trajectory variations are lft to the analyst

in view of the multiplicity of combinations possible.

(1) Aerodynamic Data. The provision to modify the aerodynamic

coefficients through the use of error constants, ei, is outlined in

Figure 13. The constants are applied as follows:

hF e I CN + f 2tq* S

q - ex CA + e4 q* S

y (- Cy + a6 q*S

I a 41 CL + e; q *Sdz

m S eg Cm + *0oq SdI

n x ( 11 Cn + 4,2 ) q* Sd2
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These error constants allow the total aerodynamic coefficient to be

modified to account for configuration modification, experimental or

analytical error, or misalignments.

(2) Vehicle Physical Characterisitcs

The provision to modify some of the vehicle physical

characteristics through the use of error constants is outlined in

Figure 15. The constants are applied as follows:

Iyy f 011)+41oSIzz :f(rn)+%.

1, *2 f (in)+C22

IXZ 2 f tM)+ t 3

Iyz = f () E 4

In the application of error constants in the above equaLions caution

must be exercised to insure that the units are consistent. Each of thfe

error constants will hb assignea a nominal value which will be used

when no other value is specified. The constants wKich are multipliers

will have a nominal value of unity, and those that are additive will

have a nominal value of zero.

(3) Additional Errors. Not all of the system input constants

can be modified for error analysis studies as indicated above. In

certain cases, it may be found unrealistic to modify the input data

through the use of error constants because the actual deviation would

not appear as simply a constant increment or percentag- change. An

example of such a case would be the change in thrust-time history of a

rocket due to temperature changes of the propellant since such a change

affects both thrust level and burning time. For an accurate

representation of such a case, it would be necessary to modify the entire

tabular listing accordingly.
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4. VEHICLE ENVIRONMENT

The models for simulating the environment in which a vehicle will

operate are presented in this section. This environment includes the

atmosphe.ric wi ad. In the discussions which follow, the descriDtions

of vehicle environment pertain to the planet Earth. The environmental

simulation may be extended to any planet by replacing appropriate

constants in the describing equations.

a. Atmospheres

The concept of a modal atmosphere was introduced many years

ago, and over the years several models have been developed. Reference

16 outlines the historical background of the gradual evolution of the

ARDC model. The original (1956) ARDC model haý been revised to reflect

the density variation with altitude that was obtained from an analysis

of artificial satellite orbit data. This revision is the 1959 ARDC

Model Atmosphere.

The advantage of a model atmosphere is that it provides a common

reference upon which performance calculations can be based. The

model is not intended to be the "final word" on the properties of the

atmosphere for a particular time and location. It must be realized

that the properties of the atmosphere are quite variable and are affected

by many parameters other than altitude. At the present time, the
"state-of-the-art" is not advanced to the point where these parameters

can be accounted for, and it may he several years before the effects

of some parameters can be evaluated.

(1) 1959 ARDC Model Atmosphere.

The 1959 ARDC Mouel Atmosphere is soecified in layers

assuming either isothermal or linear temperature lapse-rate sections.

This construction makes it very convenient to incorporate other

atmospheres, either from specifications for design purposes or for
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other planets. The relations which mathematically specify the 1959

ARDC Model Atmosphere are as follows (Reference 17):

The 1959 ARDC Model Atmosphere is divided into 11 layers as follows:

Layer H w-Lo-er Altitura Uppr Altituc~e
(Geopotential) Gepotential)

Meters Meters

1 0 11,000
2 11,000 25,000
3 25,000 47,000

4 47,000 53,000
5 53,000 79,000
6 79,000 90,000
7 90,000 105,000
8 105,000 160,000
9 160,000 1(0,000

10 170,000 200,000
11 200,000 700,000

For layers i, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 a linear molecular-scale

temperature lapse-rate is assumed and the following equations are used:

0,3048 h
Hgp 1+0.3048/6356766 meters (65)

TM (T' I+Kl(Hgp-H) OR (66)

T • TM[A-B tan-'( DPC)1 R (67)

P p b [,+KI(Hp-Hb)I'K2 hb/it2 (68)

P Pb [+ KI(HQP{ b)I(I+K2) slugs/ft 3  (69)

V1  49.020576(TM) 11 ft/sec (70)

0.0226988 X 10- 6 Tl2e ft t /Sec (71)• i~ (T+ 198.72p
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For the isothermal layers 2, 4, and 6, the following changes are made

in the above equations:

P SPb e -K3(Hgp-Hb) (72)

P p. e- K3 (Hgp-Hb) (73)

Values for temperaturL, pressure, density, and altitude at the base

of each altitude layer are listed below, along with the appropriate

values of KI, K2 , and K3 '

Quantity 1 2 3 4 5 6

K1  - .225569-4 0 .138466-4 0 -. 159202-" 0

K2  -5.25612 - 11.3883 - -7.59218 -

K3  - .157689-3 - .120869-3 - .206234-3

Tb 518.688 389.988 389.983 508.788 508.788 293.188

Pb 2116.21695 472.73 51.979 2.5155 1.21-81 2.1080.'2

POb 2.37692-3 7.0620-4 7.7650-5 2.8304-6 1.39463-6 4.i189-8

Hb 0 11000. 25000. 47000. 53000. 79000.

Quantity 7 8 9 10 11

K1 .241458-4 .886283)-" .754341 -5 _350715-5 .222129-5

K2  8.5141C) 1. 708P4 3.41L614 6.83ý,396 9.7613'i

K3 -

Tb 293. 133 406. i B3 2386.183 566. 138 -836.133

o2.i >9<3 1.556(,- 7. ,5 -6, 5.395r- 6  2.9759- 6

Pb 14.261-9 2-2-3?-10 1 .8)5-12 2.333-12 6.113-23

fb 90000. 105000. 16oo0O. 170000. 200000.
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Values of the appropriate constants to be applied in the temperature

equatior (Equation 67) are as follows:

Hgn(Km) A B C D

0-90 1. 0. - -

90-180 0.759511 0.1 7]4 16 1• 220 25

180-120C) 0.935787 0. ý-i3966 180 i11

(2) Limitations. The validity of the 1959 ARDC model is

limited to altitudes below 700 km, although the program is arranged to

extrapolate the relationships to greater altitudes, if desired.

Extrapolation to greater altitudes is accomplished by altering the cutoff

altitude. At an altitude of 90 km (approximately 300,000 ft.) the

subprogram normally ceases to calculate kinematic viscosity and speed of

sound and assigns a value of zero to each of these parameters as an

indication that the computation has stopped. This is done for the

following reasons: (a) the molecular composition of the atmosphere is

unknown; (b) the variation of the ratio of specific heats above 90 km,

is not known; and (c) the numerical value of the speed of sourd has

little physical significance. The validity of Sutherland's empirical

formula for viscosity is also reducc'H because of the extremely low

pressures which exist.

(3) Acruracy. Due to a lack of knowledge of the rounding-off

procedures used to evaluate the constants in Reference 16, it was

impossible to obtain exact agreement between the subprogram and the

values tabulated theý-e. A comparison of the results over an altitude

range of 0 - 1,000,000 ft. revealed that the deviation of the computed

from the reference values never exceeded one tenth of one percent and

in most cases was less than one half of this value.
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b. Winds M'oft

The winds-a'ioft subprogram provides for three separate methods

of introducing the wind vector - as a function of altitude, a function

of range, and a function of time. This will facilitate the

investigation of winds effects for the conventional performance studies.

Th-- wind vector %ill be approximated by a series of straight-line

segments for each of the methods mentioned above. Statistically derived

profiles of the type presented in Reference 13 can be represented by

this approach atid it is presumed that t;ie analyst will resort to sources

of this type to obtain the wind irput data. The present subprogram

will rot be particularly concerned with the method used to determine the

wind vector, as this is a separate problem outside the scope of the

Takeoff and Landing Analysis computer program.

Four opt;ons will be used to define the wind vector in the SDF

computer program. The three components of the wind vector in the

inertial coordinate system will be specified as tabular listings with

linear interpolations (curvE reads) in the following options.

Wind 9ption (0). In this option the wind vector is zero throughout

the problem. This will allow the analyst the option of evaluating

performance without the effects of wind. This option causes the wind-

aloft subprogram to be bypassed in the computational sequence.

Wind Option (1). In this option the components of the wind vector

will he specitied as a function of time for the estimated altitude.

Wind speed will be specified ii, feet per second and time will be

specified in seconds.

Wind Option (2). The three (.omponents of the wind vector will be

introduced as a function of altitude in this option. Wind speed will

b2 specified in feet per secondH atu altitude will be specified in feet.
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Wind Option (3). In this option the components of the wind
vector will be introduced as ? suction of range for the estimated

altitude. Wind speed wili be specified in feL+ per ';econd and range

will be specified in nautical ;iles. The ran.,e used in this computation

will be the range from the starting poi-t, Rg.

By staging of the wind option, it will be possible to switch from

oiie method of reading wind data to another during tho computer run.

Care miust be exercised in this operation, however, as the switching
will introduce sharp-edged gusts if there are sizeable differences in

the wind vector from one nption to another at the time of switching.

This effect should be avoided except in cases where gust effects are

beinq studied.

Figure 16 presents a functioral flow diagram of the wind-aluft

subprogram. For Wind Option (3) the range from the starting point must
be defined. Therefore

R9 ,/Xg Xgo) 2 + (Yg Ygo) (74)

5. SDF-2 CHANGES

Nearly all of the autop.iot logic requires additions to .,DF-2 and
not changes in the basic SDF-2 cuncepts. Because it is desired to

simulate ground effect, multiple engines, and a drag chute, some

direct changes in SDF-2 must be m le.

2. Aerodý,nami- (, ,` ) Cnanges

The aerodynamits subroutine in SDF-2 (called SACS) will not

sjimulatp a smooth transi tion into ground effect aid has several options

that take up needed computer Atorage and are not needed in a landing

analysis. Aerodynamic dependcnce on Mach nulmber is also no longer

needed (see Assui;mptions in Section II of Appendix 111). Special
requi; ements of the iutopilot (i.e. aerodynamic force coefficients CL

and C are needed in a pseudo-wind axes systemn, and the side .orce
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coefficient, Cy, and the aerodynamic moment coefficients are needed

in the body axes syster:' can also L- met at the outset by a rewrite

of SACS.

Ground effect data, if available at all, is usually given by

giving the aerodynamic coefficients fur no ground effect (i.e.,

aircraft is sufficiently away from the ground) and by giving the

aerodynamic coefficients in ground effect (i.e., aircraft is essentially

on the ground). References 7 and 19 indicate that the aerodynamic

coefficients affected begin to change when the aircraft reaches one wing

span above the ground, and the transition into full ground effect

appears to be exponential. For this reason, the following equation

was adopted to simulate the ground effect transition:

AhG Ao+(AGFAO)e-4.A (-hG(xR-•hCG (75)

where

we (xR2) = runway perturbation at the displacement of gear number
two from the runway origin (can represert an aircraft
carrier deck for takeoff)

AhG = aerodynamic coefficient at altitude hG

A 0 = aerodynamic coefficient for no ground effect

AGF = aerodyndmic coefficient for full ground effect

hG = altitude aircraft mass center is above the ground

hCG = sec "qlide slope"

b = wing span

Note that for hG 2> b, the value of AhG is essentially A As hG

approaches h cg, the value of AhG is escntially APF. In this manner

t:.e ground effect transition is simulated.
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The details of the rewrite of SACS will not be given here. Suffice

it to say that the modified SACS subroutine will include the following:

(1) Same equations and aerodynamics coefficients used in

Option I (page 45)

(2) Eliminate all other SACS Options and the aerothermoelastic

calculation.

(3) Aerodynamic coefficients will not be a function of Mach

number ano two data points are needed for each coefficient: one for no

ground effect and one for full ground effect.

(4) Force coefficients CL and CD must be input in the pseudo

wind axes.

(5) Side force coefficient, Cy, and the moment coefficients

must be input in body axes.

b. Multiple Engine Changes

As originally designed, SDF-2 only allowed for the simulation

of one airbreathing engine. The thrust table look-up routint,, TFFS,

included the effects of altitude on thrust and determined the fuel rate,

both of which are no longer needed (see Assumption in Section II of

Appendix III). Some provision must also be made tn deLermine thrust

for engine reversing, thrust for engine failure, and the net thrust

forces and moments acting on the multiple engine aircraft. We begin

by discussirg the thrust table lookup.

The thrust table is now a function of throttle setting and Mich

number alone. Because of the throttle autopilot logic, the ranges for

the tnrottle setting, N, must be as follows:

N = -2 means full reverse

N = -] means idle reverse
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N = 0 means engine failure

N = +1 means idle forward

N = +2 means full forward

Negative values of thrust ;re stored for the negative throttle settings.

In this manner reverse thrust is simulated. The zero value of N is

used for the data simulating engine failure (note that failure thrust

may be zero or some negative value, depending on Mach number). The

actual reversing is achieved in the throttle autopilot by requesting

a negative value of desired throttle setting, Ndi. The change of sign

on Ndi iý sensed in the control response (see Figure 29 of Appendix III)

and this changes the sign of the actual Ni used in the thrust table.
i1

Every time thrust is needed by the main program, the thrust table is

entered IN times - once for each engine - and the actual thrust array

T(IN) is obtained depending on the values in the actual throttle setting

array N (IN). The engine thrust vector is assumed parallel to the

longitudinal body axis (this is also assumed in the autopilot equations)

and therefore causes no roll moments. The engine position arrays,

3N (IN) and Y (IN), along with the actual thrust array T (IN)

determine the engine pitch moment array MT(IN) and the engine yaw
moment array NT(IN). These arrays are then used to obtain the net

longitudinal thrust, Tx, (note Ty and T3 are zero by assumption)

the net engine pitch moment, MT, and the net engine yaw moment, NT'

The net values Tx, MT. and NT are then used in SDF-2 and the ca~culation

proceeds as no-mal.

c. Drag Chute Changes

A drag chute simulation is included for analysis of those

aircraft using chutes for deceleration on landing roll. The chute drag

vector force, FDC, is assumed opposite the relative airspeed vector

and is written as follows:
a

FDC - ,FDC (76)
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where

FDC CDcHSsH ( (77)

*l and

FDC = magnitude of chute drag force

DCH = chute drag coefficient (assumed a constant)

S SH chute reference area

q* = dynamic pressure (see SDF-2)

In terms of SDF-2 variables, the relative airspeed vector in body

axes 1 1 T1 is

V0  lu-uw)ITx+(v-vwly+(w-ww)Iz (78)

Equation 76 can therefore be written
-FDC

FDC UFD [(- u ixI+ ( v- v'W Y+ ( W- WW) iz] (79)

The vector, RCH, from the aircraft mass center to the chute attachment

point is written in body axes as

RcH , XCH Ix + YCH ly + ZC. 1Z (80)

The vector moment, M-CH, of FDC about the aircraft mass center is

MCH " CH X FDC (81)

If FDC is written

FDC F~x 1x + FCY 1Y + FCZ T1  (82)

and MCH is written as,

MCH Mox 'ix+ MDy 'Y + MDz 1z (83)
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tlhen the scalar components Fcx, FyC Fc3 ' MDX, MDy and MD3 are as

follows:

Fcx M FDc(u-uw)/Vo (84)

Fcy = -FDc(v-vw)/Vo W85)

iFc z -Foc(W-ww)/Vo (86)

MDx = YCH Fcz -ZCH Fcy (87)

MDy 2 ZCH Fcx -XCH Fcz (88)

MDz z XCH Fcy -YCH Fcx (89)

Figure 17 is a flow chart of the drag chute equations. The ICS

indicator is normally input at a value other than one. As such, the

chute body forces and moments (i.e., Equations 84-89) are all zero.

The drag chute is deployed some time during tht landing rollout (see
Figure 11 of Apendix Ill), at which time the ICS indicator is made one,

which indicates to the program that the drag chute is deployed. The

chute body forces and moments are finally used in the SDF-2 total

summation of body forces and moments (i.e., Fx, Fy, Fz, L, M, N) acting

on the aircraft.
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Fcx = 0

IF Fcy = 0

I S NO p• Fez ` 0

M•--MDy = 0

ICSMDz = 0

YES

FIDC = CDC: S So q

Fcx= -FDC( U- Uw)/Va

Fcy = FDC(V-Vw)/VO

Fcz =-FDC(W-Ww)/Va

Fdx = YCHFCZ-ZCHFCy

Mdy = ZCHFCX-XCHFCZ

M MdZ = XCHFCy-YCHFCX

SACS COMPUTATION

C CONTINUE CALCULATION

AND ADD FcxFcy,Fcz,

IVMdx,MdyMdz TO BODY

FORCE SUMMATION

Figure 17. Drag Chute Forces and Moments
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APPENDIX II

LANDING GEAR EQUATIONS
TO SDF-2
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

This appendix shows how the present equations of motion in SD--2

must be modified to include the landing gear dynamics and ground

reactions. In this formulation the main aircraft frame is assumed a
rigid body; however, the gears are allowed to move, and the dynamics

of this motion is included in the formulation. The formulation is

generalized to a vehicle with any number of oleo struts (single or
double chamber) with balloon tires. Though specific application is

first intended for the C-5A aircraft, a modification of SDF-2 will

allow takeoff and landing analysis of many aircraft.

For a detailed understanding of the formulation, we reference the

reader to two reports: Reference 1, which is the original documentation

of SDF-2; and Reference 6, which is a derivation of the equations of

motion for a series of nonrigid bodies.
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SECTION II

MODIFIED EQUATIONS

1. SDF-2

The equations of motion in Option 2 of the SOF are written in a body-

fixed-axes system, Txo, 1lyo, 1 zo' which is located at the vehicle mass

center. The mass center is located relative to an earth-fixed-axes

system, 1 xg' 1yg' Izg' (Izg points in the direction of gravity, i.e.,

down) by a vector R which has coordinates X9 , Yg, Zg along the

Txg yg' 1 Y zg axes, respectively. The body-fixed-axes 1 xo' I yo1 zo
are oriented with respect to earth axes Txg' 1yg9 1zg through the

[ 1mn] matrix of direction cosines. This is illustrated in Figure 18.

1 yqo

•- •zg

Figure 18. SDF-2 Coordinate Systems

As such, the displacement vector R can be written

R Xq Ixg + Yg yg + Z z2g (130)
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and the transformation matrix from the 1 axes system to the 10 axes

system is

'XO le-i -# -Ixg
'yo I Im m2  m 3  lyg (90

Lz n n. n3 Izg

Before proceeding with deriving the modified equations of motion,

it is instructive to examine the landing gear to be simulated.

2. LANDING GEAR

Refereice 26 describes the C-5A landing gear. The basic gear

configuration is shown in Figure 19.

ai Upper Air Chamber

Primary Metering Orifice

oil" .. .----Secondary Metering Orifice

Secondary Piston
il E"xtension Stop

-- Secondary Piston

Secondary Piston
Compression Stop

-- Lower Air Chamber

Figure 19. Strut Configuration
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The strut configuration is unique in that it has a secondary piston

and associated air chamber. Both the upper and lower air chambers are

preloaded, with the lower chamber having the higher preload pressure.

The secondary piston remains forced against its extension stop until the

strut has deflected to the state where the upper chamber forces exceed

the preload pressure force of the lower air chamber. Once this occurs,
the secondary piston begins to move downward to seek an equilibrium

position. With this design, the secondary piston allows continued

strut movement without severely increasing the air compression load on

the strut. Since most gear struts have only one air chamber, the final

formulation will have an input indicator which will allow the secondary
piston and lower air chamber to be removed from the problem.

3. MODIFIED EQUATIONS OF MOTION

a. Present SDF-2 Equations of Motion

The present SDF-2 equations of motion (see Reference 1, pgs 5-7)

are written with the mass center of the entire vehicle as the reference

point and in a body-fixed-axes system. As such, the vector application
of Newton's Law takes the form

S md.. m( +j x;) (92)dt

idi dt

where

F = total applied vector force

m = total mass

= inertial velocity vector of mass center in body-fixed-axes
system

V = velocity vector rate as seen from the body-fixed-axes
system
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ci = inertial rotation rate vector of body axes

H = rigid body angular momentum about mass center

I = moment of inertia matrix about mass center

= rate of change of 0 vector

Equation 92 is the same as Equation 14 of Appendix I, and Equation

93 is the same as Equation 17 of Appendix I.

b. Modified Equations of Motion

(1) Identification of Problem

Although the problem definition of TOLA does not include

body flexure as part of the problem, it does include the rigid body

movement of the struts. Thus one has a problem where rigid bodies

are in contact with and moving relative to one another. In the strict

sense of the word, this is no longer a rigid body problem.

The equations of motion for such a system have been derived in

Reference 6. The general equations of motion (see Equations 48 and

50 of Reference 6) are therefore:
K K
T F• 1 m+R- + m (Rx(Rk)oFT 9 Fk mT k k E rn2 ( ko

k-o kwo

+OX(900o+ 'o x[WO x (Ado]+ ( i)l + (94)

2r•k xrkdýlk X !"(k kc" rak xl(kx ?'kd)

K K]
FA :Fk mm TrC x + mk[( POO+ rkc]K

kno kao

{ (Rk)O+ 2•'Ox(x )O'cuO-( Rk)O40 Ox[Ciox(Rk)o]

(95)

+ Irkc) k + 2ik x (rkc)k + Ck+ kc

K

+ @hKUkX@kc)} +I H-ik.
kno

7no
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The derivation of Equations 94 and 95 is quite long and details may

be found in Reference 6. The definition of each term in Equations 94

arid 95 is, however, given here as a point of departure, and is

illustrated in Figure 20.

FT = thc total applied vector force to the system of K + 1
bodies

Fk = total applied vector force on the k body

k = a given body: k = 0 is the firs- body, and k K
is the last body.

'IT = total mass of K + I bodies

R = vector to refcrence point on 0th body

m k = total mass of kth body

WO = inertial rotation rate vector of 0t body

(Rkdo = vector position of kth body reference point from
0 th body reference point

rkc = vector position of kth body mass center from k th body
reference point

)k = a symbol meaning "as seen by the kth coordinate
system"

Wk = inertial rotation rate vector of k body axes

0 = total vector moment of all applied forces to the K F 1
0o bodies about the oth body reference point

M mko = total ve•, moment of applied forces to kth bodyabout oth body reference point

Fc = vector position of mass center of the K + 1 bodies
from oth body reference point

Hko vector moment of linear momentum of kth body about kth
body mass center
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Equations 94 and 95 are very general and therefore very complicated,

but have the added feature of being very complete and rigorous as regards

their dynamics formulation At present, Equations 94 and 95 bear ver)
little resemblance to the SDF-2 equations of motion (i.e., Equations
92 and 93), and, at first examination, the necessary modification to

Equations 92 and 93 may appear extremel' large. Specific application

of Equations 94 and 95 will show this not to be true. We begin byi giving physical meaning to the coordinate system in Figure 20.

The lxg' Iyg' 1zg axes system in Figure 20 is the same as the

SDF-2 axes system in Figure 18 (i.e., the inertial axes system).

The oth body is presently chosen to the vehicle structure less the
moving gear struts. The other K bodies represent the moving gear

struts. In reality, tnere are two moving masses per strut, i.e.,

the main strut and secondary piston; the secondary piston mass,

however, is so small in comparison to the main -trut mass

(approximately 1/50), its inertial effects or, the overal" motion of the

vehicle are neglected.

Each strut mass has assigned to it a coordinate system 1Ixk, 1 .
fixed to the oth body (note that makes@k equal @01 and convenientl

th0 - - -, oriented with respect to the o body coordinate system xo' yo' ,1zo
a- shown in Figure 21.

The strut coordinate system 1 xk' 1 yk I1 is located by the vector

(Rk) (note since the oth body is assumed rigid, this vector does not

vary) and is rotated about the positive "yk axis by the angle 1k'

lhe angle ek is chosen so that the direction of gear movement is along

the unit vector 1zk.

With these physical meanings given to the coordinate systems, let

us now examine Equation 91.
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IxO

(k )o (RI -x

izo I

k rkc Direction of
Strut Movement

Figure 21. Strut Coordinate System

(2) Application of Equation 95

The terms of Equation 95 can be divided into two groups:

terms which depend on position and terms which depend on rate of change

of Vo.iL;un. Lquatio,, 95 is first rearranged into this division.

-- - b

S/' ,0 X [ mkO[X( §k)O] + (k kc I x I k X (•kk +'kc}kko

(D x k)[&DOk X ( +kGX (

k k+ ra lW )] + 1tl!~ (96)
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The first summation in Equation 96 includes the terms that depend on

position, i.e., the rigid body contribution to rate of change of angular
momentum about the oth body reference point. The second summation is

that which depends on the tire derivatives of position, i.e., the

nonrigid body contribution to rate of change of angular momentum about
the oth body reference point. Note that Hko has been replaced with its

equivalent expression (Equation 37 Reference 6), i.e.,

eHk r Ik +Ikrk +Ik'Wk+rkxflk' @0 (97)

The entire first summation in Equation 96 can be replaced with

To . + +o x (To . 0 where 1 is the familiar rigid body inertia

tensor for the entire K ' 1 bodies about the oth body reference point.
Note that 1o will vary in time ever so slightly because Fkc is changing

for each gear. The variation of Fkc is normally on the order of 10-12
inches, as compared to •hicle dimensions on the order of hundreds of

feet. The variation of? due to gear strut movement will therefore be• 0

extremely small and justifiably neglected.

We next choose to let the reference point of the oth body be the
Pominal mass center of the entire vehicle (i.e., the mass center for

the gears in their average deflected position). As such, Fc will be
very small at any given time and can be considered approximately zero.

Referetice 6 shows that Ik and Ik . are identically zero sincek ~kk
each mass is a rigid body within itself. The vectors (Rk) and (Rk)

0 0

are also identically zero since the oth body is considered rigid.

The foregoing specific application of Equation 96 has presently

reduced Equation 96 to

+ mk r +2ra KOCJ

ii~
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Separating the gear struts from the main vehicle structure in the

summation yields

Mo 0  ' WO + Qo X(10 (O) + MO[ go)o + FOC

_ K
10~C )r' + 2 @0oX(-oc)o ] + I M I Al o + vkc.] x [tVkc II (99)

kuI

+ Z•k X(I-c ) k]

The mid' le term in Equation 99 is identically zero since the oth body is

rigid, Ie., ( ) = ( ) 0. Equation 99 therefore becomes
oc 0 oc0

Wo " io'- o + @oX (10o" @o)

(100)
K

+ I hk[I(Rk)o+rkc] x [(:ikdk +2WkX(rkC k]
k-l

Realizing that the coriolis acceleration of the strut, 2•k x (Fkc) ,

will be very small (mainly because the rotational velccity of the

vehicle, wk, at landing is very small) in comparison to the strut

acceleration (7kc) k reduces Equation 100 to its final form

0 a• O * o o+ @o0 X ("o)0 . 0
(101)

+ K (4k[o kc] X(,kIk

Note that Equation 101 is the same as the SDF-2 equation (Equation

93) except for the summation involving the struts.

(3) Application of Equation 94

We next examine Equation 94. Let us first realize that

(Rk) and (Rk) are zero because the oth body is rigid. Next we

8o 1

18
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realize that (F oc) and ( oc) are zero for the same reason.
0 0

(R ) is zero by definition (i.e., the displacement of the oth body
0

reference point with respect to itself is zero). Next we realize that

wk =wo since all coordinate systems are attached to the otn body.

This reduces Equation 94

FT,. m,,A + I mk{WoX,[(FY.+ , k,]kno

+ r0 X (Q0 x I(k )OY +?kc ] )1 (102)

K
+, 1mk [(kC)k+2@Z(tkc)k]

Equation 102 may be rearranged

-LK
FT M mT R+ WXI Mk[(RkOO+ 7kc]kao, f. [o

K
+-Cox(DoXZ mk (RkOO-+Fkc] (103)

k-o
K

+7- mk[("kc)k+2rO0x( kdk]

kno

and since F can be considered approximately zero, then Equation 103

reduces to

TT mT • + Z mk ( kc)k+2Qoxlrkc)k] (105)
h,8

Ell Ul2
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Neglecting the small coriolis term, as was done in Equatiun 100 yields

the final form of Equation 94.
K

FT rmTR+ mk(rkc)k (106)
k-lI

Note that Equation 106 is the same as the SDF-2 equation (see

Equation 92 and realize that R is Ld-) except for the summation

involving the struts.

Equations 101 and 106 are therefore the modified equations of motion

for a vehicle with moving struts. Note that if toe struts are not

accelerating, i.e. (?kc) k = 0, the modified equations of motion

reduce to the original SDF equations of motion for a rigid body.

(4) Discussion of Modified Equations of Motion

The vector FT in Equation 106 represents the total applied

vector force on the vehicle. Because the gears have been added to the

problem, FT is composed partly of the ground reaction forces, and

partly of the forces making up FTO which are gravity, aerodynamics,

and thrust. The summation 2lmk(Vkcr k can be looked upon as the

ka I

inertial force of the accelerated gear struts.

The vector M in Equation 101 represents the total moment of all the

vehicle applied forces about the oth body reference position (which was

chosen as the nominal vehicle mass center). M0 includes the moments

of the ground reaction, aerodynamic, and thrust forces. The summat 4'n

K
I mk 00Rk+o'-kc] K(Vkc)k can be looked upon as the moment
kal

about the oth body reference Position of the gear strut inertia forces.
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Considerable effort was expended in reducing the general Equations 94

and 95 to a reference point, which was defined as the "nominal mass

center." This extra ejfort was not without cause, for it simplifies

the equations of motion and allows the present moment of inertia definition
in SDF-2 (which was defined about the vehicle mass center) to be

applicable.

Vector Equations 101 and 106 yield six scalar equations for the second

derivatives of the six rigid-body degrees of freedom for the vehicle.
Before these equations can be numerically integrated, the ground

reactions and the strut accelerations must be defined from known quantities.

c. Auxiliary Equations

(1) Coordinate Systems

Figure 21 shows the relationship between the strut coordinate

system Ixk' lyk' Izk and the body fixed coordinate system Txo' 1yo' 1zo"
The coordinate transformation is

Xk = CoSk Ixo- sinfkTzo

'yk = -yo (107)

S= sif,. kT Io + COS• kIZO

Equation 107 can be conveniently written in matrix form as
FI ,

I Xk akil 0 akis l(ol

Io , o 1-YO (108)

.lk (IkZI 0 ak3 . IZOJ

where akii COsSek

(109)

ak3i 'inek

a k33 COS t~ k
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The landing runway and its coordinate system is shown in Figure 22.

R

•• _ "•" yr

S_ Izr

IIg

Figure 22. Runway Coordinate System

The runway coordinate system lxr' Iyr' 1zr is located down the 1xg

axis a distance R gr.. The runway also has an elevation angle, ER9

with respect to the 1kg axis (ER allows the calculation to examine landing

on elevated runways if desired). The runway length is RL. Tho

coordinate transformation between the 1, axes system and the 1 axes

system is

Txr cOSERTxg- sinERTzg

Iyr yg (110)

Szr sinfER1xg + cosERTzg

Equation 110 in matrix form is

IXr RGii 0 RGI3 x[g

yr 0 1 0 IYg9 (IIt)

iR 0 RG33 j [X
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where

RGII = cosER

RGi 3 = -sinER

RG3 1 = sinER

RG 33 = cosER

The position of the runway origin, Rgr, can be written

Rgr = Rgr Ixg (113)

The position of each strut coordinate system (Rk) can be written

(Rk)o = Rkxlxo +RkyIyo +Rkzlzo (114)

Figure 23 shows the strut coordinate system and associated strut

displacements.

_ _ _ ixk

S. izkI- rkc
Srk2c

"" r F k

Axls Position -

Fully ExtendedJ~ ~ m ~P o s i t i o n o f A x l e ' [ '

jk

Figure 23. Strut Displacements
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The definition of each strut displacement is:

Fkc : displacement of k th moving strut mass center

or

rkc = (rFk - Skc - SO 13k (115)

where

rFk fully extended position of axle

Sk main strut displacement

Skc distance between strut axle and strut mass center

rFk2c :displacement of secondary piston

or

rk2c r Fk -Skzs + Sk 2 -Sk) Izk (116)

where

Sk2S = displacement between axle and secondary Diston

extension stop

S S2 = displacement of secondary piston from its extension

stop

(2) Strut Equations of Motion

The modified equations of motion, Equations 101 and 106,

require the variable .* Note that (kc) is the acceleration

of the kth strut mass center as viewed from the k th coordinate system

(i.e., the vehicle). Again we apply Newtor's Law (note in an inertial

frame).
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The total displacement of the kth strut mass center, Rkc' can be

expressed as

"Rkc R R + (Rk)o + (rkc)k (117)

Newton's Law states that

XFk = mkR{(C 18)

where

Fk = one of many vector forces applied to the kth strut

Rkc = inertial vector acceleration of kth strut mass center

The first derivative of Equation 117 is:

-L -s - - L U

Rkc = R +woox (Rk)o + (rkc)ý + wox (rkc)k (119)

where (Rk) 0 because the oth body is rigid.
0

The second derivative of Equation 117 is

RkC = R + wX (Rk)o + WoX [oX(k)o] + (rkC )k (120)

oX (rkc)k + 2w 0 x ((kc~ +wx wx X(rkc)k]

Since and 'L will be very small at landing and (Rk) (F

o 0 o k

the last three terms of Equation 120 are neglected which yields

Rkc " R ÷w X(Rk o+ woX loX(Rk)oJ +(rkC)k (121)

Note that the term R +w x (RkOo+oox XwoX(Ro

is the acceleration of the strut coordinate system origin and the term
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kc) is the acceleration of the strut mass center as viewed from the
k

strut coordinate system (i.e., the term required in the modified

equations of motion).

Substituting Equation 121 into Equation 118 yields

R-k mk + woX (Rk)o+ w I X X(Rk)o] +(rkc)k} (122)

Since the strut is physically constrained to move in only one

direction, 1 zk' we obtain that scalar equation of motion by the dot

product of Equation 122 and the unit vector Izk"

(123S•,. •-Yi~zk mk.•{R ÷woX×(-)o+÷WoX•[woX (R)o] }"z

+mk (rkc)k 'zk

The term Fk ' 1 zk represents the forces applied to the strut

along the unit vector Tzk and will be replazea by Fkz. Note also that

O(Fkc)k can be obtained from Equation 115 and is

"(rkc)k SK Izk (124)

Equation 123 therefore becomes

XFkz = mk{R + woX(Rk) + WO K[ Iwo (RkO]}.Itzk
(125)

-mkSk

BR
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Solving for the strut displacement acceleration Sk, yields

{k R +wOK (Rk)o +WOK IWOK (W01) ~IZ
(126)

-- XFkz/mk

The only term not defined from known quantities in Equation 126 is

SFk3 . Fk3 is composed of several kinds of forces: air compression

forces, orifice drag for-es, friction forces, tire forces (i.e., the

ground reaction), secondary piston force, Lnd gravity forces. Let us

examine each in turn.

(a) Air Compression Force

Figure 19 shows the C-5A strut configuration. Theve are

two air chambers. The pressure, Pk' in the upper air chamber is

transmitted through the oil to the upper surface of the secondary piston

extension stop and the upper surface of the secondary piston. The

pressure, Pk2' in the lower air chamber is transmitted to the lower

surface of the secondary piston and the bottom of the main strut.

Let Ak be the area of the main piston and Ak2 be the area of the

secondary piston. The air compression force, PAk' acting directly on

the main strut is therefore PAk = Pk (Ak - Ak2) + Pk2Ak2 (127)

The pressures i! the upper and lower air chambers depend upon the

main strut displacement, Sk, the secondary piston displacement Sk2,

and initial conditions. When the strut is fully extended and the

secondary piston is against its extension stop, the initial conditions

are:

Pok = preload pressure of upper chamber

Vok = preload volume of upper chamber

Pok2 = preload pressure of lower chamber

Vok2 = preload volume of lower chamber
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The relationship betwee'n P and V in general is PVk = constant

where k depends on the kind of compression process. Since there is

little time for heat transfer, one might think that k - cP (i.e.,cv
adiabatic process) would be a good representation. Many references

indicate, though, that vaporization of the oil in the orifices makes

the process approach isothermal (i.e., k = 1). Experiments show

that k = 1.06 is a very good representation. For all practical

purposes, then, isothermal compression wif! suffice. The equations

for Pk and P k2 for any combination of Sk and Sk2 are therefore

Pk Vok (128)
Vok- Ak Sk+ Ak Skit

Pokt Vok(
Pke Vok,-Aka Ska (129)

Note that the air compression force always acts along the positive Azk

direction.

(b) Orifice Drag Forces

Figure 24 shows a typical orifice configuration. The

force, Fv, required to move the piston at a velocity V generally takes

the form F = CV2

v

FV ID FLUID

Figure 24. Orifice Dra9j
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where the value of C depends on the fluid and orifice design (i.e.,

shape, roughness, etc). Depending on the orifice design, C can depend

on the direction which the fluid is moving through the orifice. Note

that V is the velocity of the fluid upstream of the orifice.

The secondary piston (see Figure 19) is the surface which pushes

the oil through the orifices, and it is this surface which feels the

fajor resistance to the oil flow. The only resistance to oil flow that

the main strut feels directly is that associated with oil flow through

the secondary orifice. This resistance can be formulated Ck2 Sk2 I Sk 2j

where Ck2 is the secondary orifice coefficient of the kth strut. Note

that for positive Sk 2 ' the orifice drag on the main strut is in the

positive 1 zk direction.

(c) Friction Forces

There are two obvious friction forces associateo with the

strut: friction between secondary piston and walls of main strut, and

friction between main strut and wing gear root.

The friction force exerted on the main strut by the movement of the

secondary piston can be expressed as Ck2l Sk2' where Ck2l is the linear

drag coefficient Lssociated with the kth strut secondary piston movement.

Note that is Sk2 is positive, this force is in the positive direction

of Tzk'
I

The friction force exerted by the outer sleeve of the strut due to

movement of the main strut, Ffk, for the k th strut can be written

F1k FIsk Nfk (130)

where

isk ' coefficient of friction at wing gear support

Nfk = normal force at wing gear support
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The normal force, Nfk, can be caused by many forces such as fit

forces, inertia forces, or binding loads caused by ground reactions.

Many references neglect the Ffk friction force because the contribution

of fit normal forces and inertia normal forces to Ffk are small in

comparison to other forces acting on the strut. The references,

however, indicate that for struts which are not perpendicular to the

runway, the friction force resulting from ground reaction binding loads

at the gear support can be considerable. For this reason, the normal

force, Nk, resulting from ground reactions will be simulated. Nfk

will be formulated once the ground reactions ar'e dptermined. Since

Ffk will oppose the strut movement Sk' Equation 130 becomes

Ff1 kN k ýs fk (131

ik
Note that when Sk is positive, Ffk k is in the positive direction

of 1zk"

(d) G, ound Reaction Forces

The furce of the ground pushing up on the k th strut along

the strut will be given the symbol F tk Its formulation will depend on

the formulation of the ground reaction. Note that Ftk is positive in

the negative direction of 1zk

(e) Gravity Furces

The gravity force, Fkg, acting on the kth strut can be

written

Fkg a mk (132)
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where j is the gravity vector. SDF-Z al,'eady cal:ulates the gravity

vector in the oth body axes system as

• gxTX0 +gyTyo+gzTzo (133)

However, it is the component of § along the strut direction of movement,
1zk that is needed. The gravity force, Fkgz, along the direction
1 can therefore be written (see Equation 108)

Fkgz 2 mk gzk (134)

where

gzk " gxOkzI +gzOkzz (135)

(f) Stop Contact Forces

Whenever the secondary piston is against either of its

stops, it can transmit a force to the ,lain strut. This contact force

-is given the symbol Fck2 and is assumed to act positive on the main strut

in the negative 1zk direction.

Having looked at the major forces acting on the strut, we now

return to the main strut equation of motion, Equation 126, and

substitute the major forces in the summation EFkz. Since Fkz was
defined positive along the direction Izk and sk was defined negative

along the direction 1 zk the result is

{ k +Wox(§k).+O+.O4GioKr- k),J} ~

F'k {PAk-Fck2+Ck2Sk2Jtk2 I +Ck2L ýk2 (136)

+ F 4 F
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Equation 136 is rewritten

ShEl I k+O z (137)

where

Ok [FTk- PAk+Fck2-ck2 Sk2 4k2i

(138)
sk

-C2Lk2 - Ffk 1k I/in
From Equation 138, the sum of the forces resisting the kth strut

movement may be obtained as
(139)

mSFk ' tak k-FTk " PAk + Fck2 -Ck2k2Sk1421 -Ck2L Sk2-F ifk I

In developing the general equations of motion (Equations 101 and

106), the inertia effects of the secondary piston were neglected

(valid assumption) because its mass was very small in comparison to

that of the main strut. in developing the equation for Sko however,

we find that the position and velocity and a contact force of the

secondary piston are needed to determine the major forces acting on the

main strut. Therefore, we must develop an equation for Sk2 (which

can be numerically integrated to obtain Sk2 and Sk?) in a manner similar

* to what was done for Sk' The derivation of Sk2 tollows.

The inertial vector acceleration, Rk2g, of the secondary piston

is the same as Equation 121 except Rkc is replaced with Rk2g and

(rkc)k is replaced with (ik29)k yielding

Rk2c " o(ROO 0o Xo(90o]+(;k2ck (140)
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Application of Newton's Law yields

X Fk2 ik 2 Rk2c (141)

where

Fk 2  applied vector force on secondary piston in kth strut

ink 2  = secondary piston mass in k th strut

Since the secondary piston is also constrained to move along the

1zk direction, the equation of motion in that direction becomes

Y Fk2" I*zk ink 2 Ak2c'Tzk (142)

Equation 142 therefore becospes

•Fk~ S ink2 {R *oXNRk)o+ o 0oXlQOZ Rk)o I "zk+ rk 2 clk'+zk

(1i43)

where Fk2z is the component of Fk 2 in the positive 1zk direction. The

vector (# k2c) is obtained from Equation 116 to be
k

(rk2clk " (Sk2- $kllzk (144)

Substituting Equation 144 into Equation 143 and solving for Sk 2 yields

§k2 Xmk2Z - (&+o Q' o].I~k (145)
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Note that the acceleration of the secondary piston displacement from its

extension stop, Sk2' is coupled with the acceleration of the main

strut, §ks which is determined by Equation 137. The only unknowns in

Equation 145 are the applied forces, Fk 2 z which are composed of air

compression force, orifice drag forces, friction force, gravity force,

and contact forces at the stops.

(g) Air Compression Force

The net air compression force (see Figure 19) acting on

the secondary piston is simply (Pk - Pk2) Ak2 ' Note that it acts in

the positive 1zk direction.

(h) Orifice Drag Forces

As was mentioned previously, the secondary piston is the

surface which pushes the oil through the orifices. If the velocity of

the secondary piston is zero (i.e., Sk2 = 0), the force required of

the secondary piston to push the oil through the primary orifice is

simply Ck Sk IskI where Sk is the velocity of approach of the oil. When

the secondary piston is moving, however, the equivalent velocity of

approach is S k - •k k2 (use continuity of flow). The general

equation then for the force required of the secondary piston to push

the oil through the primary orifice is therefore

Ak2 )j Ak2
Ck(Sk- A Sk)t-!-2ý~

kk

Note that is Sk and Sk2 are positive, the force on the secondary piston

is in the positive direction of 1zk.

The secondary orifice also requires a force of the secondary piston

to push the oil through this orifice Since the velocity of approach

is 5 k2 this force is C k2 S k2I k2'1 For positive S 2 this force acts
in the negative Izk direction.
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(M) Friction Force

The friction force between the secondary piston and main

strut walls is simply Ck2l S k2 This force acts in the negative lzk

direction for positive tk2"

(j) Gravity Force

The gravity force is simply mik2 gzk is given by Equation 135.

(k) Stop Contact Forces

The stop contact force F ck2 exists only when the secondary

piston is against either of its stop. Its value is that which is

necessary to put the secondary piston in equilibrium as seen by the

strut (i.e., Sk2 = 0). Since its equal and opposite reaction on the

main strut was assumed positive in the negative Izk direction, the force

of the stop on the secondary piston must be positive in the positive

Izk direction.

The summation of forces on the secondary piston is therefore

XFk2z (Pk-Pk 2 IAk 2 +Ck(Sk-2 t-Lk z A k2

(146)

-Ck2 tkl2 Sk21-Ck2L +mk2gzk+FckL

Substituting Equation 146 into Equation 145 yields

"Sk2 Pk- ) Pk- Ak
2

-Ck24 ~kI ik~ Ck2L ik2 + Fck2I /.k + (147
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Whenever the secondary piston is at a stop, the value of Fck2 is that

which is necessary to make Sk2 equal to zero. Therefore Fck2 is

Fck2 R+woX (RkOO+ wo X w (Rk)O].I 1A

-gzk -Skj mk2 - hPk -Pk2)Ak2

+C~i -AkZ ;k2)1 ;k -Ak2 42 -Ck2;k lSk2I
S~Ak Ak1 , ,

-Ck2Lik2]

or
Fck2 --mk2 (-Sk2 STOP

where •k2STOP = the value of Equation 147 with Fck2 removed.

One could substitute Equation 137 for Sk into Equation 147 and obtain a

much simpler equation. There are some physical constraints in the

problem, however, that make the simpler equaticn for Sk 2 more difficult

to use. Therefore, Equation 147 will be left in its present form.

Note that when all secondary piston terms are deleted, Fck2 reduces to

/ Fck2 =~k Sk I ki

(3) Physical Constraints

Equation 137 and 147 will be numerically integrated to

obtain the velocity and displacements of the main strut and secondary

piston. The range over which Sk and Sk2 are allowed to vary, however,

are constrained. The constraints are as follows:

05 Sk "' Skb
(140)

li Sk2< Sk2T
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where Skb is the maximum allowable displacement of the kth main strut
(i.e., strut bottoming) and Sk2T is the maximum displacement of
secondary piston (i.e., resting against the secondary piston compression
stop). As the numerical integration of Sk and Sk2 approaches these
constraints, the values of Sk' Sk' Sk2' and Sk2 must be appropriately
constrained to ensure that the integrated values of Sk and Sk2 meet the
constraints of Equation 148. The constraints on Sk2' Sk2m Sk' and k
are therefore as follows:

(a) If Is4 5 ESk, then•k20ondS•'0

(b) If (Skb-Esk) S3 k <_ (Skb+Esk) then Sk! 0

and Sk -< 0 to exist

(C) If I <- I then Sk ? and 9k2 ? 0

to exisl,

(d) If(Sk2T-Esk2) <Sk2< (Sk2T+Esk2) thenSk 2 <_O

and Sk2 ! 0 to exist.
where

Esk = error allowed in integrating Sk around the positions zero
and 5kb.

Esk2W error allowed in integrating Sk2 around the positions zero
,and Sk2T.

If the values of Sk do not fall into constraints "a" or "b",
then the numerical integration of %k proceeds normally. If the values
of Sk2 do not fall into constraints "c" or "d", then the numerical
integration, of 5k2 proceeds normally. In this way the constraints of
Equations 148 are met and the "real system" is simulated.
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(4) Ground Reactions

The ground reactions interface the landing simulation in
two main areas: strut applied forces (i.e., Nfk and Ftk); ground

reaction contributions to Mo in Equation 101; and ground reaction
contributions to FT in Equation 106. We begin by examining the ground

reactions in general.

(a) Ground Reaction Discussion

The ground reactions, obviously, do not exist until

any or all wheels touch the runway. Examine Figure 25.

Figure 25. Ground Reaction Forces

As the aircraft settles onto the runway, the tires are depressed
and a certain portion of the tire surface (i.e., the tire footprint)
interfaces the runway. The foot print is allowed to skid on the runway

The vector Vgct depends on the wheel axle velocity and the rotation

rate of the tire.
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The ground reaction normal to the runw;hy, FTrzk, depends on the

tire deflection, 8k and can be written

FTRzk * FTRzk I zR (149)

where

FTRzk -- nkfk(Sk) (150)

nk number of tires on kth strut

f 8 k) : force deflection curve for a single tire on kth strut

The ground reaction forcL, FGpk, in the runway plane is assumed to
have a direction opposite the footprint velocity, V Ptk, and can be

written

FGPk -FGPk IVGPk (151)

where

FGPk -/lkFTRzk (152)

and

IVGPk= (153)

Substituting Equation 152 and 153 into Equation 151 yields

FGpk - FTRzk VGPTkI (154)
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The variable u, is the coefficient of friction between the tire and

runway and, in general, is not a constant. The predominant dependence

of k is en IVp-k and the footprint pressure, Ppk" In general,

P, is found to decrease with increasing I %gpTk and decrease with

increasing P pk The nominal footprint pressure, Ppk' can be written

as

'pk FTRAI (155)
ik.Apk

where Apk = the footprint area for one tire.

A pk is mainly a function of the tire geometry and the tire deflection,

Sk' Page 62 of Reference 20 gives the empirical formula for Apk as

Apk 2 225(8 k -,03Wkl)jrokWk (156)

where

wk = tire width

rok = tire outer radius

Note that Apk < 0 for 8k < .03 Wk, which has no apparent physical

meaning. Knowledgeable people at WPAFB (ASNFL) indicated that Ppk was

essentially the airpressure of the tire, which remains approximately

constant during landing. The whole point of this is that it may not be

necessary to include the variable effects of Ppk on P k during landing.

Therefore, "'k will be assumed as a function of IVGPTkI only.

The total around reaction force, FTRk, can therefore be written

FTRk =FGPk + FTrý,?k (157)
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If FGpk is written

TGPk FTRXkI XR + FTRykIyR (158)

then substituting Equations 149 and 158 into Equation 157 yields

FTRk in the runway coordinate system as

FTRk = FTRXk 1XR + FTRyk yR +FTRzk I-zR (159)

Furthermore, if the tire footprint velocity VGPTk is written

VGPTk = VTXkIXR +VTykIyR (14)

then Equ7,L-on 154 becomes

- VT• - -C "
FGPk :VjkFT K GP IXR +kLkFTRzk VTVkP-I XyR (!61)

Comparing Equation 158 and 161 yields

FTRXk = /bkFTRzk IVGPTk (162)

FTRyk =/-LkFTRzk YVPkl (163)
I VGPTk I

Note that VGPTk. is

I VGPFr I VGPTk VTx + V-yk (164)

Equations 15O, 162, and 163, therefore, define the total ground reaction
F-TRk (see Equation 159) as seen by the runway coordinate system.
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(b) Formulation of FTk

FTk is the ground reaction component along the negative

Izk direction in the gear coordinate system. Since the strut is not

necessarily perpendicular to the runway, the formulation of FTk in

terms of FTRXk, F TRYk, FTRZk, is not intuitively obvious. The

matrices defining the transformation have already been defined in

Equations 91, 108, and 111. In particular, the transformation from

the runway coordinate axes 1R to the strut coordinate axes Tk is

Ixk a2kli 0 (Ik13 11 ,f -t " RGi 1 0 RG31 IxR]

:yk 0 I 0 m, m 3 0 1 0 lyR (165)

zj k31 0 ak 33  L n 2 n 3  RGi 3 0 RG3j IzR

The product of the two matrices to the right make Equation 165

"l-xk lF ki1 0 Qk,3 RRLt I RLI 2 RL 31 [R'

lyk 0 0 RL 2 1 RL 2 2 RL 3 1 y yR (166)

Iz ki0 ak33 RL31 RL3 ,, RL33  L1z J
where

RLII =LIRGIi + L 3 RGi 3

RL 12 42

RLt 3 21IRGI +, 3 RG 33

I•Lz : lliRGII + m3 RGI33

RLz2 : r" (167)

RLzSZm 1 RG3 i +m3RG 33

RL 3 i : n RGtI + n. RG, 3

RL 3 Z : =nz

RL 33 n RGsI + nj RG 33
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The final expansion of Equation 166 is

IxkI R Iik RII2 k RIi 3 k 'xR

IYk] : RI 2ik RI22k RI 2 3k lyR (168)

here
R, i aki I RLi i + ak,3RL3 ,

R112k = aklIRLI2 + 0 k13RL 3 2

R11 3 k = CklRLi 3 + ak13RL 3 3

RI 2 ik RL 2 1

(169)
R12zk RL22

m R123k =RL23

RI 3 1k :k 31 R~i + Qk33RL31

Ri 3 2 k = k31 RL12 + Qk33RL3Z

RI33 k Qk31RLI3 + ak33 RL 3 3

By definition of FTkO it can be fcrmulated as follows

FTk = FTRk• (-Izk) (170)

From matrix 168, 1zk can be written

Tzk = RItk IXR + Rl13kIyR + RI31k I'-z (17|)

Substituting Equations 159 and 171 into Equation 170 yields the formula

for FTk.

FT = - ( FTRXk RI, 3k +FTRyk RI,2k + FTRzkRI33k) (172)
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Equation 172 is used to determine FTk' which is needed in Equation 138

to finally determine Sk"

(c) Formulation of Nfk

Nfk is the ground reaction component normal to the direction

of strut movement (i.e., normal to T ) at the axle. If FTRk (see

Equation 159) is written in the strut coordinate system as

FTRk = FdxkIxk + Fdyklyk + FdzkIzk (173)

then Nfk is

Nfk Fdk + Fdyk (174)

The forces Fdxk and Fdyk are determined from FTRXk, FTRYk, FTRZk

and Matrix 168 to be

Fdxk FTRXk RI Ik + FTRykR,12k + FTRzk R I 3k (175)

Fdyk FTRXk RI2 1k + FTRyk R 122k + FTRzk R12 3 k (176)

Equation 174 is then used to define Nfk in Equation 130, which defines

the friction force Ffk used in Equation 138, which is ultimately used

to help define Sk in Equation 137.

(d) Ground Reaction Contribution to FT

/The vector FT in Equation 106 is the total applied vector
force on the vehicle. The thrust, aerodynamic, and gravity force

contributions to FT have already been formulated in SDF-2. To the

SDF-2 force fornijlation must be addeo the contributions of the ground

reactions of each gear. Since SDF-2 ultimately needs the forces

expressed in the body fixed axes system (Ixo' I yo', 1z) the total

ground reaction must finally be written in this system.
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The total ground reaction vector, FTR, may be written in the

runway coordinate system as

FTR•k•TRk= FTRXiXR + FTRyIyR +FTRzTzR (177)

where

FTRX :FTRXk

F TRy 2 1k FTRyW 18FTY (178)

FTRz = -kFTRzk

and 2 implies a summation over all of the gears on the ,vehicle.

Equation 177 is then transformed to the body axes through the matrix

[xo R1_11 RLI2 RLU3  IxR

ly0 RL21 RL 22 RL 2 3  TyR (179)

Izoj RL3 1 RL3 2 RL 3 3 j IzRj

which has already been defined by Equation 167. If FTR is written in

the body axes system as

FTR = FTRA IXo + FTRBlyO + FTRC Izo (180)

then FTRA, FTRB, and F TRC become

FTRA= RLI, FTRX+RL0 2 FTRy+RL1SFTRz

FTRB= RLZI FTRX +RL22FTRy+RL2 3FTRz (181)

F-TRC= RL31 FTRX +RL32FTRy+RL 33 FTRz

FTRA, FTRB, and FTRC are the components of the total ground reaction,

FTR, for all the gears written in the body axes system.
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(e) Ground Reaction Contribution to
00The vector RM in Equation 101 is the total moment about the

nominal mass center of all the forces applied to the vehicle. The

thrust and aerodynamic contributions to M have already been formulated in

in SDF-2. To the SDF-2 moment formulation must be added the

contributions of the ground reactions of each gear. The position

vector, Rpk' to the point of application (i.e., the footprint) of

the kth gear ground reaction force, FTRk, can be written (see Figure
23 and Equation 114) as

Rpk =(Rwo + rk +(rok-k) I zR (|82)

where

rok = outside radius of the tire on the kth strut

The moment vector, M.TRk, of the kth gear ground reaction, FTRk, is,

therefore

MTRk = "RPk X FTRk (183)

In order to evaluate the crons product in Equation 183, RPk and FTRk

must be written in the same coordinate system. Since FTRk is already

expressed in the runway coordinate system, R~k will be transformed to

this system.

The vector Tk (see Figure 23) can be written

k = U(rFk- Sk)Tzk (184)

Transforming ?k to the body axes system through matrix 108 yields

r k 1(rFk -Sw)( ak3ItXO + ak33Izo) (I85)
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Adding Equation 185 to Equation 114 yields

R )o+ r k [R k + ak 31 (rj - Sk0 j I) + [Rjky Iyo + (186)

[k + +c~k 3 3 (rFk-Sk)] IZO

Equation 186 is then written in the inertial axes system Ixg X yg I 9IZg
as

(ROO0 + rk = RAk xig + RAyk rg + RAzk~z (187

where (see matrix 91)

RAXk 1 1 M, n] [CRkx + Qk3i(rPk-Sk)]1

RAZk 23 m3  [3Rkz +Qk 33(rFk-Sk)]J

Finally, Equation 187 is transformed by matrix 111 to the runway

coord'inate system, 1R9 and added to (r ok -S k) 'zR to yield Rpk
expresseo in' the runway coordinate system as

Rk=Dxk I R + Dyk ITyR + DZk IZR (189)

where

Dxk =RGiI, RAxk + RGi 3 RAzk

a DYk =RAyk (990)

()k=RG 3 1 RAx% + RG33 RAzk + rok 8

Now that Apk (Equation 189) is written in the same coordinate system

as FTRk' Equation 183 can be written in determinant form as

F 1 R IyR IzR 1
MTRk [Uxk Dyk Dzk j(9)IFTRxk FThyk FTRzk
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Expansion of Equation 191 yields

MTRk = MTRXk IxR + MTRyk IyR + MTRzk IzR (192)

where

MTRxk Dyk FTRzk-Dzk FTRyk

MTRyk zk FTRxk-Dxk FTRzk (193)

MTRzk z DO FTRyk - Dyk FTRxk

The total moment, MTR, of all the gear ground reactions can therefore

be written

MTR " WTRk MTRx TxR+MTRy(yR+MTRzzR (194)

k

where

MTRx 3 Z MTRxk
k

MTRy " Z MTRyk (195)
k

MTRz 8 1 MTRzk

/

If Equation 194 is written in the body axes system as

!MTR MTx Ixo +MTylyo +MTzIzo (196)

S!!! 111
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then by Equation 167 MTX, MTy and MTZ become

MU RLII RL12 RL131FMTRx
"" i " I" '"-" " I- I I1""1

M.~y a RL21 RL22 RL2 MTRy I(197)
[MT JRL31 RL32 RL33J[MTRzj

SM and MTZ are the total ground reaction moments (written in

body axes) that make a contribution to 0 in Equation 101.

(f) Tire Deflection, 8 k

In developing Equation 159 for the ground reactions, two

new variables, bk dnd VGPTk' ware introduced. The formulation of the
ýth strut tire deflection 8 k' follows:

The tire deflection arises because of a physical constraint between

the position of the wheel axle and the runway, i.e., if the height of

the wheel axle above the runway, Zok, .s less than the unloaded

outside radius, rok, of the tire, the difference must be the tire

deflection.

8k0 o + zok (198)

The value of Zok is added in Equation 198 since Zok will be negative

when the axle is above the runway. Note that Equation 198 assumes that

the tire shape is a sphere--which is good, provided the wheel axle is

not far from being parallel to the runway plane (i.e., wings parallel to

runway).

Equation 198 is modified by letting the runway have an arbitrary

profile c (X R) where * is a function of the position, XRk, of the

kth strut down the runway. The c (XRk) allows the calculation to

compute the effects of

8k - + E(Rrk) (199)
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step inputs (or other runway profiles) on gear dynamics. Note the

following: 8k< 0 means the kth tire surface is above the runway;
ak = 0 means the kth tire surface is just touching the runway;

8 k > 0 means the kth tire is on the runway and is deflected. The.

formulation of Zok and XRk follows.

Let the vector RRk represent the displacement of the kth gear axle

as seen by the runway coordinate system origin. The vector RRk can

therefore be written (see Figure 18, 21, 22, and 23)

RRk a A-RgR +lHk)o+Tk (200)

where from Equation 90

A • Xg lxg + Yg Ty9 + Zg Tzg (201)

and from Equation 113

RgR RgR Txg (202)

and from Equation 114

' (Rw)a s nkxIXo+ RkyIyo+Rk~zTZO (203)

and from Equation 184

'k " (rk-Sk) Izk (204)

Now RRk may also be written in the runway coordinate system as

§Rk • xRkIxR+YRkTYR+bok zR (205)

The formnulation of X Y and Z from known quantities involves several

"coordinate transformations which follow.

The vector (R) + F, has already been formulated in the inertial

coordinate system I "g , Tzg (see Equation 187) as follows:

(Rk)o+?'k a R Ixk +xq+RAyk lyg+R"As k TI (206)
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Substituting Equations 206, 202 and 201 into Equation 200 yields

RRk x (Xg - RgR + RAxk) Ixg

+ (Y9 + RAYk)TY9 (207)

+ (Zg + RAzk)lzg

Equation 207 can be transformed to the 1 R axes system (i.e., Equation

205) through matrix Ill as follows

KXRk RGI, 0 RGI3 (Xg-RqR+RAxk)

YRk 0 I 0 (Yg+RAyk) (208)

Zok RG31 0 RG33 (Zg+RAzk)
The value of XRk is used to determine c (XRk). The values of Zok and

rok (a constant) then coITmpletely determine the tire deflection, 8k$

for the k th strut.

(g) Tire Ground Plane Velocity, VGPTk

The total velocity RTk of the bottom surface of the kth

strut tires as seen by the runway can be written

RTk VGPTk + VTlw TER (20s)

"Substituting Equation 160 for VGPTk yields

ATk VTXkIExR+VTykTyR÷VTzk TZR (210)
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The formulation of VTXk, VTYk and VTZk from known variables follows:

Let the vector RTk be the position of the kth strut bottom tire

surface as seen by the runway coordinate system origin. RTk can

therefore be expressed as

RTk 0 " -gR+lk"o+ '+(rok- 8k' T (211)

where (rok - 8 k TZR is the vector from the wheel axle to the bottom
surface of the tire. The first derivative of Equation 211 yields

AT -RA9R + (R~ K [~- 8iR (2121

where from Equation 90

R Xg Tx9 + 9g Tyg + ,gzg (213)

and from Equation 113

RgR 0 0 (214)

and from Equation 114

A~k)0 " 'O •oX k)0 ' x (Rkx ix 0 + Rky Y0 + Rki10) (215)

and from Equation 184

rk Sk ilk + W0 x(rFk-sk)Izk (216)

and

" [okh- 8k TzR a R rok+ - zR (217)

whereZTk is the rotational vector velocity of the tires on the kth

strut as viewed by the vehicle body axes. Equations 213-217 each must
be written in the runway coordinate syste~a. We begin with Equation 217.
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First l k is assumed negligible and iTk .o •Therefore

Equation 217 becomes

d [(ok - 8k)IzR]• Tkz(rok-8 k)TzR 218)

Since the wheel is constrained to spin about its axle, eTk can be

written @Tk " WTk lyk (219)

Since the vector 1yk can be written (see matrix 168)

Tyk - R 12k IxR + RI22k 1yR + RI2 3 k IzR (220)

then Equation 218 can be written in determinant form as

ixR iyR izR
d [( -R)T ]-Rnz (221)

- ro:- R] - wTk 12 ik 1 2 2 k RI23k

0 0 (rok-8k)

Expansion of Equation 221 yields

"' [(rok- 8•)• ] wTk(rok-8k) R2 T

dt L khzR Tk k k 22k xR
(222)

O WTk(rok-o k) R8 21kIyR

Equation 215 and 216 will be expanded together. First the vector I

in Equation 216 is written (see matrix 108)

iZk a Ok3I IMo + Ok33 11o (223)
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Therefore Equation 216 becomes

rk a k(k3, IXO + k33 iZ0

Txo TY TZ0
(224)

+(rFk- sk) p q r

0 k31 0 0k33

where

0a pi,,o + q lY0 + r TZ0  (225)

On .panding, Equitioc 224 becomes

rk L' .k3l k33 Ir~k -Jk)T

+ [rFk - sk )( 'ra,3 - P ak33)lIT,0 (226)

+ [-k 9k33 -qah3, (rFk -SkJ1 Tzo

Equation 215 on expanding becomes

IX0 1,0 TZO

(Rk)o * p q r

+ I rRk - PRkz)ITY0

+ pj-rk~,
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The vector summation do + rk can therefore be written

(Rk)o+ rk (RDxk IX'#RDykTYO+RDzk 1228)

where

RDxk 2 -kk31+qIN33(r,-k-skl

"+ ( qRkz- rRky)

RDyk 2 (rFk-sk)(rok31-P Gk33)
(229)

+ (rRkx- pRkz)

RDzk -ik k33-qok31(rFk-Sk)

+(i)Rky- qRkx)

Equation 228 is now transformed to the inertial axes 1g uy Matrix 91 as

S(Rk+ork A 2 m 2  n 2  ROYk (230)

Se3  m 3  L RDzk

and added with R - gR to yield
gr

R - RgR +(Rk)o+rk a RIXGk txg+RDYGk/ yg

(231)
+ RDZGk Izg
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where the inertial axis system components of the velocity of the axle

as seen by the runway origir, are

RDXGrk = Xg + 11 RDxk + m, RDyk + nl R~zk

RDYGk 2 g -+2 RDxk + m2 RDyk+ +2 RDzk (232)

R + 13 RD ~ RD ~ RD
RDzGk " Z9 4 eRDxk + m3 RDyk +. n3 RDzk

Equation 231 is now transformed to the runway coordinate system through

Matrix 111 and is added with Equation 222 to yield RTk (see Equation 212)

expressed in the runway coordinate system. The result is

RTk 2 R G 0 kF ('k-8 zR

[RGII RDXGk . RGI3 RDZGk +4 wTk(rok-8k)RI22k]ixR
(233)

+[RDyGk- wTkCrok- k8R!r21k]TyR

+[ RG31 ODXGk 4- RG33 RDZGk]IzR

Comparing Equations 233 •nd 210 yields

VTxk z RGII RDXGk + RCe3 RO7Gk+ wT(rck- 8 k)R1 2 2k

VTyk a RDYGk -wTk(rok--Sk)Il2k (234)

VTzk a RG3 1 RDXGk + RG33 RDZ;;k
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Equations 234 for VTXk and VTYk are then used to calculate the ground

plane forces FTRXk and FTRYk (see Equations 162 and 163). Note that

Equation 234 for VTZk is not used but is useful when one realizes it is

the vertical velocity (i.e., sink rate) of the kth gear axle as seen

by the runway.

(h) Wheel Equations of Motion

In deiriving an expression fcr the ground plane velocity,
V k thVGPTk' of the k tire footprint, the rotational velocity, wTk, was

introduced. Since wTk changes during landing, another equation of

motion is needed, Applying Newton's Law about the wheel axle yields

Mk 2 nklkl•Tk (235)

where

Mk = applied moment about kth axle

Ik -moment of inertia of a tire, wheel, and anything else
= constrained to rotate with that wheel about the axle.

he •pplied mom.ents are predominantly the moments of the qround

reac-ion fiýrcec and braking moments (if applied). Let MAk be the

momserit of the ground reaction forces about the axle and let M~k be a

braking moment which will be determined by the Brake Autopilot as shown
in Appendix 1Il. Equation 235, therefore, becomes

WTk
"MAk - Mek "k " k wTk (236)

Note that the braking] imoment always opposes the motion, (,Tk. Solving

,,4rtion 236 foc"iTk yields

wTkWTk " (Mmk- M WTk )/ 1 k n12
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Equation 237 is then solved numerically to obtainwTk. The variable

MAk must be defined however, in terms of known quantities before tne

integration can proceed.

The vector from the axle to the footprint of the tire is (rok -k)

1ZR' The vector moment MAk of the ground reaction FTRk (see Equation

159) about the axle is

MA- (rok -Bk) 1ZR X FTRk (238)

Substituting Equation 159 for FTRk and writing Equation 238 in determinant

form yields

XR IYR IZR 1
MAk 0 0 (rok-Bk) I (239)

FTRxk FTRyk FTRzk J

Expanding Equation 239 yields

MAk = -FTRyk(rok--k) IxR -yFTRxkrok-8k) 1 R (240)

Since MAk (see Equation 236) is the component of MAk along the axle

direction lyk' Matrix 168 performs the desired transformation of

Equation 240 and shows to be

MAk -- TRyk (ro -8 k) RI 2 ik + FTRxW (rok - 8 k) Rl 2 2k (241)

This completes the derivation of all quantities needed for all the

equations of motion (see Equation 101, 106, 137, 147 and 237).
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d. Expanded Equations of Motion

Five kinds of equations of motion were needed to describe the

landing vehicle with gears. Each equation is repeated here for

convenience.

_ = - -K _

WO= ;O.WO+WOX(IoffWO)+z Mk [(RkOO+ rkc] X (rkc) k (101)
k=I

FT = mT R + Mk ( VkC k (106)
kri

ý,, {R +w o X(RO.O +- o x [;Io X (•.,o] }.'Iz(
+ Qk - gzk

Skz =(Pk-Pk2)Ak 2 + Ck(Sk- - SkL2 lj42 Ak2 Sk

Ak A2 k2l

-Ckzsk2[ sk2]- Ck2Ls42 + Fck4l/mk2+ gzk (147)

r -[ -,.,.o x (•,o -.:o xF~o :(,R,,o] ].T,-,., Sk

W Tk = (MAk- MBW k )/Iknk (2371

Equations 101, 106, 137, and 147 contain ',_rtor operations (though

completely defined) that are yet to be expended before numnerical

integration can proceed. We begin with Equation 101.

Since the counterpart to Equation 101 in SDF-2 is written in body

fixed axes, the vector operations in Equation 101 must finally be

expressed in body fixed axes. The vector (AkOo (see Equation 114)

is first transformed to the Ik axes system through Matrix 108 and then

added (rFk - Skc)Tzk (see Equation 115) to yield

(4Rko +(rFk -SkcOlzk "RRICGXTxk + RRICGX 'yk + RRICGZ 'zk (242)
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where

1mRICGX = kiI Rkx + ak13kRkz

RRICGY Rky (243)

"RRICGZ ak 3 l Rkx + ak33 Rkz + rFk-Sko

'Note that Equations 243 are constants. The vector ( ) + rkc can

therefore be written

(Rk)o + rkC = RRICGXIxk + RRICGYlyk +(RRICGZ-SklIzk (244)

Since ( rkc)k can be written (see Equation 115),

r (kc)k : -S izk (245)

Then the vector cross product in Equation 101 can be expressed as

-Ixk 
1yk z

[(Rk)o +rkcJ X(rkc)k = RRICGX RRICGY (RRICGZ-Sk) (

Sk RRICGYIxk + Sk RRICGX Iyk

Transforming Equation 246 back to body axes (see Matrix 108) yields

[(Rk)o +rkc] X7rkck§k RRICGY I O +

(247)
"Sk RRICGX IlYo -ki 3 Sk RRICGY 2zo
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Substituting Equation 247 into Equation 101 yields

--" WO + /to "0'o) +

K (248)
EmkSk (-aklRRICGYIxo+RRICGX IYO--akI3RRICGyIzo)
k=I

Equation 248 (i.e., also Equation 101) is now expressed in body axes.

Equation 106 is written in body axes by substituting Equation 245

for (rkc)k and realizing that 1 zk + a k (see Matrix

108). The result is

TT = mT - mkSk( ak3ITXO+ak33Tzo) (249)
k=1

Equations 137 and 147 contain the vector expression

{R+w• X (Rk)o+WOX IoX (R0)o1 ] zk

Each expression is taken in turn.

(1) R . A

The vector R is obtained directly from SDF-2 as

R = Fx -xo + F + F Zzo (25O)WT -; -F-

Since by Matrix 108 1zk = ak 3l •xo + ak33 -zo

Szo
then the scalar R . 1 is

R -I Zk-.U- Rk3t + FL Ck33 (251)
MT 1 MT

S(2) X• (40o].,- ,•

/ • 1 2 4
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The vector o is obtained directly from SDF-2 as
00

wo P +; yo+rT (252)

The vector (Rk)o is Equation 114. The vector cross product (o x (Rkdo

is therefore

Ixo Iyo Izo

(Lo X (ROO p q r (iRkz-;Rky)Ixo+

Rkx Rky Rkz (253)

(;Rkx- Rkz )iyo+(PRky-qRkx) Izo

Using the expression previously used for lzk yields the scalar

expression

[WO X(9o] - zk to oe

[oX(ik~o1 Tzk=Ctk3i (4Rk -rRk) (254)
+(akaBlPRky- 4Rkx

i (3) ;o x[;oX k)].zk
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The vector o x raOx (Rdk)o is

_ Xo IVo Izo

j(Rkz-rRkyXrRkx- pRkz)(pRky-qRkx)

[q(pRky-qRkx)-r(rRkx-pRkz)] Txo

(255)

+[r(qRkz-rRky)-p(pRky-q qkx)] Iyo

+[p(rRkx-pRkz)-q (qRkz-rRky)]Itzo

Once again using the expression for 1zk yields the scalar @o x [o x

Rk)oJ" 
1zk to be

zýoX[6OX& (k)0]"Tzk a0 k3 [q(PRky-QRkx)

(256)
-r(rRkx-pRkz)] + ak33 [p(rRkx-pRkz) -q (qRkz- rRky)]

Summing the results of paragraphs (1), (2) and (3) and letting the result

be SRk which is the "lzk component of the inertial acceleration of the

kth strut axes system, yields

SRk {+,X )+Wo X [W, X (k)o]}.I -zk

S(k + F k33 + k31 (4Rkz _ Rky)M T Ms mT k ki

+Q QS 3 (kRky qRkx) + C1k 3 [q(PRky-qRIAx)

- r(rRkx-PRkz)] +Qak[p(rRkx-PRkz),q(qRkz-rRkyy)
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Equations 137 and 147 therefore become

sk~ SRk + a- gzk (258)

S7k 2 =[(Pk-Pk?) Ak2+Ck(Sk7-ýA k2) i-Ak2 k

CkZ Sk2 I i2I- -Ck2Lýkl+ FCk2] /MkZ (259)

+ 92k - SRk + Sk

Equations 237, 248, 2 9, 258, and 259 are the five equations of motion

written in the proper coordinate systems and are in a form convenient

for numerical integration.
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SECTION III

DISCUSSION

The SDF-2 equations of motion are written with the total applied

force FT and total applied moment M written in body axes as

FT a Fxixo+Fyiyo +Fzzo (260)

Mo x LIxo+M yo +-NIzo (261)

By rewriting the modified equations of motion (i.e., Equations 248 and

249) with the added terms as applied forces and moments (i.e., on the

left sides of the equations), the added terms can be looked upon as

changes in the SDF-2 applied forces and moments brought on by adding the

landing gears and ground reactions to the simulation. If the new FT

andin 0 eare written as

VFT (Fx+Fxmlixo+(Fy+Fym)Iyo

+(F 2 +- F2 .•) Izo

(262)

U0 - (L+-LmlTxo + (M+MmlIyo

S+IN + N m I 1 z

12
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where F Fym, Fzm, L Mm, and Nm are the changes in F, Fy,

L, M, N, respectively, which are presently in the SDF-2 formulation,

then the changes are

Fxm a FTRA +Imk 1k Gk3l
k

Fym a FTRB

Fzm a FTRC + I mk sk Ok33
k (263)

Lm a MTx + 1mk ik QkItRky
k

Mm a MTy - Imk ik RRICGx
k

Nm a MTz + I mk1  k ak13Rky
k

This concludes the formulation uf the equations defining the SDF-2

modification to include landing gear dynamics and ground reactions.

12
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SECTION IV

LANDING GEAR FLOW CHARTS

The following flow charts show the previous equations in their

required order of calculation. The corresponding equation numbers

are given on the right s.de of the equation to serve as a handy reference

in finding a desired derivation.
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CALCULATIONS DONE OC

akf I= cosek

Oki3 =-sir. 9 (109)

Uk3i =s~

Gk33= C03 6 k

RGii =cosER

RG13 =-sin ER
(112)

RG3 1 srinER

RG33 = COSER

R~kCG -: kiRkx + 0 k13 Rkz (243)

E RL] MATRIX ELEMENTS

RLii = JIIRGii +1 3 RGi-3

R~2 = 2

RLi 3 =jIRG5 i +13RG 3 3

/RL 2 i=mIRGit+m 3 RGi 3  (167)

RL22 =M2

RL 2 3 = mRG3 ,4 43G

RL.3 1 ::nRGi +n 3 RGIS

RL 3 2 = n2

RL_33 =nýRG~i +n 3 RG 3 3
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r RI] MATRIX ELEMENTS

Rhi k l3ki IRLii +aki3RL 3 i

R; 12; 
0k, Ok RL 2 +ak,3 RL 32

R,; 3 k akiRLi3 +Ok;3RL33

R121I R- ~2i (169)

R12 RL 22

R12 3k =RL 2 3

913 1k ak3l RULi +a0k33,RL3i

R, 32k~ ak5IRL12 +Olk3 3 RL32

R13 3k~ Ok3lRL13 +Ok33RL33I

RAXk i m1  n11  Rkx + 0 k3l rFk- S k

RAY', rn2  n z fk (188)

[RA-k1 L 3 m3  n3 J Rkz + 0k33(inFk-5k)
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Z ok, (Xg - R+RAXk)RG 3I+(Zg+RAZk)RG.33

XRk:(XR-- RR+RAXk)RGij+(Zg+RAZk)RGI3 (208)

YRkYg+ RAyk

I F

6O<X<RL YES

Rk

NO E(XRk)

:0

8Jk: rok - Zok +Efk (199)

PRINT -TIRE

YES 0 DEFLECTION (099)

EXCEEDED
/IF\ IF

<c -> -- E---- k
1/ 3
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P k -Ak S k +A 2 2(128)

Pk= Pok2Vok 2  (129)
Vok 2 -Ak 2 Sk2

LT

FTRZk fllkfk(8ki] (150)

FRDXk -SkO~k 3I + ( r F- SO)q a 33 + qRk7  r Rky

Royk= (rc-k-SK)(rak3i-P~k 3 3 ) +rRkx-pRkz (229)

RDZk= -ý~3-~-k qki-~yqk

R:)~k mr" ni RDXIJ

RýDYGk I 2rl . R~ (232)

LRDZGk [Zg L' m. n3 J RD k]

D
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VTXk RGii 9DX(Sk + RG13RDZGk +WTkRI 2Zkrok-8k)

VTYk RDYGI, -WTkRI21k(rok -8 k) (234)

VTZk =RG 3 iFDXGi,+RGMRDZGk

VG~k 2 2 (164)

IF

<VGPT 
M<VO 

Y'ES 
F R k=0

NO

2 2
PSkDk V'GP (R~GIRDXGk RGI3RDZGkI +ROYGk J

(3-08,312)

f TRXk 4L& FTRZk ?IE (12)

VGPTk __

FTRYk =kFTR~k VI j (163)
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DkzRG I I R~k4-RGI 3 RAZk

Dyk z Ayk (190)

DZk =RG3 I RAXk +RG33RA~k ~rok- Sk

MTRXk z D~~kFTRZk,-DZkFTRYk

MTRYk =DZkFTRXk -DXkFTRZk (193)

MTR7-k =DXkFTRYk -DYkFTRXk

FTk: FTRAkRI3ik - FTRYkR,32k--FTRZkRI33k (172)

Fdxk = Ri ik FTRXk + R11 2 k FTRYk + RI3kFTRZk (175)

Edyk = RI21k FTRXk + R122 k FTRYk +RI23k FTRZk (176)

[Ffk =)Usk ý dk2'+ ly (130,174)

0 3x +Gk33Vzj (135)
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F

IF

No skýj~k2 YES

CkBCk2E Ck' Ck]C

Fm F
6Rk ' 0 k31 in + ak35 mj

"+ 0k5 (Rki -R ky + ok33 I -k Rk

"+ ah1 [q I R.7 p - Rkx q - r I Rxr - Rkz (27

+ Ch33 pI R kx r - R kiP) -QIR kz 4- Rkyr
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G
Sk:0.

I F 'k2 = 0
1Lz 0  NO Sk, *0.

FckL< (Pk Pk2 ) Ak 2 Ck SkI S1
YEiS (LOGIC ON P.97)

gk 2  [(pk Pk2) Ak2 4'Ck (sk Sk 2 )1 ýks I (259

-Ck2 Sk 2 I Skd Ck2L ;k2] /mk2 + gzk - SRk +Sk (LESS Fck2)

-IF IF IF
YES < Sk 2S-E sk NO -<S~ký2 E sk 2 >-YES 

5
k>

0  2
YES

P R I NT 
N O N O

-E k2
EXCEEE

I, F I F

Sk2 !5(Sk2T Wk) Sk2 -O

NO YES YES

\P NT NO - +E, -
-L k 2 1ý(SkZTEsJ '

1 (2 5 kl
ýXCEEDFD NO Skl 0

rIES4

Llckz]

S~rl~' YES - tS,>O -.

NO

sýo I ES -- FjZj sk ýk2A

NO 1%)kl
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SFW - Pk (Ak-Ak2) - Pk 2 Ak2+FCk2-Ck2ik22lk2 (127)
Sk -Cw2L ik2- Ffk (138)

1 (13 9)ok (FTk +SFk0/mk(1•

*ik a 5RRh + a1001- 9 .r (258)

PRINT IF (LOGIC ON P971
-Ek /-YES- s<!ESk

EEXCEEDED/I

NO

OF .- IF IF
sl11 S E111  YE S-.k )1 0. YES Il 0.

YEYS

NO NO N k0

IF
sk 5 (sk1bEs1 YES

NO

P RINT /IF
k J)+ 

+: 
NO

so5
YES

N~o. YES-10 O 116

sk+ k At
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MAkU FTRyk (rok - 8 0~ "121k + ý'Tftk (rok -bk? R122k (240)

(b~k M~j Tk + C&Tk YES

wk

kýT

FTRx FTx

k

FTRA RLII RL 12  RL13 FTRx

FTR 1 R L21 RL 2 2  RL 2 3 FTRy (181)

L-FRC- -RL31 RL32 R L33- L.FTR z
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MTRx U XMTRxII

MTRY Z MTRyft (195)

MTRz 2ZMTRZik

Mv 1 ] RLII RL!2  RL13 MTRx

MTy R RL24 RL22 RL25 Mf Ry (197)

MTJ RL31 RL32 R L35 MTRz

FlU * FRA * 1'k "k 0 k3l

~ TC~k ka3 (263)

LM - M. + IXkm k k I I Rky

MM " 14y :flh~k Vk RRkCGx

NM ' T! + '"A 'koki3 Rky

QK)
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ADD FxM, FyM, rZM, LM, MM, NM TO SOF -2

CALCULATiONS OF Fx, Fy, Fz, L,M,N AS FOLLOWS:

Fx a TZ-0 + mgxI-AFK+FxM

Fy a TY +y+mgy+ Fy+ FYM (262)

Fz • TZ -nF+mgz+AFZ + FIM

L a LT +ALT +1 + LM

M a MT+AMT+m+MM

N a NT++ANT+a+NM

CCONTINUE SDF-2
CALCULATIONS
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APPENDIX III

CONTROL MANAGEMENT EQUATIONS
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SECTION I

AUTOPILOT PROBLEM DEFINITION

1. PROBLEM DISCUSSION

The aerodynamics subroutine in SDF-2 (called SACS - see pgs 41-45

of Appendi< I) can simulate the aerodynamic effects of a single control

surface in each of the axes pitch, yaw and roll. The input aerodynamic

data can also be "staged" (i.e. changed during the running of the

program) to simulate the deployment of flaps, slats, spoilers, etc.

The thrust subroutine in 3DF-2 (called TFFS see pgs 46-47 of Appendix I)

can simulate the thrust and fuel flow of a single airbreathing engine as

a function of altitude, Mach number, angle of attack, and throttle

setting. Therefore, SDF-2 as originally formulated has sufficient

control variables, with limited modification, to control the aircraft

in six degrees of freelom. The question which remains unanswered,

however, is that concerning the magnitude of the control variables at

any time. This is the function of the autopilot which can be stated in

questior form as follows: Given the state of the aircraft, what
values should the control variables be? This Appendix concerns itself

with the answer to *his question. Figure 26 shows this basic interface

between SDF-2 and the autopilot.

In finally arriving at the control variable values, the autopilot

must necessarily answer the following questions:

a. What is the desired state of the aircraft?

b. Given the present state of the aircraft, does an error in

state exist and if so what maneuver will be done to correct the state

error?

c. What control variable values (i.e., elevator, rudder, and

aileron deflections and throttle settings) will result in the desired

maneuvers?
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Input

SDF- 2 state A

Program information Autopilot

-control variable values

Figure 25. Autopilot - SDF-2 Interface

2. DESIRED CAPALILITITS

The following is a list of the rn:jor capabilities required of the

autopilot:

3. Control the aircraft in six degrees of freedom during the

glide slope, flare, landing roll, and takeoff roll within The capability

Sof a jiven aircraft.

b. Perform aircraft control with changing winds.

c. Be capable of 3nalyzing multiple engine aircraft with

engine failures and engine reverse.

d. Simulate ontrol as aircraft transitions into ground effect.

e. Examine first order effects of control surface and engine

lags.
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f. Examine braking capability and selected braking failures.

g. Include a drag chute simulation.

h. Be able to start at any point in the landing or takeoff sequence

and terminate calculation at selected points.

3. ASSUMPTIONS

The basic assumption is that initially the aircraft is on or near

the desired spatial position and is trimmed in all three axes and power

such that if no further parturbations occur, (such as wind changes,

engine failures, changing aerodynamics due to ground effect, etc.) the

aircraft will remain on the nominal glide slope position and inertial

velocity. It is further assumed that the approach speeds are low

enough (such as 1.2 - 1.3 V stall) so that the aerodynamic coeff cients

are predominantly a function of aircraft control surface configuration

and altitude (i.e., ground effect) and not Mach number. It is also

assumed that the aircraft is low enough so that runway level thrust

properties are valid. This eliminates engine performance dependence

on altitude changes. Variation of aircraft weight during landing and

takeoff is also considered negligible.
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SECTION II

MANEUVER LOGIC

The maneuver logic concerns itself with the answer to questions 1

and 2 in Section I. As shall be seen, the maneuver logic determines

the desired values of angle of attack, angle of sideslip, roll angle,

and thrust (along with other commands) which define a maneuver to

correct a state error. The orginization of this logic is divided into

four areas: glide slope, flare, landing roll, and takeoff roll.

1. GLIDE SLOPE

The basic requirements of the aircraft while in the glide slope

phase are two: to be vectorially near the glide slope within an allowed

error; and to maintain the inercial speed down the glide slope a constant.

We begin by defining the position error.

a. Postion Error

Examine Figure 27, part of which is extracted from Figure 22.

Figure 27. Glide Slope Geometry
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The nominal glide slope position is defined in the vertical plane

(i.e., plane containing the unit vector lzg and xg) and has the glide

slope angle, eGS' measured up from the horizontal plane. The glide

slope origin begins at a distance, hCG' above (not indicated in

Figure 27) the runway origin. The variabie, hCG' is the fixed

distance between the aircraft mass center and a line parallel to the

longitudinal body axis which is tangent to the bottom tire surface of

the main landing gear. As such, if the aircraft were on the glide

slope at the runway origin, the tires would just touch the runway.

Figure 28 shows this geometry for the vertical plane. The allowed

glide slope position error in the vertical plane, hea (see Figure 28),

is defined by the fixed angular perturbation, SE , and the position

vector RR. The allowed glide slope position error in the horizontal

plane, hpa, (cee Figure 29) is defined by a similar fixed angular

SFigure 28. Vertical Plane Glide Slope
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RgR

Tg -q [hxR

IYg

i -d - (RR' Ixg) Ixg

Figure 29. Horizontal Plane Glide Slope

perturbation, 80. , and the position vector RR' Note that as the

aircraft gets closer to the runway origin, the allowed position errors

hea and hpa reduce gradually to a very small value. The equations for

hea an,-! hpa will be approximated (i.e., realizing that E GS is small

and IRRI >> hCG) as follows:

hea §~R be (264)

hP A R 80RI (265)

where

IRI " (X -qRgR)+ZgJ (266)
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and 8 . and 8- are in radian units. The variables X and Z are

available from the existing SDF-2 formulation and the distance RgR is
available from the landing gear modification (see pg 81). The nominal

glide slooe altitude, h GS' (see Figure 28) is dependent on the position

coordinate X as follows'
g

The vertical glide slope position error, he9 (see Figure 28) is

therefore
he = h- hGs (268)

Note that h is positive when the aircraft is above the nominal glidee

slope and is negative when the aircraft i: b'low the nominal glide slope.

ThL !,,minal glide slope position in the horizontal plane (see

Figure 29) is identically zero (i.e., the aircraft ideally should

remain in the vertical glide slope plane). The horizontal glide slope

pusition error is therefore the position coordinate, Y g, which is also

defined in the existing SDF-2 formulation. Note that Y is positiveg
to the r~ght of the vertical plane and negative to the left.

In controlling the aircraft to remain within the allowed spatial

error (see Figure 27 for a Pictorial view), it is helpful to know the

rate at which the glide slope position error is changing (i.e., rate

feedback). The rate of the vertical glide slope position error, hes

can be expressed as follows:

"he - -Z9 + X9ton 'OS (269)

Note that he is coupled with the horizontal velocity X and he is zero

only when the aircraft sink rate, Zg, is equal to the apparent rate

at which the glide slope is falling. The rate of the horizontal glide

slope position error is simply Y . The variables Xg, Yg, and Zg, are

all available from the existing SDF-? formulation.
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The total vertical glide slope position error, heT, and the total

horizontal glide slope position error, hPT, are written as the sum of

a position error and a rate error as follows:

heT he + RFh he (270)

hpT Yg + RFy Yg (271)

The RFh and RF are input constants and determine the amount of rate

feedback in the vertical and horizontal planes respectively. This

completes the formulation of the glide slope position error.

b. Velocity Error

If the aircraft is controlled such that heT, and hPT fall

within the allowed errors hea and h pa, respectively, this only

guarantees that the aircraft is vectcridlly near the nominal glide

slope position and does not control the inertial velocity with which the

aircraft comes down the glide slope. The inertial velocity error, Ve

must therefore be sensed and is formulated as follows:

Ve Z V9-Vd (272)

V V is the inertial velocity magnitude (as formulated in the existing

SDF-2) and Vd is the desired inertial velocity down the glide slope

which is input as a constant.

c. Glide Slope Dynamic

The two basic requirements for the glide slope (see Pg 147)

define a steady-state descent maneuver at constant ground speed. The

nonminal values of angle o, attack, angle of sideslip, roll angle, and

thrust to perform this imd,,euver ,an be obtained by a steady-state

summation ot forces acting on the aircrdft. We begin by examining

forces in the aircraft pitch plane. Examine Figure 30 and the

following definitions.
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8 R
,d

SW (GS

Ixg

Figure 30. Nominal Forces in Glide Slope

Vd = desired inertial vector velocity down the glide slope

V wind vectorw

Vd desired airspeed vector

OR = pitch angle of aircraft from horizon

a d = desired angle of attack

I desired flight path angle of Vad

Td = desired thrust vector

L = lift vector

D = drag vector

S- weight vecLor
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p = atmospheric density

S = aircraft reference area

CLR = required lift coefficient

Summing forces in the vertical direction (assume aircraft wings

approximately level) yields:

L cos(-)•)+TdsineR+ Dsin(-4R)-WO (273)

This may be solved for the required trim value of lift coefficient

for the desired static equilibrium gliding condition as:

CLR I [ sin( )]274
OR S cOs R (27)

Summing forces in the horizontal direction yields:

cos e8 R+Wsin(-YR)-Dcos(-yI) 0 (275)

solving fcr Td yields: Wsin y'., + Ocos

Td COS R (276)Cos 6R

Equation 274 can also be written as

C W ý19R EF (277)L R pVod RS

where Td and y' are both set to zero as a first approximation. The

value of CLR in Equation 277 is used to find an estimate of trim ad
and 8h , as will be shown subsequently. Td iý, then calculated

using Equation 276, followed by a more accurate estimate of CLR through

Equation 274, and cf Td L', uug 1h Lquation 276.
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CLR is dependent on Vad, which is also deperdent on the wind

vector V w through the following relationship (see Figure 30):

IV(V COS tG2-2 sieSZ (278)-a •- 9w}Yg2V

The variables Xqw' Y _w and Zgw are components of the wind vector,

Vw on the Ixg 1y9 , I zg, axes, respectively, and are available from the

existing SDF-2 formulation.

The coefficient of lift, CLO is primarily a function of angle

of attack, a, and secondarily a function of elevator defiection, 8q,

tthrough the following relationship:

C L " aa+CLl a +CLb Sg (279)

where C Lo,C , CLa2, and CLBq2 are the predomindnt aerodynamic

coefficients contributing te lift. Therefore, for a given elevator

deflection, Equation 279 ultimately defines the desired angle of attack

ad, to meet the requirements of Equation 274 for the gliic' slope. The

nominal elevator deflection for use in Equation 279 is obtained using

Equation 302 which will be discussed under Pitch Autopilot.

Equation 276 defines the required thrust magnitude, Td, to maintain

the glide slope as a function of W, ', U, ýid 8 The drag force, D,

is evaluated at ad and Pad through the following equations:

1 D PI~I (280)

where

CD • CDo + CDa ad + C0a ad" (281)

and CDo' CDa, and CDa2 are the predominant aerodynamic coefficient'.

contributing to dag.
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The equations defining y' and 0 can be obtained by referring to

Figure 30.

Z ton Vd sin '6GS- Zgw
YRFVd SCos EGS Xgw (282)

II

8R YR + ad (283)

The ad i'esuting froni Equ,3tionc 277, 302, and 279 and the TH

resulting from evaluating Equation 276, as indicated, are the nominal

airplane requirements in the pitch plane to satisfy the requirements of

the glide slope in the vertical plane. Summing forces in the horizontal

plane yields the basic requirements for the aircraft to remain in the

glide slope vertical plane and not drift horizontally. The nominal

requirements are: wings level (i.e., no aircraft roll), and ;ideslip

angle of attack zero (i.e., crab aircraft into wind).

The preceding analysis illows the autopilot to determine the nominal

trim requirements for o ,ready *Jescent at co.-stant ground speed for an

arbitrary wind vector. Unfirtunately, changing winds, engine failures,

changing aerodynamic coefficients due to ground effect, etc., require

the aircraft to transition between, nominal trim requirements which can

put all six degrees o- freedom into ýindesired oscillations. Of primary

concern in the glide slope are the lotq-period oscillations of the mass

center position about the nominal glide slope position. Though these

long-period oscillations present no real control problem to the pilot

in real life, they must be se'nsE• in the autopilot simulation and

appropriately controlled. A means of sensing these oscillations has

already been provided through the variables heT and h PT in Equations 270

and 271.
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The vertical oscillations will be indicated by heT and will be

controlled by modifying the desired angle of attack, ad, as follows:

ad as determined
by trim requirements

heT I< bo- YE

the" ad remains

unchanged
NO

a d - PG- $ he*T

ad

The logic for the modification of ad comes from an understanding

of the nature of the longitudinal long-period mode, but can be briefly

stated as follows: when the aircraft is rising above the allowed vertical

glide slope error, lower the ad; when the aircraft is falling below

the allowed vertical glide slope error, increase the ad' The magnitude

of the modification to ad is determined by the input constant PGs and

will depend on the particular aircraft simulated.
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The horizontal oscillations will be indicated by hPT and will be

controlled by modifying the desired roll angle, Od' about the zero

position (i.e., wings level position) as follows:

hpT > hpo YES Od -0c

NO

I

IF'

i~dz Ac YES h PT <-hpo

NO

4Od

Briefly stated, the horizontal logic is as follows: When the

jircraft drift to the right of the glide slope vertical plane exceeds

the allowed value hPa' roll the dircraft - •c (left); when the aircraft

drift to the left of the glide slope vertical plane exceeds the allowed

value -hpa, roll the aircraft 4c (right). Since the 0c command

will cause a component of the large lift vector to project on (he

horizontal plane, *c can be small (301, etc.) and still control the

horizntol oscillations.

This concludes the equations defining the maneuver logic for the

glide slope phase of the problem. Figure 31 presents a summary of the

equations and logic.
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IAP I
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B

hpo RR 80"

hpT a Yg + RFy ig

IF

hpT > ho YES

NO96 
c

I~lF

Od S~cNO

Call Engine
SFailure Logic

SGo To Pitch

Autopilot

Figure 31. Glide Slope Logic (Concluded)
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2. FLARE

The basic requirement of the flare naneuver is to transition the

aircraft from an arbitrary vector position and vector velocity in the

glide slope, to a desired touchdown vector position and touchdown

vector velocity, simultaneously, on the runway. For a realistic

landing, the touchdown vector position is limited ky runway length and

landing distance required to stop the aircraft. The touchdown vector

velocity is also limited by acceptable landing speeds and aircraft sink

rates. Since there always exists the possible effects of engine

failures, wind changes, and limited aircraft flare capability for a given

situation, some basic logic is necessary to sacrifice the desirea

touchdown constraints logically and still make an acceptable landing.

The problem is typically a guidance problem subject to constraints.

The development of basic guidance laws to perform this function follows:

a. Guidance Laws

The flare guidance laws will be based on a constant acceleration

maneuver. Flare initiation will be staged on a particular altitude,

hF, above the ground (see Figure 32). At the time of flare initiation,

it is assumed that the glide slope cross range control has the aircraft

sufficiently close to the vertical plane so that the wings may be leveled

(note aircraft will still remain crabbed into the wind). As such, the

flare maneuver is essentially a planar problem and occurs near the

vertical plane.

Since the runway can have an elevation angle, ER' the guidance

laws will be de~eloped in the runway coordinate system XR' hR where

xR aircraft scalar distance down runway

h N aircraft altitude above runway
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h h

I - C6 ER

qE

1xg 
z

izg

Figure 32. Flare Coordinate System

The desired touchdown conditions are as follows:

x RF : distance down runway for touchdown

hRF = mass center ýItitude normal to runway for touchdown

XRF = landing speed parallel to runway for touchdown

hRF = altitude rate normal to runway for touchdown

Consider the following general derivation for any scalar variable,

S, with constant acceleration, S:

St + Sr (284)

where

ts = elapsed time

Si = initial

Sf = finul S
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Integrating Equation 284 again yields

I2
Sf - + Sits+ Si (285)

where

Si initial S

Sf = final S

Solving for ts in Equation 284 yields:

t S (286)s

Substituting Equation 286 into Equation 285 and expanding yields:

zS S
S' - Si: (z- + § '

(287)

f-s O (St-Si)(sf+sL)8
-T 2'

Solving Equation 287 for S yields

s 'sf-s ;) sf+s) (288)
* 2(Sf-Si)

Substituting Equation 288 into Equation 286 yields

s = 28(289)

Equation 288 expresses the constant acceleration, S, required to

transition from the initial state Si, Si, to the final state Sf
in terms of the initial present conditions and desired final conditions.

Equation 289 expresses the time required, based on constant accelerations,
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to make the transition in state. Comparable equations for the scalar

variables xR and hR are therefore:

(Xo~+o

'AXR X(RF--XRF_±XR) (290)

2(XRF-XR)

Ix =-'(XgRF+XR) (291)

-h -"(RF+hR)
AhR -(hRF hRý(h-F-h•) (292)

(hRF+hR)

where

AxR = required acceleration of xR

t x time to perform the xR state change

AhR : required acceleration of hR

"th = time to perform the hR state change

If Equations 290 and 292 can be satisfied at all times during the flare,

they guarantee that the XRF, XRF touchdown constraints will occur

simultaneously and that the hRF, hRF. touchdown constraints will occur

simultaneously. However, this does not guarantee that the two

individual sets of scalar constraints will occur simultaneously. This

latter constraint can be met by requiring tx to equal th* This is

achieved by the following logic.
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Calculate tx and th from present conditions (i.e., xR' XR1 hR9 hR)

and the desired touchdown condition (i.e., XRF, XRF5 hRF' hRF)"

Compare the values of tx and th' If th is greater than t x, Equations

291 and 293 suggest four possible sacrifices of the desired touchdown

constraints to make th and tx equal-

(1) Increase XRF (i.e., land further down the runway).

(2) Reduce the landing speed, XRF"

(3) Increase hRF (note hR Ž hRF).

(4) Increase hRF in the negative direction.

Sacrifice 3 is eliminated since this would require the aircraft to flare

out above the runway. Sacrifice 2 is eliminated since the desired

landing speed will already be cl0,e to the stall speed. Sacrifice 1 is

possible provided there is suf' "ient runway length left after touchdown

to stop the aircraft. Sacrifice means an increase in sink rate at

touchdown; this is undesirable, but can be tried once the possibilities

of Sacrifice 1 have been exhausted. This logic is formulated as follows:

Let

XRF = XTD+Dm (294)

where

XTD = distance down the runway before which the aircraft must
not touchdown. (This is normally zero but can have a
positive value which in effect places the closest allowable
touchdown point ahead of the effective rurnay beginning.)

DM = distance down runway from XTD to desired touchdown point.

Apply Sacrifice 1 by equating tx and th in Equations 291

and 293, substitute Equation 294 for XRF in Equation

291, and solve for the required Dm.

(hRF- hR)

Dm (XRF + XR)(hRF-+R)-- + XR -- XTD (295)
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Equation 295 expresses the D that will allow tX to increase to themx
value of th" This value of Dm) however, may be too large i.e., Dm

must be constrained as follows:

LD + bm S RL (296)

where

RL = runway length

L0  = required landing distance to stop aircraft

if Dm is too large to meet the constraint of Equation 296, the ma:'imum

value of Dm is RL - L.D* If this occurs, th will still be greater

than t x, then Sacrifice 4 is applied as a last resort. Sacrifice 4

is applied by equating tx and th in Equations 291 and 293, by substituting

XRF= XTD+RL- LD

as the limiting value for XRF in Equation 291, and solving for the

increased hRF.

•R: (-XR+RF (hRF-hR)-hR (297)
hRF (XRF-XR)

"If a landing situation is such that Sacrifice 4 is necessary, the

sacrifice is one of deciding to land the aircraft harder versus landing

further down the runway and risk running off the runway end.

The preceding sacrifices are for the case in which th 4s greater

than t . For the case in which tx is greater than th, Eoýations 291

and 293 also suggest four possible sacrifices of the desired touchdown

constraints to make th = tx:

(1) Decrease XRF, that is, touchdown shorter

(2) Increase the landing speed, XRF

(3) Decrease hRF

(4) Make hRF less negative
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Sacrifice 3 here is eliminated for the same reason as Previously.

Sacrifices 1 and 4 are applied in the same order as before except with

different constraints. The constraint on D is that it cannot be

negative i.e., one does not want to touchdown prior to the effective

runway beginning. In the event the required Dm is negative, then

Sacrifice 4 is applied and hRF is made less negative; however, hRF

cannot be positive. The equations for Din and hRF are the same as

Equations 295 and 297, respectively. In the event hRF is reduced to

zero, Sacrifice 2 (though undesirable) can be applied as a last resort.

The equation for XRF is obtained by equating tx to th, substituting

XRF = XTD and hRF - 0, and solving for the required XRF as follows:

XRF hR (LXRF-hR) -XR (298)

At this point, the desired touchdown conditions have been logically

manipulated so as to occur at the same time within specific constraints

of the runway and aircraft. These updated values cf XRF, kRF' hRF' and

h RF (not changed) are then used with the present cunditions XR,

R1 h R1hR in Equations 290 and 292 to calculate the required

accelerations AxR and AhR to make the transition.

b. Flare Dynamics

The preceding paragraph merely defines the required accelerations

AxR and AhR to perform the flare maneuver. The values of angle of

attack, angle of sideslip, roll anqle, and thrust to achieve the

particular AxR and AhR are yet to be found. As indicated in the

preceding paragraph, the flare maneuver will be done with wings level

(desired roll angle = 0) and the aircraft crabbed (desired angle of

sideslip = 0) into th, . . d Assuming the aircraft yaw is

s,,all, AxR and AhR ire i f lly in the aircraft pitch

pline oid are predomrindntly ,termined by angle of attack and thrust.

The rclationship between the scaldr accelerations AxR and A hk and

the independent variables a and T is as follows. Examine Figure 33.
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TT

DZ

Figure 33. Flare ForcesSwhere

V = velocity vectorg

Vw = wind vector

Va = airspeed vector

,a = angle of attack

= elevation angle of Va relative to runway

"= elevation angle of Va relative to earth

ER = runway elevation angle

= thrust vector

WT = weight vector

L = 'lift vector

D drag vector
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Since A xR and A hR are defined relative to the runway, they are:

I

AXR -[Tcos(a+yCo)+Lsifl(-a)
* (299)

- Dcos(-Xý) -A~TsinERJ/M

AhR =[Tsin~a+yý)+1cosv-yý

(300)
+ DAsinF-WT7os ER- /M

For a given airspeed vector, L and D are predominantly quadratic

polynomials in a (see Equations 279 and 281). Equations 299 and 300

are therefore nonlinear functions of at and T whose solution is not

immiediately obvious. The observation that Equation 300 is predominantly

a function of L and W T and is not appreciably affected by T and D

indicates that AhR is primarily dependent on a . This also indicates

that the final value of A xR in Equation 299 is achieved through T.

Both of these observations are helpful in constructing a numerical

solution. Suffice it to say, that Equations 299 and 300 can be solved

for the desired angle of attack, a(d and desired thrust, Td/ to

achieve the required accelerations AxR and A hR It should be noted

that both cedand T d have upper and lower bounds so that a situation

can arise in which the requested accelerations are outside the capability

of the aircraft. In such cases, the a d and T d will be those that

give the least vector error in the requested acceleration. A flow

chart of the equations and logic which determine 2d and Td for the

flare maneuver is presented in Figure 34. A pitih rate calculation is

made based on the desired angle of attack rate and the nominal rotation

rate of the velocity vector. This pitch rate is called thouthe

desired pitch rate in the flare.

c. Hold - Decrab Maneuver

As the aircraft apnrouches touchdown, it must be tdecrabbed"

(i.e., aligned with the runway center line) to allow the tiref to roll

and not skid. This is accomplished in the yaw autopllc. (see yaw
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Enyry I

IAP-z2 1
IA = I R z I

IF XRF 2 XTD

11RI N 0 hRF 2 hTD

XRF " VXTD

IiRF VhTD
YES

tx " 2(XRF-XR[I/* R+ *RFI

th : 2(hRF-hRI/(hRF"hR)

Figure 34. Flare Logic
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iRF +i)

NO LD+Dm RL -YES-

LXR zX D- ~ ~ XRF =XTDTRL-LD

I X F z XI T M( iR + i RF) --
hF X R F (XThRF -hR) 6R

Figure 34. Flare Logic (Contd)
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D

(hRF- hR)( 'R+XRF + IR 'TD

mD (hRF + •R)

IF

<DM<O> 
YES -1 

MDM

NO

A __[ERE =xTO+Dml

t, 2 (hRF~h R )/IR >

(hRF- >O R YES >NO NO-

< h RF> 0 NO -

YES

hRF'O 'RF . R.(xRF-.ERJ Rý
-hRF-hRI

Figure 34. Flare Logic (Contd)
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I RF - KR? I 'RF + K*R
AKP 21 RF XR

hR - hR hRF -hR)

AtR 2( hRF - 'hRI

E R.yR -ER

F ~d + ( AhR COS Y - AKR Sif To /V9

114um0.'icolly foiv# tfl@ equations

AKR [T cot ( G + Lo t 'I ! - yI,

-Oros -WT 'I ER]17

[~h T sin (a + yi) + L cos I

+ D sin (yi- cot ER /70

f~or the ad and T,, reul izing that AhR is
primroily dependent on a+

-L
Tod

10iwo, o

-. - j & .0l 1.dd
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autopilot development) by commandiny the Euler yaw angle, %,p, (see

Appendix I) to be zero. The Euler roll angle, •p, is also

commanded zero for a "wings level" impact. More aircraft also have a

"tail down" constraint which limits the maximum allowable angle of attack

near the ground.

The "hold-decrab" maneuver is staged on the mass center altitude

above the runway. When this occurs, the desired angle of attack,

(Id, is held constant at the last value requested in the flare unless

it must be limited by the tail-down constraint. The desired thrust,

Td, is also held constant at the last value requested in the flare

unless the "kill-power" option (see throttle autopilot development) is

exercised. Most of the logic for the "hold-decrab" maneuver is directly

in the autopilots. That logic which is necessary prior to autopilot

entry is summarized in Figure 35.

3. LANDING ROLLOUT

The landing rollout begins at the instant any one of the tires

touches the runway. The following maneuver will automatically occur

in the landing rollout: control the aircraft yaw, rp, to be zero

(i.e., keep the aircraft aligned with the runway); reduce roll control

surface deflections to reutral position. The following events can be

sequenced (on time after impact, t ) if so desired:

(1) Actuate ground spoilers (tr tsp)

(2) Kill power and reverse engines (t 2 r
r rv

(3) Actuate .rag c-hute (tr Ž tch)

(4) Actuate tire braking (tr 2 tbk)

(5) Change elevator deflection from value at impact to a desired

final value (in Pitch Autopilot, if tr > t st)
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CEntry 2

IAP,3

Od 0.

IF'

,ad+ya> YES

NO

CCall EngieFa il ure0 Logic

Go To Pitlch
Autopilot

Figure 35. Hold-Pecrab Logic
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Most of the logic for the landing rollout maneuver is contained

directly in the autopilots. That logic necessary prior to autopilot

entry is shown in Figure 36.

4. TAKEOFF ROLL

The takeoff roll maneuver is simply one of rotating the aircraft in

pitch to the desired takeoff angle of attack once the takeoff airspeed

has been reached. Throttle setting is held constant through the roll

at the takeoff value. The aircraft yaw angle, *p, is commanded zero

in the yaw autopilot to keep the aircraft aligned with the runway, and

the roll control surface deflections are kept in the neutral position.

Elevator deflection is kept at a fixed value until the command to rotate

the aircraft to the takeoff angle of attack is given. The takeoff roll

maneuver is terminated on a particular mass center altitude, hs, above

the runway. Most of the logic for the takeoff roll maneuver is contained

directly in the autopilots. That logic which is necessary prior to

autopilot entry is shown in Figure 37.

5. PROBLEM PHASE LOGIC

Given appropriate input, the phase logic determines which maneuver

logic (i.e. glide slope, flare, hold-decrab, landing roll, takeoff

roll) to use. The phase logic also determines where the problem is to

terminate. Figure 38 shows the phase logic.

The indicator ITO determines whether the problem is a takeoff or

landing problem. If the altitude of the aircraft is above hF, the

aircraft is in the glide slope phase. When the altitude hF is reached,

an option is provided to stop the program (see NF indicator) or go to

the flare phase. The hold-decrab phase begins when the mass center

altitude above the runway, hR , "i less than or equal to hRF + Bh or

if the distance down the runway XR has exceeded the desired value xRF.

The input value of hRF is normaily hCG' so that 8 h represents the

vertical distance between the runway and tire bottom surface at which

the hold-decrab phase begins. The KP indicator Is used to start the
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IAP" 4

IF

tr Z tsp YES ISS

NO

IF

tr " try YES ICS

NO

trtk t YES ISS I

No

# IF

Coll Braore
NO Failure Logic

Call £Egine

Failure Logict
r0 cToPitch

Autop~to? )

Figure 3t. Ianding Roll Logic
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1AP 5

IF ZAP 6

V0 zVo YES a OTo

NO

FNOF hR > hs E =1

NO0

Coil Engine
Failuro Logic

TPitch
:Au~to p iIot

Figure 37. lakeoff Roll Logic
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II
NToO -<ITO 0

YES

I

GNoToN h< hF
Grlide SlopeD

YES

IF YE-.fO
NO YES

IF

KR~ Z RF
NO OR YES gpc I -YES

\ N O, )

Go To Flare F
Entry I DO 2001-1,1

81> -YES ---w Tu LRI Ys

NO NO c~
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200 Continue RV

~t 411, ,7

Go To Fiore
Entry 2

No

QoTo Loading

Figure 38. Problem Phase Logic
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program in the landing roll phase. If KP 1, the time of impact,

TI, must be provided by initial data input. If KP 0 1 the problem

remains in the hold-decrab phase until any one of the tires receives a

deflection, 8.. As soon as a tire deflection is received, the time

of impact is stored in TI and is never changed (even if the aircraft

bounces on the runway). Immediately on impact, the NLRI indicator

allows the program to be stopped or to continue with the landing roll

phase. The landing roll phase can be terminated on a velocity, position,

or time constraint, whichever occurs first.

6. FAILURE LOGICS

Prior to going to the autopilots, each maneuver logic checks for

possible engine failures. In the event the aircraft is in the landing

roll phase, a check is also made on possible brake failures.

a. Engine Failure Logic

Figure 39 is a flow diagram of the engine failure logic. The

indicator array IC determines the failure (IC = 0) of up to four

independent engines. While in the glide slope phase (i.e., IAP = 1),

engine failures can be sequenced on two different altitudes hI and h2 .

While in the flare or hold-decrab phases (i.e., IAP = 2,3), engine

failures can be sequenced on two different runway altitudes hRl and hR2.

While in the landing roll phase (i.e., IAP = 4) engine failures can

be sequenced on two different times after impact trl and tr2* While

in the takeoff phase (i.e., IAP = 5, 6) engine failures can be

sequenced on two different positions down the runway XRFl and XRF2.
The IC array is used in the throttle autopilot.

h. Brake Failure Loj_•

Figure 40 shows the brake failure logic. The indicator array

IB determines the conditions of each gear brake. The IB array can

be changed from its initial arriy on two different times after impact

tbkl and tbk2 . The IB array is used in the brake autopilot.

This concludes the maneuver logic.
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Figure 40. Brake Failure Logic
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SECTION III

AUTOPILOTS

The maneuver logic of Section II defined control of the aircraft by

specifying desired values of angle of attack, angle of sideslip or yaw

angle, roll angle, thrust, and status of the engines and brakes. It

then becomes the function of the pitch, yaw, roll, throttle, and brake

autopilots to achieve, within the capability of the aircraft, the

desired values requested. Each autopilot development is discussed in

turn.

1. PITCH AUTOPILOT

The basic function of the pitch autopilot is to control the aircraft

angle of attack to the desired value requested by the maneuver logic.

The aerodynamic surface for this control is the elevator on the horizontal

stabilizer. Equation 38 expresses the major static moments acting about

the body mass center pitch axis (excluding landing gear pitching

moment, M M).

Cm + C a +Cm 21a IG-CNLX-' +

(301)
Cmbq +~ + Cmq q dJ Sd. +MT +MM

where

CMO = pitching moment coefficient about the aerodynamic
reference station at zero angle of attack and zero
elevator deflection

a = angle of attack

C Cm 2 = pitching moment coefficients for angle of attack
ma ma dependence about aerodynimic reference station

Mm = ground reaction moments ir pitch (net moment)

CN = nonral force coefficient

AX distance from aerodynamic reference station to
mass center
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C mq, Cm842 = elevator pitching moment coefficients

8 q = elevator deflection
iq

dl = pitch reference length (usually mean aerodynamic
chord)

S = reference arei

q* = dynamic pressure

MT = engine thrust moments in pitch (net moment)

Cmq = dynamic damping derivative in pitch

qd = pitch rate based on ad and flare accelerations

Va = airspeed

The nominal pitch trim requirements (i.e., the control surface

deflection required to attain a particular desired angle of attack under

equilibrium conditions) are obtained by requiring Equation 301 to zero.

As mentioned in Section 1, the aircraft is initially trimmed for the

desired glide slope conditions. If this initial pitch trim is done by

some surface other than the elevator, as with a moveable trim tab or

flap, this is done through appropriate data input of C M. All pitch

"trim changes from the initial are assumed to be done by the elevator.

The nominal elevator deflection, 8 qN for a particular desired angle

of attack, ad, is therefore obtained by solving Equation 301 set to

zero.

[ CM, *Cmaad +Crna2I ad lad --C'N AX-
(302)

Note that the equation is quadratic in 8 qN and is also dependent

on engine conditions.
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Because there may be insufficiert natural damping and because the

Cd command may constantly change (as in the flare), the 8 qN

conmmand to the elevator must be augmented to obtain good aircraft

response and the desired angle of attack control. The pitch autopilot

flow diagram is given in Figure 41.

Three distinct routes are provided in the pitch autopilot, depending

on the valuý of the indicator, IAP. When IAP = 5, this indicates a

takeoff roll problem in which the takeoff airspeed has not been reached.

For this case the desired elevator deflection, 8 qd, remains fixed at

the input, 8 qTO* When IAP = 4, this indicates a landing roll problem

in which one may choose to change the impact value of 8qd (i.e., 8ql)
to some final value 8qF$ at a rate bF, and begin the change at time,

tst, after impact. This impact maneuver can be used to change the

horizontal stabilizer loads during the landing roll. The final route,

IAP = 1, 2, 3, 6, indicates a maneuver in which a pa, ticular angle of

attack, 1d, is required. Here the pitch autopilot computes the

angle of attack error ae, the rate of change of error aRe' and

includes rate feedback RFa , into the total angle of attdck error

signal, aeT. The allowed error in GeT is a fixed input, Aaa'

If aeT is within the allowed Aa'a9 8 qd is set to the trim value
8 qN. If aeT exceeds the allowed error AcaI 9 qd is set to the

trim value 8 qN plus some overcontrol, which is determined by the

product of aeT, and an input constant PS The desired elevator

deflection, 8 qd, is finally limited by the aircraft constraints 8 qL

(lower limit) and 8qu (upper limit). The rate of feedback constant,

RFa , and the overcontrol constant PSH9 allow the pitch autopilot to

be adjusted to a particular aircraft configuration.

ALPDL prevents discontinuities in ad from entering the pitch

autopilot thru a Bqc adds a 'bang-bang" control capability to

the pitch autonilot.
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2. YAW AUTOPILOT

The function of the yaw autopilot is to control either the sideslip

angle of attack or the-Euler yaw angle. In both cases the desired

value of the angle is zero. The aerodynamic surface for this control

is the rudder on the vertical stabilizer. Equation 303 expresses the

major static moments acting about the body yaw axis.

[Cn + CnG21 , - CyT•2 +Cn~rSr+

(303)

Cflbr a 1rIS r] qSd2 + NT

where

S= sideslip angle of attack

C = yaw moment coefficients for 0 dependence about
Cnp Cn aerodynamic reference station

C = body side force coefficientY

d9 = yaw reference length (usually wing span)

Cn~r, Cn8 2 = rudder yaw moment coefficients

Br = rudder deflection

NT = engine thrust yaw moment

The body side force coefficient ii also predominantly expressed by

cy t yef3/ +C y 2 1 ý311 (304)

where Cyp and C y2 are the side force coefficients for /.

Substitutinr Equation 304 into Equation 303 yields

1(CnP-yR,• ))$+(COJC- c-2-,A6 )1.810

(305)
CnBr~r +C, 2 8,1rqSd, 4 NT
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When Equation 305 is set to zero, it can be used to solve for the

nominal rudder deflection, SrN' to trim the aircraft at a particular

desired sideslip angle of attack, 0 d" Note that Equation 305 is

quadratic in 8r and is dependent on engine conditions. Examine

Figure 42, which is the flow chart for the yaw autopilot.

Two distinct routes exist in the yaw autopilot, depending on the

value of the indicator, "AP. If IAP = 1, 2 (i.e., glide slope or

flare) the desired value of 8 is zero. The solution to Equation 305

for the nominal rudder deflection, 8rN' will also be zero, except in

the case where the engine thrust yaw moment is nonzero. Rate feedback,

RFB, and overcontrol, PSR, are provided for the same reasons discussed

in the pitch autopilot. If IAP = 3, 4, 5, 6, the aircraft may have to

operate at a non-zero steady sideslip (only for a cross wind situation)

to make the Euler Yvaw anole, *p, zero. The nominal rudder deflection,

8•rN' for this ý.ase is obtained from Equatic,, 305 by substituting

Equation 306 for R Equation 306 expresses approximately

1B = sin V0Z (306)VO

the steady sideslip 8 at which the aircraft must operate in order to

align with the runway). Rate feedback, R and overcontrol, PS*,

are also provided in this route of the yaw autopilot. The desired

rudder deflection, 8 is finally limited by the aircraft constraints
8 rL (lower limit) and 8 ru (upper limit). As with the pitch auto-

pilot, the yaw autopilot can also be adapted to a particular aircraft

configuration through the rate feedback constants, RFB and RF*, ard

the overcontrol constants, PSR and PS
mR

3. ROLL AUTOPILOT

The function of the roll dutopilot is to control the Euler roll

dngle to the desired value requested by the maneuver logic. The

derodynamnic surface for this control is the aileron. The ro;l autopilot

differs from the pitch and yaw outopilots in that it assumes there is no

major static moment developed about the roil axes for the maneuvers
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requested. As such, tthe nominal aileron deflection, aPN, to trim

the aircraft about the roll axis is always zero. Other than this trim

requirement, the roll autopilot is similar in concept to the pitch and

yaw autopilot. The roll autopilot flow diagram is given in Figure 43.

Two distinct routes exists in the roll autopilot, depending on the

values of the indicator, IAP. If IAP = 4, 5, 6, the aircraft is on

or has just left the runway and the roli attitude is determined primarily

by the landing gear runway interface. As such, the desired value of

aileron deflection, 8Pd is zero. If IAP - 1, 2, 3, the aircraft

is in flight and a particular desired roll angle, qbd' is commanded by

the maneuver logic. Rate feedback, R F, and over control, PSA,

are provided, as was done in the pitch and yaw autopilots. The final

desired aileron deflection, 8Pd is limited by the aircraft constraints

aPL (lower limit) and 8pu (upper limit). As with the pitch and

yaw autopilots, the roll autopilot can be adapted to a particular

aircraft configuration by appropriate selection or the constants RFS

and PSA'

4. THROTTLE AUTOPILOT

The basic function of the throttle autopilbt is to achieve the

desired thrust, Td, requested by the maneuver logic. It performs

this function by commanding desired values of the throttle settings.

The throttle settings must be arrived at under any combination of the

following conditions: 1, 2, 3, or 4 engine aircraft, all engine failure

combinations practicable, engine reverse under selected throttle

constraints, capability to let some engines carry more load than others.

The throttle autopilot is divided into four logics = one for each

of the engine-aircraft combinations (see Figure 44). Each of these

logics is built up from two other basic engine logics called, "cononon

engine logic" and "common two-engine logic."
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a. Single-Engine Logic (SEL)

The single-engine logic determines the desired throttle setting,

Nd (1), for a single-engine aircraft. A "fixed throttle" mode and a

'Failure mode is provided. Figure 45 is a flow diagram of the SEL. In

this logic, a check is first made to see if the engine is in the "fixed

throttle" mode. This is done by examining the value of the first

element in the fixed throttle indicator array, TF(I) - the TF(I) array

is read on initial data input. If TF(1) = 1, this indicates a fixed

throttle mode for which Nd(1) is given the value NdF(l) (the NdF array

is read in on input). A landing reverse check is then made to determine

if this is desired. This is followed by a failure check (i.e. IC(l) 0,

as shown in Figure 39). If the engine has failed, Nd(1) is set to

zero; otherwise Nd(l) remains unchanged. If the engine is not in a

fixed tnrottle mode (i.e., TF(l) = 1), a failure check is again made.

If theve is no failure, the data set up (use first element of input

arrays) for the CEL is done. Entry into the CEL is made and the

desired throttle setting, Nd(1) is determined. Note that the SEL is
predominantly the CEL except that the fixed and failure modes are

determinL. outside the CEL.

b. Common Engine Logic (CEL)

The CEL is applicable to any "variable throttle" engine on the

aircraft. Given a set of variables, the CEL assumes the engine has

not failed and finds a desired throttle setting. The set of variables

required by the CEL is:

IAP = problem phase indicator; available from maneuve- logic

Nc = actual throttle setting; available from calling program.

Tc a desired thrust; available from calling program.

ILR = reverse engine signal; available from maneuver logic

IRC = indicator for engine reverse capability; available from
calling program

N BC throttle setting above which reverse should not be
calling program actuated; available from calling program.
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Figure 45. Sinyle-Enqine Logic
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NLRC = throttle setting for landing reverse; available from
calling program.

NTOC = throttle setting for takeoff; available from calling

program.

KT = kill engine indicator; available from calling program.

Figure 46 is a flow diagram of the CEL.

The ILR indicator is initially input to the program as a value other

than 1. The landing reverse engine signal (i.e., ILR = 1) is niven

in the landing rollout phase of the maneuver logic (see Figure 36,.

If ILR = 1, a check is made on IRC (a value of 1 indicates that the

engine has a reverse capability). If IRC * 1, the desired throttle

setting, NdC, is set at 1.0 (this value of throttle setting is

assigned to forward idle - see Section VI) which is the lowest possible

forward throttle setting. If IRC = 1, a check is made to see if the

actual throttle setting, NC, is below the value required, NBC, to

engage the reverse. If the check is not true, the desired throttle

setting, NdC, is made 1 so that NC will reduce below NBC. When

NC 5 NBC, the reverse is engaged by requesting NdC to equal the

throttle setting for landing reverse, NLRC.

If the landing reverse signal has not been given (i.e., ILR #1 ),

the, CEL has three routes depending on the value of the indicator, IAP.

If IAP = 5, 6, this indicates a takeoff problem and NdC is set to the

takeoff throttle setting, NTOC. If IAP = 3, 4 (i.e., hold-decrab

or landing roll maneuver) an option is provided to kill power. This

is done during data input by making the kill engine indicator KE(1) = 1.

If KT $ 1, the problem goes to the IAP -- 1, 2 route where thrust will

be maintained during the hold-decrab maneuver and will be maintained

during the landing rollout maneuver until the landing reverse signal is

given. If IAP = 1, 2 (glide slope or flare), a route is desired to

find the throttle setting for a particular thrust, Tc. Here an

interpolation is done in the thrust tables from N = -2.0 (full reverse)
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to N = -1.0 (idle reverse) and from N = +1.0 (idle forward) to

N = +2.0 (max forward) to find the throttle setting, N, that gives
Tc or comes closest to Tc. If the final interpolated value of N is

negative (reverse thrust requested), the same throttle constraint is

applied as was done for the landing reverse. It should be noted that
the throttle constraint on reverse thrust applies only when engaging

reverse and does not limit disengagement (NdC can always have a

positive value).

c. Function ENGREV

As originally designed, any engine in a "fixed throttle" mode

could not reverse when the reverse signal (ILR = 1) was given. A
function called ENGREV was added, which allows a "fixed throttle"

engine to change to reverse landing provided ILR has a value of one,

the engine has a reverse capability (if not, forward idle is commanded),

and the throttle constraint for reverse is met. This addition was
necessary since the "fixed throttle" engines do not go through the
"common engine logic" (CEL). The function porforms essentially the same
flow as that portion of CEL which occurs if ILR = 1, as shown in Figure 47.

W 'YES

Figure 47. Function V.NGREV
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d. Two-Engine Logic (2EL)

The two-engine logic determines the desired throttle settings

Nd(1) and Nd( 2 ) for a two-engine aircraft. One fixed throttle mode

and all possible failure modes are provided. Figure 48 is a flow

diagram of the 2EL.

First a check is made on the one fixed throttle mode allowed

(i.e., if one engine is fixed the other is assumed fixed also). If

the fixed throttle mude is indicated, a failure check follows and
Nd(1) and Nd(2) are de-ermnined in a manner similar to that done in the

SEL. If the fixed throttle mode is not indicated, the data set up for

entry into the CTEL is done. Here the Tdx of the two engines is the

desired thrust, Td, which comes from the maneuver logic. The data

set up for engine A is the appropriate Jatd from tne arrays for engine 1.

The data set up for engine B is the appropriate data from the arrays

for engine 2. The thrust fractions KA and KB are determined by the

constant k(2 ) 121 (see list of symbols for meaning of numerical subscripts).

Note that the sLm of KA and KB is numerically 1. The output of the

CTEL is the desired throttle settings NdA and NdB. Note that except

for the fixed throttle mode, the 2EL is predominantly the CTEL.

e. Common Two-Engine Logic (CTEL)

The CTEL determines the desired thr3ttle settings NdA and NdB

for two "variable throttle" engines, A and B, which can have any possible

failure mode (i.e., A and B failed, only A failed, only B failed,

no failures). The set of variables required for the CTEL is much the

same as that required for the CEL except that engine A is distinguished

from B by a suffix in the variable name, The variables required for

the CTEL are:

Tdx total thrust required of the two engines

ICA, ICB failure indicators for engines A and B

KAs KB fractions of Td. for each engines A and B

IRA, IRB reverse capability indicators for engines A and B
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N N actual throttle setting for engines A and BA' B

NBA, NBB = throttle settings above which reverse should not be
actuated for engines A and B.

NLRA LRB a throttle settings for landing reverse of engines A
Nand

NTOA' NTOB = takeoff throttle settings for engines A and B

KEA, KEB kill engine indicator fo- engines A and B

Figure 49 is a flow diagram of the CTEL.

First a check is made to see if both engines have failed (i.e.,

TCA = 0 and ICB = 0). If both have ,1ailed, both NdA and Nd3 are set

to zero (this is used for engine failure in the thrust table look=up

which is stored under the N = 0. data - see Section VI). If both engines

have not failed, a failuie check of engine A is done. If engine A has

failed, NdA is set to zero and the thrust table lookup is entered at

N = 0 to determine the desired thrust, TdA, of engine A (in this case

dA is actually the failure thrust). The required thrust of engine B,

TdB, is found by s,,btracting TdA from Tdx (engine B carries the full

thrust load). The input variables for the CEL (IRC, Nc . . I etc.)

are set up using the data for engine B af.i.r, which the CEL is etered.

The output throttle setting of the CEL, NdC, becomes the desired

throttle setting, NdB, of engine B. If engine A has rot failed, a

failure check on engine B is done. If enginu B has failed, engine A

is assumed to carry the full thrust load. The determination of NdA

when engine B has failed is similar to the previous case where NdB was

cdetermined when engine A failed. If engine B has not failed, this

indicates that both engines are working. In this case, the thrust

fraction KA and KB determine what portion of Tdx each engine carries.

The CZL, with appropriate engine inout data, is used to determine the

desired throttle settings NdA and NdB of each engine.
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f. Three-Engine Logic (3EL)

The three-engine logic determines the desired throttle settings

Nd(1), Nd( 2 ) and Nd( 3 ) for a three-engine aircraft. Three-throttle

fix modes and all possible failure modes are provided. Figure 50 is a

flow diagram of the fixed-throttle mode sectioi of the 3EL.

Thie first fixed-throttle mode allowed, that is checked, is the mode

where all engines are fixed TF(l) = 1 and TF(2) = 1 and TF(3) = 1. Here

the desired throttle settings are arrived at in a fashion similar to

that done in the SEL and the 2EL. If this fixed-throttle mode is not

indicated (note all this takes is For one of the three TF indicators

not to be equal to 1), the next allowed fixed-throttle mode is checked.

This mode is one where the outboard engines (engines 1 and 3) are

assumed fixed, and the center engine (engine 2) is assumed variable.

Both of the two fixed engines are allowed to fail. The thrust table

look-up is then called to evaluate the desired thrusts of engines 1 and

3, be they failed or not. Failure of the variable engine (engine 2)

is also allowed. If engine 2 is not failed, it is assumed to take the

remaining thrust load required to meet the Td requirement of the maneuver

logic. Data set up for the CEL is made using array data for engine 2.

Entry is made to the CEL and Nd( 2 ) is determined. The final fixed

throttle mtde allowed is where the center engine (engine 2) is fixed

and the two outboard engines (1 and 3) are assumed variable. Again,

engine 2 is allowed to fail and the thrust table look-up is called to

get the desired thrust of engine 2, Td(2), be the engine failed or not.

Data set up is then made to enter the CTEL, where Tdx = Td - Td(2).

Engine 1 data is assigned to engine A ani engine 3 data is assigned to

engine B. The thrust fractions kA and kB are determined by the constant

k (3)131. Note again that KA plus KB is numerically 1. The CTEL is

entered and the desired throttle settings Nd(1) arid Nd( 3 ) are determined.

If none of the three fixed throttle modes is indicated, all engines are

assumed variable throttle. For this section of the 3EL, the flow

diagram is given in Figure 51.
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Figure 51. Three-Engine Logic
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This section of the 3EL allows for all possible failure combinations

of the three engines. The logic is as follows: if engine 1 has failed,

call the CTEL for engines 2 and 3; if engine 2 has failed, call the CTEL

for engines 1 and 3; if engine 3 has failed, call the CTEL for engines

1 and 2. CTEL, in turn, checks for failure in the remaining two

engines. Note that in any engine failure combination, the required

thrust load is carried by the remaining working engines. If no engines

have failed, the CEL is called for each of the three engines separately.

g. Four-Engine Logic (4EL)

The four-engine logic determines the desired throttle settings

Nd(l), Nd( 2 ), Nd( 3 ) and Nd(4) for a four-engine aircraft. Three

throttle fix modes and all possible symmetric failure modes are provided

(failure of engines 1 and 2 is similar to failure of engines 3 and 4,

etc., and therefore only one mode is simulated). Figure 52 is a flow

diagram of the fixed-throttle mode section of the 4EL.

The first fixed throttle mode is for all four engines fixed. The

logic here is much the same as was done in the 2EL and the 3EL. The

second fixed-t~rottle mode is for the two inboard engines (i.e, engines

a 1,4 3) fixed and the outboard engines (1 and 4) variable. The

desired thruttle settings, Nd(l) and Nd( 4 ), for the two variable

engines are obtained by -alling the CTEL for engines 1 and 4. The third

and last fixed-throttle mode is for the two outboard engines fixed and

the two inboard engines variable. The logic is similar to the previous

case. If none of the three fixed-throttle modes is indicated, all

four engines are assumed variable. Figure 53 is a flow diagraimh of this

section of the 4EL.

The symmetric failure modes allowed are as follows: four-engine-

failure, 1-2-3-4; three-engioe-failUre, 1-2-3 and 1-2-4; two-engine

failure 1-?, 1-3, 1-4, and 2-3; and single-engine failure 1 and 2.
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The four-engine failure mode is checked first. This is followed

by a check on the three-engine failure mode 1-2-3. In this mode engine

4 is assumed to carry the thrust load. If the three-engine failure

mode 1-2-3 is not indicated, a check is made on the last three engine

failure mode 1-2-4, where engine 3 is assumed to carry the thrust load.

If failure mode 1-2-4 is not indicated, the two-engine failure mode 1-2 is

checked, where engines 3 and 4 carry the thrust load. This is followed

by successive checks of the remaining two-engine failure modes 1-3, 1-4,

and 2-3. In each case, the remaining engines carry the required

thrust load. If none of the two-engine failure modes are indicated,

the two single-engine failure modes (engine 1 arid/or engine 2) are

checked. If a single-engine failure mode is indicated, the remaining

three engines carry the thrust load. If no single-engine failurcs are

indicated, all engines are working, and the desired throttle setting of

each engine is obtained by calling the CEL for each of the four engines.

This completes the 4EL and the throttle autopilot discussion.

5. BRAKING AUTOPILOT

The function of the braking autopilot is to control the braking

moments applied to each landing gear on the aircraft. The braking

autopilot provides the following four opt ons for each land;ng gear:

(1) No braking (ie., braking moment zero)

(2) Constant braking moment (comparable to constant braking pressure)

(3) LocKed wheel (i.e., wheel angular velocity zero)

(4) Controlled braking

"ThE wheel equation of motion is documented in Appendix I1. This

equation, Equation 23C is repeated here for convenience.

WTI (307)

MAI - Mail
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where

MAi = ground reaction moment along axle of ith gear

M8 i = braking moment applied along axle of ith gear
(only + values allowed)

W Ti =wheel rotational velocity on ith gear

n i = number of tires on ith gear axle
I : moment of inertia of a tire wheel, and anything else
1i constrained to rotate with that tire about the ith gear

axle.

Ti wheel angular acceleration on ith gear axle

The function of the braking autopilot, therefore, becomes one of

specifying the value of MBi in Equation 307. iK,,ure 54 is a flow

diagram of the braking autopilot logic.

The braking autopilot logic is contained in a "do loop," which is

repeated I times. The indicator, I, is the number of gears on the

aircraft. When the "do loop" is finished, the MBi array contains

the braking moment for each gear., The first check inside the do loop

is on the value of the brake actuate indicator, IBS. IBS is normally

input at some other value that 1 so that MBi remains at the initial

values read into the program (the initial values of MBi are usually

zero). The braking siqnal (1BS = 1) is given in the landing rollout

phase of the maneuver lodic (see Figure 36). When the brake signal is

given, the brake condition inaicator, 1Bi (see Figure 40) is examined

to determine which of the four brake Gptions is to be applied. If the

value of IBi is 0, brake option I is exercised and MBi is set to 0.

If 1Bi has the value 2, brake option 2 is exercised and MBi is set

to the const3nt value M BC, which is read in on input. If the value

of IBi is -1, brake option 3 is exercised and WTi is made 0 to

simulate brake locking If the value of IBi is 1, controlled braking

option 4 is exercised.
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Figure 54. Blrake Autopilot
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Controlled braking option 4 controls the wheel angular speed, wTi'

to that value which resilts in a particular desired value of "percent

skid," Pp. Since the coefficient of fr.ction between the tire and

runway is predominantly a function of "percent skid," controllin-
"percent skid" actually controls the braking forces applied to the

aircraft. "Percent skid" is defined as follows:

P.i=1Ti (308)

where

Psi = percent skid of ith wheel

VTi = tire footprint velocity of ith wheel

Vai = axle velocity of i th wheel

The tire footprint velocity can be written as:

VTi V0 i + WTi (roi - 8 1J (309)

where

roi = undeflected radius of tire

= tire deflection

Equation 308 can therefore be written as

I'Voi + W.TI ( r0 i - (310

Note that when wTV is 0 (full skid), the value of Psi is 1; and

when the tire is fully rolling (VTi = 0), the value of Psi is zero.
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Let w T9i be the required value of w Ti that results in the desired

percent skid PD' Since V ai is always positive, Equation 310 yields

WTRi =-V (311)

where

Voi : RG11 RDXGk + RGI3 RDZGI + RDYGk (312)

Assuming the tire deflection reaches a nominal value, the value of

WTR i reduces because the axle speed V ai reduces during the landing

roll. The rate at which wTRi should reduce to maintain PD is

tnerefore

S(I-PD)
6 TRi - - (313)(ro 1 - •i )

The variable u is the body longitudinal acceleration and is approximately

Fx/m (see Appendix I) where

F = sum of forces acting in x directionx

m = aircraft mass

(Note that F includes not only ground forces, but also forces ofx
drag, reverse thrust, drag chutes, etc. Equation 313, therefore,

becomes

Fx (I-P D ) (314)•TRi 'M7 (roi_81i)

(See Figure 54 and the option 4 branch).
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First the desired value of wheel angular speed, TRi' is calculated

using Fn.uation 311. The required rate of change of wTRi' WTRiV is

also calculated using Equation 314. This is followed by a ca1culation

of the error, wTEi' in wheel angular speed. If the error, wTEi,

is less than a certain fraction (Aw is the allowed fractional error

in TRi) of wTRi, then the braking moment, MBi, should be such

that the wheel angular acceleration w TRi is maintained (this helps

to avoid further error development). The required value of MBi is

obtained by rearranging Equation 307 and substituting WbTRi for ' TiV

M I Tij [MAI- (4TRi i1 n;] (3,5)M w :UTi

If the allowed error is exceeded and the error is positive, :his means

the value of c Ti needs to be more negative (i.e., more rolling and

less braking). This requires a negative 'i The absolute magnitudewTi *
of this control acceleration is picked a constant value *c (chosen at

data input). The required braking moment in this case is found by

substituting -61C into Equation 307 for w Ti and solving for the

required bra!inq moment. Note in this case

WTI [A~ineJ(316)Mi ( OTi

MBi will be less than IMAil If the allowed error is exceeded and

the error is negative, this means the value of w Ti needs to be less

negative (i.e., hiore braking). This requires a positive 'Ti and,
as previc'sly, will have a control magnitude of o C Substituting

into Lquation 30/ for ' yields the required braking moment.

Ti

Note in this caxe M,'i ýiO', excoed IM Ail Finally, the requested

value ot MBi is checked agairst ihe braking moment limits MBLi (lower

limit - not les,] than zero) and M Ui (upper limit). This completes

the braking autopilot discussion.
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SECTION IV

CONTROL VARIABLE RESPONSE

The main aircraft control variables (i.e., elevator deflection,

rudder deflection, ailevon deflection, and engine throttle) do not in

reality respond instantaneously to the desired values requested by the

autopilots. To get a first order approximation of the effects of

control surface and engine lags on landing performance, a "constant

rate" control variable response is built into the autopilot simulation.

Figure 55 is a flow chart of the control variable response logic. This

logic allows the control variables to move at a fixed rate (rate depends

on initial data input) toward the desired values requested by the

autopilots. No overshcoot is al'!weu; Lhat is, as the actual value of

the control variable approaches the desired value, the response logic
1cncks the actual value to the desired value until a situation arises

where the rate of change of the desired value exceeds the rate at which

the control variable can respond. In this way, the first order effects

of control variable lags are simulated. Note that a system with

essentially instantaneous response can be built by input of large

numbers for the control variable rates.
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Figure 55. Control Response
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SECTION V

SDF-2 CHANGES

MULTIPLE ENGINE CHANGES

This section was written in Appendix I. It is repeated here for

emphasis.

As originally designed, SDF-2 only allowed for the simulation of

one airbreathing engine. The thrust table look-up routine, TFFS, also

included the effects of altitude on thrust and determined the fuel rate,

both of which are no longer needed (see Assumption in Section I).

Some provision must also be made to determine thrust for engine

reversing, thrust for engine failure, and the net thrust forces and

moments acting on the multiple engine aircraft. We begin by discussing

the thrust table lookup.

The thrust table is now a function of throttle setting and Mach

number alone. Because of the throttle autopilot logic, the ranges for

the throttle setting, N, must be as follows:

N = -2. means full reverse

N = -1. means idle reverse

N = 0. means engine failure

N = +1. means idle forward

N = +2. means full forward

Negative values of thrust are stored for the negative throttle settings.

In this manner reverse thrust is simulated. The zero value of N is used

for the data simulating engine failure (note that failure thrust may be

zero or some negative value, depending on Mach number). The actual

reversing is achieved in the throttle autopilot by requesting a negative

|ilg
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value of desired throttle setting, Ndi. The change of sign on Ndi

is sensed in the control response (see Figure 55) and this changes

the sign of the actual Ni used in the thrust table,

Every time thrust is needed by the main program, the thrust table is

entered IN times - once for each engine - and the actual thrust array

T(IN) is obtained depending on the values in the actual throttle setting

array N (IN). The engine thrust vector is assumed parallel to the

longitudinal body axis (this is also assumed in the autopilot equations)

and therefore causes no roll moments. The'engine position arrays,

ZN (IN) and YN (IN), along with the actual thrust array T (IN)

determine the engine pitch moment array Mr(IN) and the engine yaw

moment array NT(IN). These arrays are then used to obtain the net

longitudinal thrust, Tx, (note Ty and Tz are zero by assumption) the

net engine pitch moment, MT, and the net engine yaw moment, NT. The

net value Tx, MT, and NT are then used in SDF-2 arid the calculation

proceeds as normal.

2. AUXILIARY COMPUTATION

Soveral stite variables used by the autopilot must be defined in

terms of the state variables existing in SDF-2. The variables that

.need to be defined are as follows: xR, YP) ZR' XR' y, R ZR, hR' "R'

lip, and 4p. Their definition in terms of SDF-2 variables is as

fcllows:

[~1RGtg 0 R6 13 ] [X9 RgR

LYR 0 0  Y 1 (318)

ZR -1 LRG31 0 RG33 Z

[:R1. RrIl 0 RGI3 1 9

R 9
L40 J RG~ 0 0(J9
iR R 63 1  0 RZ
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hR " ZR (320)

hR a -iR (321)

*1 V (322)
fii

, I (•,; I 2. ) (323)

The variables xR9 XR9 hR9 and hR are used in the flare maneuver logic

(see Section II). The RG matrix (see Equation 111 of Appendix II) is

a traznsformation From the earth coordinate system to the elevated runway

coordinate system. The Euler angular races 'Pp and are used for

the yaw and roll autopilots, respectively. They are developed for a

pitch-yaw-roll sequence in terms of the direction cosines and direction

cosine ratEs which are availaule in SDF-2.
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SECTION VI

PROBLEM ORGANIZATION

Figure 1 shows the basic autopilot interface with SDF-2. The

detailed autopilot interface and the logic organization is shown in

Figure 56. A comparison of Figures 26 and 56 shows that the autopilot

begins with the auxiliary computation and ends with the control variable

respcnse. Several changes were also required internal to SDF-2.

This concludes the formulation of the equations and logic for the

autopilot modification to SDF-2.
STATE

SDF-2 WITH GEAR MOD. INFORMATION

AEODNMICS a SACS CHANES UXIIRt
MULTIPLE ENGINE CHANGES MANEUVER LOGIC

ONROL PROBLEM PHASE LOGIC

DRAG CHUTE CHANGES j

-JF

BRAKE
FAILUJRE

I CONIROL AUTOPI LOTS
VARIABLE K PITC-H-
RESVONSE YjLAWZ]

r--RLL7]
Figure 56. Problem Organization

n m I BRAKE
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